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NOTE

This thesis is being submitted in two parts. The first

consists of a commentary on Gunaikeion approximately 66,000

words long which takes the form of an exposition of the text as a

whole, not a page by page annotation of it, situating the text

within the encyclopedic culture of the early seventeenth century.

The second part is an electronic index and relational database of

all italicized proper nouns contained in Gunaikeion. It is

approximately 6MB in size and was created with FileMaker Pro 4.0.

It consists of 6,100 entries which have been assigned unique

identifying keys, and provided with comments which differentiate
individuals or explicate problematic entries. The database is

supplied on diskettes separately formatted for Macs and PCs, and

can be read on computers running FileMaker 3.0 or higher. The
diskettes are labelled and inserted in a pocket at the rear of the
bound commentary.
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ABSTRACT

Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion: or, Nine Bookes of Various

History. Concerninge Women (1624) is an encyclopedic history
which claims to offer examples of three thousand women gathered
from mythological, historical, literary, and anecdotal sources.

This seminal text in the corpus of one of the most popular,

prolific, and long-lived dramatists of the early modern period has
been almost wholly neglected. There is no modern critical or

facsimile edition. To marginalize this text is to ignore its

importance not only as an entry into the debate on women, but as

an experiment in storing and retrieving information in the early

age of print.

This thesis introduces Gunaikeion to the twenty-first

century by profiling Heywood as a historian of women and a social
commentator. It considers the text in relation to comparable

texts of the period, and charts its influence on histories of women

produced in the 175-year period following its initial publication.
The structure of the text and its links to early modern and

modern systems of reference and modes of thought are

considered in the light of current experiments in creating
electronic databases.

One reason for the neglect of Gunaikeion has been the

inaccessibility of the text and the information contained within.

Microfilm copies or digital images of the text can be viewed at

academic institutions and some libraries, but there is no index to

the 6100 italicized proper nouns in the text. To enhance its

usability a relational electronic database of proper nouns in the
text has been created with a commercially available software

program and submitted as a part of this thesis, with the aim of
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posting the database on the World Wide Web following assessment.

The final chapter describes the rationale for and process of

creating the database, its evolution, and the uses to which it can

be put.
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CHAPTER I: THE WORTHY REVIVER

In 1 640, near the end of his life, Thomas Heywood wrote The

Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the Most Worthy
Women of the World. When the text was published in the same

year, the title page proudly announced that it had been "Written by
the Author of the History of Women". The elaborate prefatory

material includes two dedicatory addresses and two epistles to

readers followed by four verse tributes praising the work. In

Thomas Brewer's encomium Heywood is called "the worthy Reviver"
of the women which the text commemorates. He says:

In there (these brave Viragoes of thy braine)
This Golden issue of thy Silver head,
Thy many such, shall when thy bodi's dead,
Live, as thy lines, now, make them live.1

This phrasing may suggest that Brewer's praise is not limited to

this text, but extends to Heywood's other works on women,

including his monumental text, Gunaikeion, the 466 page folio

published in 1 624. Subtitled Nine Bookes of Various History.

Concerninge Women, Gunaikeion is a text of such distinction in
form and content that it was commonly referred to in Heywood's
lifetime and for many years after as The History of Women, as if
this epithet could apply to no other text in the English language.
Not until 1683 would the eminence of Gunaikeion be challenged by
other publications which sought to improve in one way or another
on Heywood's work, although as we shall see, many of these later
works were derived from Gunaikeion.

The expressions of regard for Heywood voiced by the
contributors to the prefatory matter of The Exemplary Lives and

1 Thomas Heywood, The Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the Most
Worthy Women in the World (London, 1640) A2r. My emphasis.
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Memorable Acts of Nine the Most Worthy Women of the World do

not ring hollow when one considers that in all the information we

possess about this most prolific of Renaissance playwrights, we

can find almost nothing negatively criticizing him written in his

lifetime. (The publication in 1 612 of Thomas Heywood's An

Apology for Actors did provoke a reply by J. G. in 161 5, entitled A

Refutation of the Apology for Actors, in which, as A. M. Clark

says, J. G. parodied Heywood, sneeringly referring to 'mr. Actor'
and his profession, but he failed to publish any scandal of his

antagonist).2

Heywood's literary reputation did not fare as well in the

Restoration. Pepys saw a production of If You Know Not Me, You

Know Nobody (offered as "The Troubles of Queen Elizabeth") on

August 1 7, 1667, at the Theatre Royal, and damned the play as

"the most ridiculous that sure ever came upon the stage" and

Dryden viewed Heywood's work with contempt: addressing Shadwell
in Macflecknoe, he says:

Heywood and Shirley were but types of thee,
Thou last great prophet of tautology.3

In even later generations, some would decide that, apart from a

few of his domestic dramas, much of his output was "hackwork

and self-plagiarism",4 and that Heywood's prose and verse was "of
almost no literary significance".5

Since the early nineteenth century, criticism of Heywood has
been characterized by an acknowledgment of his shortcomings as

2 Arthur Melville Clark, Thomas Heywood: Playwright and Miscellanist (Oxford,
1931) 80.
3 Pepys and Dryden cited in Louis B. Wright, "Notes on Thomas Heywood's Later
Reputation", The Review of English Studies, 4 (1928): 136-7.
4 Barbara J. Baines, Thomas Heywood (Boston, 1984) 5.
5 Robert Grant Martin, "A Critical Study of Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion", Studies
in Philology 20 (1 923): 1 60.
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a literary figure coupled with paeans to his sweet nature. In

Specimens of English Dramatic Poets which was published in 1808,

the generous Charles Lamb coined Heywood "a sort of prose

Shakspeare"6 who

possessed not the imagination of the latter; but in
all those qualities which gained for Shakspeare the
attribute of gentle, he was not inferior to him.
Generosity, courtesy, temperance in the depths of
passion; sweetness, in a word, and gentleness;
Christianism; and true hearty Anglicism of feelings,
shaping that Christianism; shine throughout his
beautiful writings. . . 7

Hazlitt described Heywood's imagination as "a gentle, lambent

flame"8, and Swinburne allowed that Heywood "shows signs now and

then, as occasion offers, of the sweet-tempered manliness, the
noble kindliness, which won the heart of Lamb".9 Katharine Lee

Bates, writing in 1917, commented that in spite of the

imperfections of his work, the dramatic critics to date "have felt

something very like a personal affection for Heywood", the effect
of a spirit that she describes as "merry, tender, generous, [and]
humane . . .".10

The same blend of sentimentality and censure appears in the
comments of the twentieth-century critics who have addressed

Heywood's character and works. While admitting that Heywood is

"a man toward whom nearly all writers on the drama have admitted
a feeling of kindness, frequently even of affection, because of the

6 Charles Lamb, Specimens of English Dramatic Poets, in The Works of Charles and
Mary Lamb, ed. E. V. Lucas, vol. 4, (New York, 1904) 95.
7 Lamb, 419.
8 William Hazlitt, Lectures on the Dramatic Literature of the Age of Elizabeth
(New York, 1845) 44.
9 Algernon Charles Swinburne, The Age of Shakespeare (New York, 1908) 225.
10 Katharine Lee Bates, introduction, A Woman Killed with Kindness and The Fair
Maid of the West, by Thomas Heywood (Boston, 1917) xliv.
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honesty and humanity which shine through ail his plays", Robert

Grant Martin nevertheless dismisses Heywood's non-dramatic

works as wholly lacking "the colloquial vigor, the color, the gusto,

that we think of as typical of the best prose under Elizabeth and

the Stuarts".11 Marilyn L. Johnson comments that Heywood's

character comes across in his prefaces and dedications, showing
him to be "sensitive and modest, kind and tolerant, genial and

good-humored; a man of intelligence and moral refinement",12 but
"unable to shake off the givens of his culture", Heywood remains

"a moderate in the Renaissance controversy over the place of

women", and "is not in the vanguard of the revolution like Tuvil,

Heale, and Austin".13 Heywood is repeatedly seen in this century

as a figure manque, missing whatever it takes to make him the

equal of Shakespeare, a proto-feminist,14 a true scholar, an

accomplished writer of prose, or an adequate historian.
In his own day, however, he was, of all the dramatists,

probably the most suited to producing a history of women, for of
all his peers among the dramatists, none so consistently
concerned himself with feminine themes and evidenced, in both his

dramatic and non-dramatic works, a belief in the power, efficacy,
and relevance of history. A brief account of Heywood's chronology
and works focusing on these two elements will suffice to support

this claim.15

11 Martin, 1 60, 1 83.
12 Marilyn L. Johnson, Images of Women in the Works of Thomas Heywood,
Jacobean Drama Studies Ser. 42 (Salzburg, 1974) viii.
13 Johnson, 52.
14 Kate Aughterson, Renaissance Woman: A Sourcebook: Constructions of
Femininity in England (London and New York, 1995) 261. Aughterson defines
proto-feminism as the articulation of conceptions, ideas, and proposals which
presage the development of a fully fledged feminist politics.
15 Heywood's life has been most thoroughly covered by Arthur Melville Clark in
Thomas Heywood: Playwright and Miscellanist (Oxford, 1931); Frederick S. Boas
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Heywood's biographical details have been gleaned from
references in his own works, enlarged by conjecture and

supposition. A. M. Clark presents evidence that Heywood was

probably born in 1 573 to the Reverend Robert Heywood and his
wife Elizabeth, and references in three of Heywood's works tell us

that the family was from Lincolnshire.16 One may suppose that he
was much attached to his mother, for he comments in Book 3 of

Gunaikeion "I need not speake much of the worth of your sex,

since no man (I thinke) that remembers hee had a mother but

honours it".17 Sixteen years later in the epistle to the General
Reader of The Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the
Most Worthy Women of the World he refers back to Gunaikeion and
to the honor due to one's mother when he remarks "It is a kind of

duty in all that have had mothers, as far as they can, to dignify
the sex, which in my Gunaikeion or History of Women, I have
strived to do with my utmost Minerva". Unfortunately, nothing
more is known of the mother who inspired such sentiments, and

who, as the person most likely to have taught him to read, may

have instilled a love of literature and learning in Heywood.
With regard to Heywood's later education, it is assumed that

he attended Cambridge for a certain time, for in An Apology For

Actors, he says that

in Thomas Heywood (London, 1950) has also produced a readable account.
Marilyn L. Johnson summarizes these details in her introduction to Images of
Women in the Works of Thomas Heywood (Salzburg, 1974), drawing in addition on
Katharine Lee Bates, ed., A Woman Killed with Kindness and The Fair Maid of the
West (Boston, 1917), and Gerald Eades Bentley, The Jacobean and Caroline Stage,
5 vols. (Oxford, 1941-56).
16 Clark, 1-5.
17 Thomas Heywood, Gunaikeion: or, Nine Bookes of Various History. Concerninge
Women; Inscribed by the names of the Nine Muses (London, 1624) 119. All
citations unless otherwise noted will be to this edition. Quotations from the
prefatory matter will be cited by signature; those from the body of the text will
cited by page number. Errors in pagination will be silently corrected.
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In the time of my residence in Cambridge, I haue
seen Tragedyes, comedyes, historyes, pastorals, and
shews, publickly acted, in which the graduates of
good place and reputation have bene specially parted.
. . ,18

A. M. Clark suggests that Heywood was a fellow of Emmanuel

College around 1 591, and that his education may have been

interrupted by the death of his father in 1 593, which forced him
to begin his career as a writer and actor in London.19 Clark,

Marilyn L. Johnson, and other critics consider that Heywood's

writings, which exhibit an extensive knowledge of the classics,

frequent quotes from philosophers, and translations from Latin

and Greek, as well as from Italian and French, point to the

probability that he did attend university, although Robert Grant
Martin is correct in pointing out that Heywood "seemed more

learned" than he was, for his sources for the Greek myths were

Latin translations, notably that of Athenaeus, and he was guilty of
numerous inaccuracies in his translations into English from the
Latin.20 Martin points out several mistakes which he attributes to

reading in haste and translating at top speed, and my own

research on Gunaikeion has uncovered more. These frequent

errors seem to contradict one scholar's opinion that "Latin was to

him as his mother tongue".21

Heywood's first published work was an Ovidian imitation
entitled Oenone and Paris (1594).22 About this time, he may have

joined the Lord Admiral's Men under the financial control of Philip

18 Thomas Heywood, An Apology for Actors (London, 1612) C3V.
19 Clark, 4-6.
20 Martin, 1 78-80.
21 Sarah Evelyn Jackson, "Aut prodesse solent aut delectare: A Study of Four Non-
Dramatic Works by Thomas Heywood", diss., Emory U, 1959, 3.
22 Thomas Heywood, Oenone and Paris, ed. Joseph Q. Adams (1594; Washington,
DC, 1943).
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Henslovve. !n October, 1 596, Hensiowe's Diary records a loan to

four men for "hawodes bocke".23 The Diary also records a

contract between Heywood and Henslowe in 1 598: "mrdo. that this

25 day of marche 1 598 Thomas hawoode came & hiered hime

seallfe with me as a covenante searvante . . .".24 This contract

bound Heywood to perform only with the Lord Admiral's Men until

1 600, but apparently did not stop him from writing for another

company, for in 1 599 Heywood's two-part play Edward IV was

published, the title page declaring that "it hath divers times been

publiquely played by the Right Honorable the Earle of Derby his
servants".25 Heywood's early venture into writing history plays
was a great success, for it was reprinted in 1 600, 1 605, 1613,

1619, and 1 626. Heywood must have written many popular plays
in the period before 1 600 which have not survived, for in Francis

Meres's Palladis Tamia (1 598), Heywood is listed among "the best

for Comedy".26
In 1601, Heywood became an actor-sharer and playwright in

the Earl of Worcester's company.27 Upon the death of Queen
Elizabeth in 1603, this company was renamed the Queen Anne's

Men. To the period 1602-3 belong the plays How a Man May Chuse
a Good Wife From a Bad, The Royal! King and the Loyall Subject,

23 R. A. Foakes and R. T. Rickert, eds., Hensiowe's Diary (Cambridge, MA, 1961)
50.
24 Foakes and Rickert, 241.
25 The plays were published anonymously, but there seems to be little doubt that
Heywood was the author (see Clark, 16). They were entered in the Stationer's
Register on August 28, 1 599.
26 Francis Meres, Palladis Tamia, ed. Don Cameron Allen (1598; New York,
1938) 238v. Heywood's The Four Prentices of London has also been assigned to
this early period by E. K. Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage, vol. 3 (Oxford, 1 923)
340-41, although it was not published until 1615.
27 Heywood dedicated Gunaikeion to the Earl of Worcester, and in "The Epistle
Dedicatorie" Heywood reminds Worcester of this change of company allegiance; "I
was (my Lord) your creature, and (amongst other of your seruants) you bestowed
me vpon the excellent Princesse Q. Anne..." (A3V).
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and what is regarded as Heywood's most famous work, A Woman

Killed with Kindness. It is a measure of the regard in which

Heywood was held that, in the first official list of Queen Anne's

Men, his name was preceded only by those of Thomas Greene and

Christopher Beeston.28

Continuing to produce plays between 1 604 and 1 609,

Heywood also managed to work on three non-dramatic projects
which he considered would add to his literary credit in a way that

his plays would not.29 These were his translation of Sallust's

Catiline, Troia Britannica, and (possibly) his lost Lives of All the

Poets Moderne and Forreigne . While his non-dramatic works

generate relatively little interest in the present day, one must

remember, as Louis B. Wright tells us, that Heywood did not

regard his plays as literature, and "looked upon his non-dramatic
work as the source of his claim to be a man of letters".30 All

three projects demonstrate his interest in history, and his belief in

the social and cultural benefits of history.
In 1 608, he published his translation of Sallust's Catiline. It

was the first time that Sallust's original narrative had appeared in

English.31 Heywood prefaced it with his own translation of the

28 Johnson, v-vi.
29 Plays produced by Heywood in this period include 1 If You Know Not Me, You
Know No Bodie: or, The Troubles of Queene Elizabeth (1605), and 2 If You Know
Not Me, You Knowe No Bodie (1606). The Wise Woman of Hogsdon, published in
1638, was probably written in 1604 (see Clark, 243, and Frederick Gard Fleay,
A Biographical Chronicle of the English Drama: 1559-1642, vol. 1 (1891; New
York, 1 962) 291-92).
30 Louis B. Wright, "Heywood and the Popularizing of History", Modern Language
Notes 53 (1928): 287-8.
31 The earliest account of the conspiracy of Catiline to appear in English was not by
Sallust, but was a translation of Felicius' De coniuratione Catilinae (The
Conspiracie of Lucius Catiline)by Thomas Paynell in 1 543. This was reprinted in
1557 together with Alexander Barclay's English translation of the Bellum
Jugurthum. Cited in Bruce Boehrer, "Jonson's Catiline and Anti-Sallustian Trends
in Renaissance Humanist Historiography," Studies in Philology 94 (1997): 87-
88.
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fourth chapter of Jean Bodin's Methodus ad Facileum Historianum

Cognitionem (Method For the Easy Comprehension of History).32
Bodin's essay was a touchstone text for Heywood. He took to

heart many of Bodin's historical precepts, especially the necessity

for historiographers to be impartial chroniclers of true matters.

Opinions on Heywood's skill as a translator vary somewhat: both
A. M. Clark and Barbara Baines comment on Heywood's "excellent
translation of Sallust", although Clark qualifies his statement by

noting that "the historical tracts of Sallust were rendered from
the French version of Lois Meigret Lyonnois", perhaps suggesting
that Heywood's knowledge of French surpassed his understanding
of Latin.33 Frederick S. Boas, noting the same fact, still maintains
that Heywood, "judged by the standard of his time, proved himself
a capable translator".34 Charles Whibley, writing the introduction
to the 1924 edition of Heywood's translation of Sallust, says that

Heywood "translated after the manner of his time, nonchalantly

and with a due sense of effect. ... He decorates the somewhat

dry phrases of Sallust with the flowers of his own fancy".35 These

statements, like many others judging Heywood's quality of work,
sound slightly apologetic. However, one critic, B. N. De Luna, sees

more in Heywood's "strange 'translation'" than the above
mentioned critics. She recalls that in An Apology for Actors

(written c. 1608, printed 1612) Heywood,

under cover of urging the usual arguments for the
moral and social utility of plays, hinted broadly that
an important factor in the selection of stories to be

32 Sallust, The Conspiracy of Catiline and the War of Jugurtha, trans. Thomas
Heywood, introd. Charles Whibley. (1608; London and New York, 1924).
33 Clark, 44; Baines, 2.
34 Boas, 77.
35 Charles Whibley, introduction, The Conspiracy of Catiline and the War of
Jugurtha, xxxiii-xxxv.
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dramatized might be their applicability or topical
pertinence.36

What Heywood had said was this:

If wee present a forreigne History, the subject is so
intended, that in the lives of Romans, Grecians, or
others, either the vertues of our Country-men are
extolled, or their vices reproved. ... 37

De Luna calls this "the nearest thing I have discovered to a flat-
footed acknowledgement that stories to be dramatized were

chosen partly for their contemporary relevance".38 The link
between the supposed date of composition of An Apology for

Actors, and the publication of Heywood's translation of Sallust, De

Luna argues, demonstrates that Heywood's translation is far more

ingeniously constructed than earlier critics would give him credit

for, and that his translation was, in effect, a commentary upon

the Gunpowder Plot of 5 November, 1605. She notes:

While he makes no explicit allusion to the Gunpowder
Plot, many of his seemingly-gauche renderings make
it clear that he was, instead, skilfully adjusting his
word-choices wherever possible in order to suggest
a topical application.39

De Luna infers from her close examination of Heywood's

translation that material for translation may have been selected

for its topical applicability:

Inasmuch as Heywood's Sallust was entered in the
Stationer's Register on Feb. 1 5, 1 607/8, the
likelihood is that he set to work translating "The
Conspiracie of Cateline" immediately after the
execution of the Powder Plotters, in order to

36 B. N. De Luna, Jonson's Romish Plot: A Study of Catiline and its Historical
Context (Oxford, 1967) 20-21.
37 Heywood, Apology for Actors, F3V.
38 De Luna, 22.
39 De Luna, 91.
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capitalize on the Catilinarian parallels repeatedly
noted during and after their trials.40

On December 5 of 1 608, Troia Britannica, Heywood's
narrative poem of about 1 3,000 lines, divided into seventeen

cantos, was entered in the Stationer's Register. It was printed by
W. Jaggard in 1609.41 The composition of this work coincides with
the closure of the theaters due to the plague from July, 1608,
until December, 1 609. The work capitalized on the enormous

popularity of the legend of Troy, which was fueled by the widely
held belief that Britain was founded by Brute, the grandson of

Aeneas, and included a two-canto history of England from the
Creation to the reign of James I. On the title page appears the

following motto: "Et prodesse solent, & Delectare Poetae". As has
been noted by many critics, Heywood may have taken the motto

from Horace's comment in Ars Poetica, where one reads "Aut

prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae".42 It is evident that this

motto is more than a literary convention to Heywood, for as his
works show, he never loses sight of his dual objective, both to

delight and to teach or enlighten his readers. Accordingly, Troia
Britannica is, as its subtitle claims, "intermixed with many

pleasant Poetical! Tales ", which will act as a relief from the

chronicles of Troy and Britain, and the history of the world from

the Creation to then-present times. At the end of each canto is

an explanatory section in prose, which may also contain

40 De Luna, 113.
41 Thomas Heywood, Troia Britannica: or, Great Britaines Troy, (London, 1609).
Portions of Heywood's Four Ages plays draw upon the mythological material in
Troia Britannica. These plays are The Golden Age (1611), The Silver Age (1613),
The Brazen Age (1613), and the two parts of The Iron Age (printed in 1632, but
thought to have been written about the same time as the other Ages plays).
42 Paul Merchant, ed., Thomas Heywood: Three Marriage Plays (Manchester,
1996) 38. Versions of this motto appear on the title pages of An Apology for
Actors, Gunaikeion, and all the plays published after 1612 which bear mottoes.
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information which could not be included in the body of the poem.

As Heywood states in the conclusion to Canto 1:

OVr Poem, though familiarly knowne to them of
iudgment and reading, yet because it may not seeme
intricate to the lesse capeable, I thought it not
altogither impertinent to insert some few
obseruations to the ende of euery Caato [sic].43

This desire to aid "the lesse capeable" is evident in each of his

major non-dramatic works, and he may have felt that, lengthy as

some of these works are, he was best serving the needs of such

people by offering them a form of palatable capsule history. His

main source for Troia Britannica is William Caxton's The Recuyell
of the Historyes of Troye (c.1474), although Heywood's own

translations of the sixteenth and seventeenth Heroides of Ovid

appear in Cantos 9 and 10, and numerous other authorities are

named in the marginal glosses. The unabashed use of Caxton's
work (itself a translation from the French of Raoul Lefevre) in no

way constituted anything like our present day concept of

plagiarism. Drawing material from approved authorities was an

admirable procedure, and little blame fell on those authors who
were not completely assiduous in noting the sources of their
material. Plagiarism, however, is a word which dates to the early
seventeenth century,44 and it is interesting to note that while

Heywood freely uses many sources and does not always

acknowledge them, he became very upset when William Jaggard,
the printer of Troia Britannica, reprinted Heywood's translations
of Ovid's Heroides as well as seven other sections from the text

(one translation from Ovid's De Remedio Amoris and six from De

43 Heywood, Troia Britannica, C6v.
44 Lesley Brown, ed., The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 3rd. ed.
(Oxford, 1 993).
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Arte Amandi) under the name of William Shakespeare in the third
edition of The Passionate Pilgrim.45 In An Apology for Actors,

published the same year, Heywood notes in a letter to the printer

Nicholas Okes that when Jaggard printed Troia Britannica, he was

guilty of marring the text with "misquotations, mistaking of

sillables, misplacing halfe lines, [and] coining of strage and neuer

heard of words", and, in a reference to Jaggard's act of

plagiarism, Heywood continues:

I must necessarily insert a manifest iniury done me
in that worke, by taking two Epistles of Paris to
Helen, and Helen to Paris, and printing them in a
lesse volume, under the name of another, which may
put the world in opinion I might steale them from
him, and hee to doe himselfe right, hath since
published them in his owne name: but, as I must
acknowledge my lines not worthy his patronage
under whom he hath publisht them, so the Author, I
know, much offended with M. laggard (that altogether
unknowne to him), presumed to make so bold with his
name.46

Troia Britannica was produced for the popular market by a

writer who knew his audience and their tastes. What we now list

as faults in construction and composition (long and frequent

digressions, unlikely expositions, startlingly naive statements of
fiction as fact) were characteristics which were to repeat

themselves in Heywood's later non-dramatic works, and with this

repetition comes a conviction that the author is not somehow

curiously blind to what we see as weaknesses, but that what has

been called the formlessness of his work is a style which is also
exhibited to certain degrees by his contemporaries Sir Thomas
Browne and Robert Burton. It is perhaps more productive to view

45 Clark, 82-83.
46 Heywood, Apology for Actors, G4r - 4v.
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Heywood's style as a kind of literary Baroque, for it is extremely
consistent in its diversity.47

A third work (or non-work) which was in the process of being

developed in the same period as Troia Britannica and the

translation of Catiline is Lives of All the Poets Moderne and

Forreigne. No manuscript of this work survives, yet it is

mentioned by Heywood and others in such a matter-of-fact way,

and is so germane to a discussion of Heywood's love of history and
interest in compression that it must be included here. Mention is

first made of this work by a contemporary of Heywood, Richard

Brathwait, in 1614. Brathwait's comment in The Schollers Medley,
brief though it may be, implies that the work is being actively
undertaken by Heywood. At any rate, Brathwait is so sure the

publication of the work is imminent that he allows its existence to

influence the direction of his own text. He remarks in a note in

the margin:

Homer an Excellent & Heroicke Poet; shadowed onely
at, because my ludicious friend Maister Tho:
Heywood, had taken in hand (by his great industry) to
make a Generall (though Summary) description of all
the Poets liues.48

Brathwait amplifies on this statement in the 1 638 edition of his

work, saying that Heywood's project, apparently not yet published,
but "to which He wisheth farre more felicity than accrued to his

Mysterious Discourse of Angels", was to contain "the Portracture

of [the poets'] Persons".49 Heywood himself had commented in

47 See Jonas Barish, Ben Jonson and the Language of Prose Comedy (Cambridge,
MA, 1967) 50-86 for a discussion of Baroque stylistics in literature of the early
modern period.
48 Richard Brathwait, The Schollers Medley, Or an Intermixt Discovrse Vpon
Historicall and Poetical! Relations (London, 1614) 31.
49 Cited in Clark, 98.
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Gunaikeion, again with reference to Homer, that he might "haue
occasion to speake of him in a larger worke intituled The liues of
all the Poets Moderne and Forreigne, to whiche worke (if it come

once againe into my hands) I shall refer you".50 This sentence has
been taken by A. M. Clark to indicate that the manuscript had
somehow left Heywood's possession. Yet another mention of the

project is made in The Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells (1635),

again in connection with the poet Homer, when Heywood stops

short of describing him:

But I had almost forgot my self: for in proceeding
further, I might haue forestalled a Worke, which
hereafter (I hope) by Gods assisstance, to commit to
the publicke view; namely, the Liues of all the Poets,
Forreine and Moderne, from the first before Homer,
to the Novissimi and last, of what Nation or

Language soeuer; so farre as any Historie or
Chronologie will giue me warrant.51

A. M. Clark speculates on the possible length and subject
matter of this elusive work, but Heywood's comment in Gunaikeion
that Lives of All the Poets Moderne and Forreigne is "a larger
worke" suggests that at the very least it was more ambitious than
his history of women. Louis B. Wright incredulously comments

that Clark argues that Edward Phillips used a manuscript version

of Heywood's text as the basis for his own Theatrum Poetarum

(1675).52 This is not such a far-fetched suggestion as Wright

implies, for Edward Phillips' text exhibits one parallel passage

which is taken from Gunaikeion, and several others which are very

similar in style to Heywood's descriptions of female poets.

50 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 174.
51 Thomas Heywood, The Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells (London, 1635) X3r.
52 Louis B. Wright, "Notes on Thomas Heywood's Later Reputation", Review of
English Studies 4 (1928): 88 n.
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Furthermore, Edward Phillips reissued Gunaikeion in 1657 as The

Generall History of Women, with a new letter to the reader signed
"E, P.", and identifying the author only as "T. H. Gent".53 At the

very least, Phillips, by our present standards, was, as Clark

suggests, guilty of "sharp practice".54
As mentioned earlier, it is thought that An Apology for

Actors was written around 1 608, but not published until 1612.

This text and A Woman Killed with Kindness are often the only
works by Heywood to be read by a university undergraduate in the

present day. As Boas points out, by 1612 Heywood must have had

about sixteen years experience as an actor and playwright, and
was the author or translator of substantial non-dramatic works.

Few persons could have been as qualified to write on the subject.55
An Apology for Actors is divided into three books dealing with the

antiquity of actors, their ancient dignity, and the true use of their

quality. In supporting his arguments, Heywood frequently draws on

his own experience, and it is largely these passages that
recommend the text to us. It was written in response to what

Heywood saw as attacks by Puritans and other conservatives upon

the supposed amoral quality of the theater. In Troia Britannica,

Heywood had, in a digression, commented at length upon the
influence of Opinion, clothed in the form of "the self-opinion'd
Puritan":

You may perceive him his loud clamours ring
'Gainst honest pastimes, and with piteous phrase

53 Thomas Heywood, The Generall History of Women, Containing the Lives of the
Most Holy and Prophane, the Most Famous and Infamous in All Ages, Exactly
Described Not Only from Poetical Fictions, but from the Most Ancient, Modern, and
Admired Historians, to Our Times (London, 1657).
54 Clark, 98.
55 Boas, 78.
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Rail against hunting, hawking, cocks and plays.56
As the early attacks upon the theater had been leveled at the lack

of morals, Heywood responded in kind, basing his arguments upon

its positive moral effects and its political and economic benefits

rather than addressing its appeal to the imaginations and to the
aesthetic sense.57 Examples, as would be expected, are initially
drawn from classical and historic precedents. Having established
the positive effects of theater upon the ancients, Heywood
declares that similar benefits are reaped by contemporary

audiences: he says that "playes haue made the ignorant more

apprehensiue, taught the vnlearned the knowledge of many famous

histories, instructed such as cannot reade in the discouery of our

English Chronicles. . . ."58 And to the copious examples from

history, he adds what most interests us, examples drawn from the

theatrical world of his own day.59
Louis B. Wright commends Heywood's sturdy performance in

producing this vindication of the stage. He says: "Though not new,

his reasons were summarized with skill and presented in a way to

appeal to middle-class intelligence" and that Heywood hoped "to
convert by reason all who were amenable to common sense".60
One does not have to read much prose of the period, however, to

realize that an appeal to middle-class intelligence then seriously
lacked the elements of consistently logically constructed

arguments. In The Antitheatrical Prejudice, Jonas Barish

56 Heywood, Troia Britannica, IV, 53.
57 Louis B. Wright, Middle-Class Culture in Elizabethan England (Ithaca, NY,
1 958) 651 n.; Boas, 78.
58 Heywood, Apology for Actors, F3.
59 As Boas, 80, has remarked, it is solely from a reference by Heywood that we can
attribute The Spanish Tragedy to Thomas Kyd.
60 Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 651 n.
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lambastes Heywood's powers of argument in An Apology for
Actors as "a desultory ramble that repeatedly betrays the cause

it is attempting to serve. . . . Heywood's bungling is such that he is

constantly thrusting weapons into the hands of his adversaries".61
Even the most devoted present-day admirer of Heywood must

concede at times to Barish's summation. The intriguing fact is

that Heywood's apology was printed with verse commendations
from John Webster, and from Heywood's fellow actors Richard

Perkins, Christopher Beeston, Robert Pallant, and John Taylor, and
it was three years until I. G. published A Refutation of the Apology
for Actors, accusing "Master Actor" of "knit[ting] preposterous

and intertangled syllogismes, obscure Sorites, AEnigmaticall
Crocodilites and forke-togued Dilemma's to ensnare and obnubilate
the truth".62 Clearly, standards other than our own and I. G.'s

carried the day, but what we can take from An Apology for Actors

is Heywood's intense belief in the value of history and the

applicability of historical precedents to then-current affairs.
The first fourteen years of the seventeenth century were a

fruitful time for Heywood; at the height of his production,
Henslowe's diary shows that for extended periods Heywood was

averaging a play and a half per month. Heywood's industry may

have been legendary: in the address "To the Reader" prefacing The

English Traveller (1 633), he claims to have had "an entire hand, or

at least a maine finger" in the composition of at least two hundred
and twenty plays, and John Webster pays tribute to "the right

happy and copious industry of Master Shakespeare, Master

61 Jonas Barish, The Antitheatrical Prejudice (Berkeley, CA, 1981)1 17-120.
62 Cited by Barish, The Antitheatrical Prejudice 120.
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Dekker, and Master Heywood".63 Although none of Heywood's plays
bears a date between 1614 and 1 624, it is difficult to believe that

the man who promised the reader of The Hierarchie of the Blessed

Angells (1 635) that time "will neuer suffer our braines to leaue

working, till our pulses ceas beating" was completely inactive

during this period.64 He apparently continued to be affiliated with

Queen Anne's Company until her death in 1619, when the Company

records show that he received an allotment of black cloth for her

funeral.65

From 1624 Heywood again appears, regularly producing

plays, non-dramatic works, poems, and pamphlets. Although he
was not a member of either company, records show that he wrote

for the Lady Elizabeth's Company, and after the accession of
Charles I in 1 625, Queen Henrietta's Company, which was largely
formed from that of the Lady Elizabeth. Gunaikeion, Heywood's

encyclopedic history of women, dates from 1624. Between this

date and that of his death (1 641) Heywood regularly continued to

turn out the non-dramatic works on which he pinned his hopes of

fame. These were Englands Elizabeth: Her Life and Troubles During
Her Minoritie From the Cradle to the Crowne (1631), The

Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells (1635), A Curtaine Lecture

(1637), The Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the Most

Worthy Women of the World (1640), and The Life of Merlin

(1641 ).66

63 John Webster, preface "To the Reader" of The White Devil (1 61 2), in John
Addington Symonds, ed., Webster and Tourneur, The Mermaid Ser. (London, n. d.)
3.
64 Heywood, The Hierarchie, 1f4v.
65 Johnson, vii.
66 The plays which date from this period are The Captives (1 624), The Fair Maid
of the West Part II (1631; although The Fair Maid of the West Part I was published
with Part II, it was probably written before 1610), The English Traveller
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None can doubt the reverence in which Queen Elizabeth was

held by Heywood. She makes prominent appearances in many of
his works, and is the main subject of several. Although Pepys

disparaged it many years later, Heywood's history play on

Elizabeth, If You Know Not Me, You Know No Bodie (1 605) was very

popular with then-contemporary audiences; it was reprinted seven

times before 1 639, and prompted the writing of a second part in

1606. Heywood's "piece of exquisite prose",67 England's Elizabeth:
Her Life and Troubles During Her Minoritie from the Cradle to the
Crowne (1 631), and his verse history The Life and Death of

Queene Elizabeth (1 639) continued his eulogizing of this
monumental female figure.68 As portrayed by Heywood, Elizabeth

is, quite simply, an icon or emblem of all that women can achieve.
In 1635 Adam Islip printed The Hierarchie of the Blessed

Angells, another ambitious work by Heywood. It is a 630-page folio
volume of verse and prose, divided, like Gunaikeion, into nine

books, each one named for one of the orders of angels (Seraphim,

Cherubim, the Thrones, the Dominations, the Vertues, the Powers,

the Principates, the Arch-Angels, and the Angels). Unlike

Gunaikeion, where it can be argued that the assignment of a

particular Muse to a chapter has relevance to the subject matter,

it appears that the use of the hierarchies is largely nominal. The

engravings which accompany each book (and which were

(1 633), The Late Lancashire Witches (1634, with Richard Brome), A Mayden-
Head Well Lost (1 634), A Challenge for Beauty (1634, written for the King's Men
at the Blackfriars), and Love's Mistress: or, the Queen's Masque (1634, written
for Queen Henrietta Maria for a special court performance by her company in
honor of the King's birthday). The Royall King and the Loyall Subject, although
printed in 1637, was probably written between 1600-03.
67 Whibley, xvii.
68 Elizabeth makes a final appearance in one of Heywood's last works, The
Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the Most Worthy Women of the World
(London, 1 640).
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commissioned by nine different sponsors) feature an angel

representing the hierarchy for which the book is named and

symbolic illustrations of the subject matter. Each book is divided
into four parts: the main tractate, in verse; a prose passage which

amplifies the tractate; an emblem, also in prose; and a meditation
in verse. Although it appears that the verse tractate was to have
been the main portion of the text, as the books progress the

prose passage becomes more prominent; in fact it is longer than
the main tractate in all but three of the nine books. The emblem,

as Heywood calls the third section of each book, does not include

the images which are familiar to readers of emblem books, but a

descriptive passage followed by a motto, a moral exposition, and a

verse, all of which he borrows (with acknowledgment) from Jacob

Cats, a Dutch poet and humorist. To these Heywood adds his own

comments and additional material culled from authorities such as

Bodin, Virgil, and Plutarch.69 The final verse section of each book

comprises meditational lyrics which vary in form, but which all
reveal the religious convictions of a man whom A. M. Clark
describes as "destined for the Church [but] whom the accidents of

the time rushed into dramatic journalism".70 The pattern of the

book is also reminiscent of Gunaikeion, in that where the first few

books attempt to stick to a plan, digressions and comments soon

appear with ever-increasing frequency. As in Gunaikeion, it is

often these digressions that prove most interesting to present-

day readers, and although Heywood draws heavily on historical and
classical sources for his material, it is his personal comments,

such as the following one comparing the names of the then-

69 Jackson, 119-20.
70 Clark, 192.
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modern poets to the names given to ancient poets, for which The
Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells is valued:

Our moderne Poets to that passe are driuen,
Those names are curtal'd which they first had giuen;
And, as we wisht to haue their memories drown'd,
We scarcely can afford them halfe their sound.
Greene, who had in both Academies ta'ne
Degree of Master, yet could neuer gaine
To be call'd more than Robin: who had he
Profest ought saue the Muse, Serv'd, and been Free
After a seuen yeares Prentiseship; might haue
(With credit too) gone Robert to his graue.
Mario, renown'd for his rare art and wit,
Could ne'er attaine beyond the name of Kit;
Although his Hero and Leander did
Merit addition rather. Famous Kid
Was call'd but Tom. Tom. Watson, though he wrote
Able to make Apollo's selfe to dote
Vpon his Muse; for for all that he could striue.
Yet neuer could to his full name arriue.
Tom. Nash (in his time of no small esteeme)
Could not a second syllable redeeme.
Excellent Bewmont, in the formost ranke
Of the rar'st Wits, was neuer more than Franck.
Mellifluous Shake-speare, whose inchanting Quill
Commanded Mirth or Passion, was but Will.
And famous lohnson, though his learned Pen
Be dipt in Castaly, is still but Ben.
Fletcher and Webster, of that learned packe
None of the mean'st, yet neither was but lacke.
Deckers but Tom; nor May, nor Middleton.
And hee's now but lacke Foord, that once were lohn.

... I for my part
(Thinke others what they please) accept that heart
Which courts my loue in most familiar phrase;
And that it takes not from my paines or praise.
If any one to me so bluntly com,
I hold he loues me best that calls me Tom.71

Frederick Boas makes a comment on the range of knowledge
exhibited by Heywood in The Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells

71 Heywood, The Hierarchie, Si v.
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which will be familiar to readers of Gunaikeion: "Even allowing for
the fact that Heywood doubtless drew, after the fashion of his

age, upon compendia and cyclopaedios [sic] the erudition and

industry displayed are astonishing".72 Familiar, too, are the

comments by Heywood (which are almost a trademark of his non-

dramatic works) in which he professes a reluctance to sully the
ears of the innocent with prurient matter, or expresses a fear

that he may be tiring his reader and promises brevity. In both
these cases, he inevitably plows ahead with the prurient material,

or inserts lengthy digressions! Sarah E. Jackson reflects that this
is part of the experience of reading Heywood's non-dramatic

works, in which there is "a unity in its diverseness". She

continues: "After a time the reader begins to expect the

digressions and the comments, and rather than breaking the unity

they are a part of it. Once the pattern is established and the
trend is seen, it is not difficult for the reader to follow".73

Not all of Heywood's prose works were as lengthy as The
Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells. Two years after the publication
of this text, Heywood produced A Curtaine Lecture, a duodecimo
volume which A. M. Clark describes as "a smaller and more

popularly priced Gunaikeion with a larger proportion of Rabelaisian
stories" which, for the most part, champions women and praises

marriage.74 Lena Cowen Orlin comments that "Thomas Heywood
emblamatizes spousal intimacy in titling his oeconomic treatise A

72 Boas, 124.
73 Jackson, 162.
74 Thomas Heywood, A Curtaine Lecture: as it is read by a countrey farmers wife to
her good man, by a countrey gentlewoman or lady to her esquire or knight, by a
souldiers wife to her captain or lieutenant, by a citizens or tradesmans wife to her
husband, by a Court lady to her Lord, concluding with an imitable lecture read by a
queene to her soveraigne Lord and King (London, 1637); Clark, 1 72.
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Curtain LectureV5 Heywood was capitalizing on the popularity of
the pamphlets known variously as bolster lectures, curtain

lectures, pillow lectures, canopy lectures, or curtain sermons

which, to a greater or lesser degree, combine serious discussions
of marriage relations with comical stories and jests about marital
discord. Heywood's effort may have been viewed as less noxious

than the majority of the genre, for in The Women's Sharpe

Revenge (1640), A Curtaine Lecture is not singled out for
criticism as are several other pamphlets.76 The text contains

many examples drawn from classical and historical sources, and

Heywood's job of writing was probably made easier because he had
all the material in Gunaikeion on which to draw.

Gunaikeion also provided much of the raw material for The

Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the Most Worthy
Women of the World: Three Jewes. Three Gentiles. Three

Christians. Written by the Author of the History of Women

(1 640), a work that Eugene M. Waith calls "not a neglected literary

masterpiece but a valuable piece of evidence in the history of the

[exemplary] tradition".77 The links between this text and

Gunaikeion are strong. Heywood not only bills himself as "the
Author of the History of Women" on the title page, but also
restates the connections between the texts and his authority as

historian of women in the "Epistle to the General Reader" which

prefaces The Exemplary Lives :

75 Lena Cowen Orlin, Private Matters and Public Culture in Post-Reformation
England (Ithaca, NY, and London, 1994) 185.
76 Such as A Juniper Lecture (1640) and Divers Crab-tree Lectures (1 639),
both written by John Taylor. However, as Simon Shepherd says that it is virtually
certain that John Taylor wrote The Women's Sharpe Revenge, it is probably more
likely that Taylor selected his own texts against which to inveigh.
77 Eugene M. Waith, "Heywood's Women Worthies", Concepts of the Hero in the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance, eds. Norman T. Burns and Christopher J. Reagan
(Albany, NY, 1975) 222.
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it is a kind of duty in all that have had mothers; as
far as they can, to dignify the sex, which in my
Gunaikeion or History of Women, I have studied to do
with my utmost Minerva; but that was a meare
miscellany of all ages, sexes, qualities,
complexions, conditions, dispositions, of rich, poor,
learned, unlearned, fair, foul, well featured,
deformed, barren, bearing, matron, meretrix, and all
in general, from the sceptre to the sheep hook, from
the Court to the cottage. But in this tractate I have
only commemorated the lives and memorable acts of
nine (alluding to the number of the Muses), three
Jews, three Gentiles, three Christians.78

Lest we imagine that Heywood is disparaging Gunaikeion by

describing it as "meare", we should remember that the word was

often used in a slightly different manner 350 years ago. The
sense of "meagerness" with which we associate the word today

may not have been the most common association then; indeed, it

appears that more often "meare" was a descriptive term that

suggested that something was "what it is in the full sense of the

term; absolute, entire, sheer, perfect, downright", a usage that is
rare or perhaps even nonexistent today.79 For example, one of
the most prolific chronicle writers of the late sixteenth century,

Richard Grafton, after making his fame compiling abridgments of

history, capped his efforts with what Louis B. Wright described as

"the most stupendous history up to its time", entitled A Chronicle
at Large and Meere History of the Affayres of Englande and Kinges
of the Same (1 568). It was dedicated to Sir William Cecil, and the

dedicatory letter contains the following claim: "For among so many

78 Heywood, The Exemplary Lives, **4.
79 Brown, The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary.
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writers, there hath yet none to my knowledge, published any full,

playne and meere Englishe historie".80

So, The Exemplary Lives "only" commemorates the lives of

nine worthy women: three Jews (Deborah, Judith, and Esther);

three Gentiles (Bonduca, Penthesilea, and Artimesia); and three

Christians (Elphleda, Margaret of Anjou, and Elizabeth). Although

Heywood initially strives to focus on the individual worthies, his

characteristic style, familiar to all readers of Gunaikeion and The

Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells, inevitably asserts itself. We are

treated to much more than straight biography, as Heywood

appears unable to avoid the influence of the tradition of

compendia, and inserts examples of many other heroic women, as

well as interesting anecdotes about Amazons, the Seven Wonders
of the World, and women who have been renowned for being
troublemakers.

The Exemplary Lives is illustrated with nine engravings of
the worthy women. Eugene M. Waith points out that these

engravings "existed as a series entitled THE NINE WOEMEN
WORTHYS. Three Jewes. Three Heathens. Three Christians." by

George Glover, the same artist who did the illustrations for The
Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells. When transposing these images
to The Exemplary Lives, some shuffling of identities occurred:
Glover had included Zenobia among the heathen worthies, and
Bonduca (Bonditia or Boudicca) among the Christians. Heywood

(presumably) requested that Zenobia be removed from the

heathen group and Bonduca inserted in her place. The image of
Zenobia was then transferred to the category of the Christian
worthies but renamed "Elpheda". Waith also stresses that the

80 Cited in Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 306.
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medieval tradition of the Nine Worthies was essentially a visual or

iconic one. Images of heroic men and, occasionally, of women,

decorated tapestries, frescoes, and were the subject of

sculpture: "They recalled memorable acts and condensed a story

into a single visual impression".81 This visual element appears to

have been an important one, as if the need to hang attributes upon

the image of a physical form played a sizable part in visualizing
oneself in the exemplar's place. Whether the image was actually
of the exemplar appeared not to have been of critical importance.

It was enough, in some cases, to simply offer a representation.

For example, the aforementioned William Jaggard,82 the printer

who was to so upset Heywood in 1609, printed a cheap volume in

1 601 entitled A View of All the Right Honourable the Lord Mayors

of this Honorable Citty of London, the purpose of which, he says in

the dedication to then-mayor Sir William Ryder, was to preserve

"the examples of good justice" and "the christian and charitable

patterns left for after ages, by their examples". Although there
were forty-five mayors whose terms were described, Jaggard had

only twelve woodcut portraits of suitably magisterial men. His

solution was to repeat them periodically throughout the text.83 In

this way, Jaggard was fulfilling the expectations of a reading

public: the exemplary mayors were each represented. As Stephen

Orgel suggests with reference to a different text that exhibits
similar characteristics, the illustrations have less to do with the

text than with the look of the book.84 Heywood was following the

81 Waith, 232, 224.
82 cf. 12-13.
83 Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 312.
84 Stephen Orgel, "Textual Icons: Reading Early Modern Illustrations", The
Renaissance Computer: Knowledge Technology in the First Age of Print, eds. Neil
Rhodes and Jonathan Sawday (London and New York, 2000) 67.
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visual tradition of the Nine Worthies, as well as fulfilling the

expectations of those who would purchase his text. It is

interesting to note that in some copies of The Exemplary Lives, in

addition to the four prefatory epistles, there is an anonymous

engraving of Queen Henrietta Maria, derived from a portrait by
Van Dyck, accompanied by the following inscription and verse: "The
most renowned most mightie & most Excellent HENRETTA MARIA

of England, Scotland, France & Ireland, Queene, etc.

Copemate to crowned Charles our Christian king:
Mother of Princes blest in euery thing:
Dame Natures darling, whose vnmatch't renowne,
Add's to the glorious luster of the Crowne.

As this is not a dedication in the usual sense, Waith suggests that
"it is proper to put Queen Henrietta Maria at the top of that

hierarchy of readers whom Heywood was addressing".85

Heywood's series of exemplary women span history from antiquity

to near-contemporary times. The continuity from antiquity to the

present may have enabled the female readers of this text to more

easily imagine themselves adopting a heroic role, to imbibe, in

essence, the virtues of a Judith or Penthesilea or Elphleda, in just

the way that Queen Elizabeth herself underwent an apotheosis.
The inclusion of a portrait of Queen Henrietta Maria reinforces this

idea: at the pinnacle of readers, she is on the verge of her own

apotheosis as an exemplar, meriting a portrait and a verse, as do
the other exemplars in the text, but not the lengthy prose

description. Heywood's plays, prose writings, and verse

concerning Elizabeth and other exemplary women can be read as

primers or guides to achieving exemplarity.86

85 Waith, 226.
86 The concept of "becoming" an exemplary figure oneself by emulating an
exemplar will be discussed in a subsequent section.
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The final non-dramatic work by Heywood printed before his
death is The Life of Merlin, Sirnamed Ambrosius (1641 ).87 In

characteristic fashion, Heywood comments on the qualities of this

book in the "Address to the Reader":

For in the steed of a large study book, and huge
voluminous Tractate, able to take up a whole yeare
in reading, and to load and tyre a Porter in carrying,
thou hast here a small Manuell, containing all the
pith and marrow of the greater, made portable for
thee (if thou so please) to beare in the pocket, so
that thou mayst say, that in this small compendium
or abstract, thou hast Holinshed, Polychronicon,
Fabian, Speed, or any of the rest, of more Giantlike
bulke or binding.88

Once again Heywood is offering what he thinks will attract

the reading public, an affordable pocket edition of the history of
the kings of Britain along with the prophecies of Merlin, who,

though he lived during the reign of Vortigern, was a Christian,
which fact would lend more authenticity to the prophecies. To

substantiate this, Heywood refers his readers to the commentary

on Merlin's prophecies by Alanis de Insulis, quoting at length a

passage in which the "German Doctour" affirms the accordance of
the predictions with "the orthodoxall Christian Faith".89 The text

is divided into two sections; the first, consisting of six chapters,
chronicles English history from the reign of Brute to that of

Vortigern, and the second section, of thirty-eight chapters,
continues with the history to the reign of Charles I. Heywood not

87 Thomas Heywood, The Life of Merlin, Sirnamed Ambrosius. His Prophesies, and
Predictions Interpreted; and Their Truth Made Good by Our English Annails. Being
a Chronographicall History of All the Kings, and Memorable Passages of This
Kingdome, From Brute to the Reigne of Our Royall Soveraigne King Charles. A
Subject Never Published in This Kind Before, and Deserves to Be Knowne and
Observed by All Men (London, 1641). It was entered in the Stationers' Register
July 13, 1640, as "a booke called The Birth and Prophesees ofMerlin &c".
88 Heywood, The Life of Merlin, IJ4V.
89 Heywood, The Life of Merlin, C4v-Di r. Cited in Jackson, 187.
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only supplies the prophesies concerning each king after Vortigern

up to James I, he provides explanations of them. It is interesting

that Heywood includes no forecasts of the reign of Charles I.

Even in this small compendium, Heywood frequently manages

to include, as they occur to him, stories, unusual facts, personal

comments, and digressions. As usual, it is in the digressions that
we find some of his most entertaining passages, such as a

description of the magical powers of Merlin, or the story of the
woman who gave birth to septuplets. Writing for an audience of

Londoners, Heywood does not fail to provide information of

particular interest to them, such as the founding of the city by

Brute, the granting of the first charter to the city by William the

Conqueror, and the choosing of the first mayor of London, Henry

Fitzallwin, by the citizens in the same year that the construction

of the first stone London Bridge was begun. The exploits of
London's mayors and references to city pageants and memorable
events (such as the Gunpowder Plot, marriages and deaths in the

Royal family, and the execution of Sir Walter Ralegh) are

emphasized in the latter part of the book.

The tributes to London and her citizens are appropriate for
a man who for so many years had taken it upon himself to

entertain and teach his audience, made up for the most part of
the middle classes. Though Heywood sought the patronage of the
court and the aristocracy, it was the people of London, those who

attended his plays and bought his books to whom he was indebted
in the first place. It may have been his popularity with the citizens
and his sense of knowing what it was they looked for in
entertainment that led to his becoming city poet in the 1 630's. In
this same decade, he wrote all but one of the Lord Mayor's Shows.
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A substantial source of income may have been derived by

Heywood from the seven pageants he wrote for the annual Lord

Mayor's Shows in the 1630's. These pageants honored the new

mayor on his inauguration, and were sponsored by the twelve

principal trade and craft guilds of London.90 Although some critics

suggest that Heywood's declining years were spent in poverty, we

have no proof of this beyond his comments in a verse digression in

The Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells.9'1 Passages in Book Four
discuss the immortality some poets derive through their works,

although the same poets may be held in low esteem by their

contemporaries. These ruminations of a man in his 60's close with

these lines:

Meanetime we spend our fruitlesse houres in vaine,
And Age, of Want and Hunger doth complaine;
It grieues vs now, although too late, at last,
Our Youth in idle Studies to haue past;
And what a folly 'tis, we now haue found,
To cast our Seed in an vnfaithfull Ground:
That in our Youth we haue layd vp no store,
Which might maintaine vs when our heads be hore;
And that our shaken Vessell, torne and thin,
Can find no easie Port to harbor in.
Then Barren Muses, seeke some other Friend,
For I henceforth a Thriuing Course intend.92

If these lines are to be taken as autobiographical (a questionable

assumption), the "Thriuing Course" Heywood may have taken could
have been to turn to writing pageants, which David M. Bergeron
has described as a lucrative endeavor. For example, in 1 635,

Heywood collaborated with John Christmas, submitting a

successful bid of £180 to the Ironmongers to produce a pageant.

90 David M. Bergeron, "Patronage of Dramatists: The Case of Thomas Heywood",
English Literary Renaissance 18.2 (1988): 296.
91 Baines, 4; Jackson, 159-60.
92 Heywood, The Hierarchie, S2r.
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Unfortunately the guild records do not show what portion of this
sum went to Heywood, but his repeated submissions of pageant

proposals to guilds such as the Ironmongers, Haberdashers, and
Clothworkers throughout the 1 630's suggest that the effort was

worthwhile.93

Heywood's long, prolific, and varied career ended in 1 641.

The register of St. James Church, Clerkenwell, records on August
1 6 of that year: "Tho. Heywood, Poet bd in ye Church".94 This
brief overview of his achievements serves to confirm his deep
interest in history, and what can be called a lifelong fascination
with the subject of women. Over a fifty year career he managed
to channel either or both of these interests into most of his

literary output. The work which best combines these interests is,

of course, Gunaikeion, the text which, in his lifetime, earned for

him the honorable epithet of "Historian of Women".

Gunaikeion is not altogether an unknown text in the present

day, but it is a text which has been largely dismissed, especially by
feminist critics. This is extremely interesting in light of the fact
that of all the dramatists of the English Renaissance, Thomas

Heywood is the one most involved with the concerns of women. A

search through the computerized databases turns up numerous

"hits" for Thomas Heywood, but the vast majority of essays and
books deal with Heywood's plays (especially A Woman Killed with

Kindness). His prose works have received relatively little
comment. At best, Gunaikeion merits a mention as the source

93 Bergeron, 299-300. Heywood's pageants are: Londons jus honorarium
(1631), Londini artium & scientiaum scaturigo (1632), Londini emporia, or
Londons mercatura (1633), Londini sinus salutis, or Londons Harbour of Health
(1 635), Londini speculum: or Londons Mirror (1 637), Porta pietatis, or, the
Port or Harbour of Piety (1638), and Londini status pacatus: or Londons Peaceable
Estate (1639).
94 Cited in Clark, 207
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for one or two plots which appear in Heywood's plays. Of the

scholars who have tackled Heywood's prose works and heroic

poems, most seem compelled to apologize for Heywood, if they are

inclined to be friendly towards him, while others, not as well-

disposed, can be downright condescending in their treatment of his
works. A survey of the literature is worthwhile as a precursor to

the treatment of the work itself.

In his essay "A Critical Study of Thomas Heywood's

Gunaikeion", Robert Grant Martin immediately establishes his

argument. In the second sentence he declares the unimportance

of Heywood's works, apart from his plays:

It is surprising that, whereas in the case of most
other major dramatists their non-dramatic work has
intrinsic interest as literature, Thomas Heywood's
prose and verse, in bulk exceeding all the rest,
should be of almost no literary significance.95

Martin grudgingly justifies the time spent on his study as an

attempt to ascertain how much of a scholar Heywood really was.

He comments that Heywood was a man toward whom nearly all
writers on the drama have admitted a feeling of kindness,

"frequently of affection". One wonders if Martin included himself
in this group.

Martin calls Gunaikeion a "hodge-podge of miscellaneous
information . . . larded with quotations . . . interspersed with

facetiae".96 He allows that Heywood follows a rough method of

arrangement, dividing the book into nine sections called after the
names of the Muses in imitation of Herodotus. Martin rhetorically
asks if there is anything of permanent value in Gunaikeion and

95 Martin, 1 60.
96 Martin, 1 61-2.
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regretfully tells us that apart from a few stories (the "facetiae"
referred to), there is not.

A lengthy section on Heywood's sources follows, arranged

according to nationality and period of writing, the writers under

each category arranged alphabetically. The sources are

innumerable, from antiquity through the medieval period and on to

then recent times. Martin ascertains that Heywood read Latin

fairly readily, but occasionally bungled translations. He doubts
that Heywood knew Greek, as all Greek sources are in Latin

translations. Martin does not care for Heywood's prose style,

saying that "it wholly lacks the colloquial vigor, the color, the

gusto, that we think of as typical of the best prose under
Elizabeth and the Stuarts".97 Thankfully, not all critics take this
dim view of Heywood's prose.

A. M. Clark devotes nine pages of his book on Thomas

Heywood to Gunaikeion, and manages to wound both Heywood and
Martin in one sentence: "One critic, who has spent more time on

the book than it deserves, credits the dramatist with too direct a

knowledge of the authorities mentioned". Clark continues:

Heywood himself was an insatiable miscellany-
reader, and it is to the compilers, Athenaeus,
Stobaeus, Aulus Gellius, Diogenes Laertius, Suidas,
Vincent of Beauvais, Higden in Trevisa's translation,
Alexander ab Alexandro, Fulgosius, Marullus,
Sabellicus, Volaterranus, Rhodiginus, and the rest,
classical and later, that we must go for the sources
of his knowledge.98

Clark also comments on the deceptive order of appearance of

Gunaikeion, and on the extraordinary mix of material, calling it a

"hotch-potch". Although Clark's attitude to Heywood is somewhat

97 Martin, 1 83.
98 Clark, 94.
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more benign than that of Martin, he does not hesitate to remark

that although Heywood tries to avoid tediousness by condensing
his narrative, he "too often achieves, like the unfortunate

preacher, the distinction of being both short and tedious". Clark

does note that Gunaikeion contributes to the argument on women,

something that Martin does not include in his study, and suggests

that the design of Heywood's work "may have been suggested by A

Women's Worth (1 599), translated from the French of the

Chevalier de rEscale".99

Frederick S. Boas' small volume on Heywood divides a

chapter between Gunaikeion and The Exemplary Lives. He

describes Gunaikeion as "in the main an Apology" for the female

sex, which happens to include the histories of a number of

infamous women.100 Of the critics so far discussed, Boas takes

the most genial view of Heywood. He outlines the text of
Gunaikeion chapter by chapter, acknowledging Heywood's

weaknesses, but also commenting on what he perceives to be

Heywood's strengths. Boas does not take the same view of

Heywood's talent for storytelling that Martin does: in fact, Boas
considers the short stories to be the most attractive feature of

Gunaikeion , and quotes from several of them, commenting on the

striking examples of Heywood's narrative power. He sums up his

findings by saying:

I would make the claim that Heywood showed
remarkable skill in one of the most difficult of

literary genres, the short story. And in his
occasional reflective passages his style attains

99 Anthony Gibson, A Womans Woorth, Defended Against All the Men in the Wodd.
Prooving them to be more perfect, excellent, and absolute in all vertuous actions,
then any man of what qualitie soever. Written by one that hath heard much, seene
much, but knowes a great deale more (London, 1599).
100 Boas, 105.
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dignity and an impressively sombre rhythm. If after
the fashion of his day, he was too fond of coining
ponderous neologisms, he knew both in his poetry and
his prose the value of the effect gained by mingling
long resonant and pithy monosyllabic words.101

The historian Louis B. Wright champions Heywood as "a
serious literary craftsman with definite ideals of method and

purpose".102 He comments that one of Heywood's literary goals,
evident over and over, is the popularization of knowledge,

especially historical knowledge. That Heywood saw the importance

and relevance of history to every person cannot be contested

when one reads again the epistle "To the Reader" in The Exemplary
Lives. Echoing Simon Grinaeus, Heywood writes "such is the
benefit of History, that comparing what is past with the present,

we may better prepare ourselves for the future". In the letter "To

The Reader" prefacing Gunaikeion, Heywood claims to be imitating

"Aelianus de Var, Hist, and Valer. Maxim, who epitomized great and
memorable acts, reducing and contracting into a compendious
Method wide and loose Histories, giving them notwithstanding their
full weight, in a few words". There is something signally satisfying
and playful in the way Heywood has reduced and contracted the
"wide and loose" names of his models as well. Wright also notes

that Heywood is "modern in his feeling that fact ought to be

reported faithfully without the coloring of personal bias."103

Wright feels that it is significant that Heywood chose to precede
his translation of Sallust's Catiline with a translation of Bodin's

Methodus ad Facileum Historianum Cognitionem entitling it "Of the
choice of History, by way of Preface, Dedicated to the Courteous

101 Boas, 120.
102 Wright, "Heywood and the Popularizing of History", 288.
103 Wright, "Heywood and the Popularizing of History", 290.
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Reader, upon occasion of the frequent Translations of these latter

times".104 For Wright, this indicates a movement toward the

development of a theory of history, in Heywood's case perhaps a

democratizing movement, in that he aims to make his histories
accessible to all. One can see in Gunaikeion Heywood's attempts to

espouse Bodin's historical method, especially with regard to the

necessity for historiographers to be impartial chroniclers of true

matters, and when in doubt over the merits of various sources,

to, as Bodin said, "beleeve the latest . . . For such is the Nature

and obscurity of truth, that unlesse it be raked from auncient and
fundamental! Originals, it will hardly appeare like it selfe".105

Wright, as a historian, is clearly a staunch supporter of Heywood,
and mirrors the generally favorable comments of his fellow
historians of the twentieth century on Heywood.

Gunaikeion, along with Troia Britannica, The Hierarchie of the
Blessed Angells, and The Life of Merlin, is the subject of an

unpublished Ph. D. dissertation by Sarah Evelyn Jackson. Her

intent is to examine "these works and show in what ways they

reveal understanding of the thinking of the middle class of that

age and, in addition, provide unique insight into the heterogeneous
character of this typical Elizabethan writer".106 The bulk of the

chapter devoted to Gunaikeion describes the contents of the nine

books, and reiterates most of the points made by Martin, Boas,

and Wright as to Heywood's strengths and weaknesses, his

sources, and his love of digression.
The most recent examination of Gunaikeion to date is the

eleven pages devoted to the work by Marilyn Johnson. She

104 Whibley, 5.
105 Whibley, 13-14.
106 Jackson, "Aut prodesse solent..1 5.
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attempts to ascertain Heywood's contribution to the ongoing

controversy about women by considering Gunaikeion, A Curtaine

Lecture, and The Exemplary Lives, deciding that Heywood's
attitude toward women was that while he felt that they were an

admirable sex, he failed to argue for women's complete, human

equality with men. Regarding the organization of the text, she
feels that "probably Heywood uses the Muses as chapter heads

largely because they were women rather than because he thought
there was any real connection between the Muses and the
stories".107 Her examination seems lukewarm, and she appears

almost glad to drop the topic of organization.

The problem with the preceding examinations is that, apart

from those of Wright and Jackson, none portray the work as

something much worth reading. Little enthusiasm for the text is

generated, and the critiques can hardly be said to be imaginative.

Another characteristic of these studies is that, apart from

Martin's essay of 1 923, Gunaikeion consistently forms only a small

part of each of the works cited.108 It has not been the focus of

any extended study.

107 Johnson, 29.
108 More recently N. H. Keeble included five excerpts from Gunaikeion in The
Cultural Identity of Seventeenth-Century Woman: A Reader (London and New York,
1994).
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Thomas Heywood has been credited with the ability to dream

up catchy titles for his works, and his choice for his encyclopedic

history of women is an example of this.1 Gunaikeion is the Greek

form of the Latin "gynaeceum", which is the term for the women's

apartments in a household, or any room or building set aside for
women".2 Evidence shows, however, that this work was not

commonly known by its title in his lifetime, but was referred to

simply as "The History of Women".3 In after ages, when histories
of women became more common, the unique status of Heywood's

accomplishment was lost, so it is not protesting too much to

remind present day readers of what Heywood achieved. To

attempt to describe the text in relation to other comparable texts

is difficult simply because there were no other texts in the English

language at that time that matched Gunaikeion in subject matter,

range and scope. Its subject matter, women, sets it immediately

apart from the majority of histories which focus on the deeds of
men almost to the exclusion of women. It can be compared with
other texts written primarily to engage in the debate on the
status of women, yet Gunaikeioris length, substance, and tone

make it an odd entry in what was mainly a war of pamphlets and
extended essays (although Heywood may have hoped that such an

1 See Kevin Jackson, Invisible Forms: A Guide to Literary Curiosities (London,
1 999) 16, for the following:

I'm sure for example, that thousands of people are still enjoying the
works of Thomas Heywood (?1574-1641), but I'm not aware of
ever having seen or read so much as a single scene from his plays,
and at present feel only the feeblest inclination to put that right
before I die. And yet Heywood does occupy a small chink of my grey
matter, and many others', because he achieved the durable titles A
Woman Killed With Kindness and The Fair Maid of the West.

2 Brown, New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary.
3 In addition to sources cited earlier in support of this, see the marginal note
"Heywood's History of Women" next to George Estoutville's commendatory verse in
The Exemplary Lives, Azv.
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exhaustive text would have the last word in the debate). When set

alongside the massive dictionaries of mythology such as Thomas

Cooper's Thesaurus Linguae Romanae & Britannicae (1565), one

immediately realizes that it cannot adequately be compared with
such a reference work for it is essentially a narrative. It is

something more, too, than a catalog of women or a commonplace

book, although its precursors may have been of this category.4
Gunaikeion is a text that is not content to rest in one particular

category; a useful metaphor when considering it is that of a

junction-box. The strands of all the above-mentioned categories
or precursors intersect in one place, one text, but the particular
strands do not dead-end in this junction. They pass out of the

junction-box as portions of the text are appropriated by later
writers or historians, or even later feminists and literary critics

who may cite Heywood for a variety of reasons, either claiming
him as one of their own, or, more often, vilifying him for his
weaknesses or failings.

Since the material in Gunaikeion is culled from commonplace-

books, dictionaries, chronicles, and catalogs, and it has been
described as a contribution to the debate on women, it is

necessary to look at representative texts in each of these areas

in order to make comparisons. These texts were printed over a

period of more than a hundred years, and are best dealt with

topically. Also, claims that Gunaikeion is "encyclopaedic" must be

supported, and it is essential that this point be tackled first.

Nowhere does Heywood use the word "encyclopedic" to

describe Gunaikeion, although his claims in the preface "To the

4 Heywood acknowledges that catalogs are included in this text, however. See
Gunaikeion, 125.
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Reader" to provide "a Collection of Histories, which touch the

generalitie of Women" drawn from "all Estates, Conditions, and

Qualities whatsoever", made "plaine and easie" for "an vniuersalitie

of Readers, diuersly disposed" and arranged under the headings of
the Nine Muses (those "first Inuentresses of all good Arts, and

Disciplines") nearly meets the second and more modern definition

in The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary of "A book or set of
books containing extensive information on all branches of

knowledge, or on one particular subject, usu.[ally] arranged

alphabetically", which dates from the mid-seventeenth century.

Heywood evidently considered and discarded the idea of

alphabetical and chronological arrangement, for in the same

preface he says "I haue not introduced them in order, neither

Alphabetically, nor according to custome or president". Like Ovid,

who, Heywood says, prefers "a blunt Carriage and a neglected
Habit aboue all sprucenesse and formalitie", he disposes the
women not in an actual state of disorder, but, as he sees it,

systematically.5 Robert Collison points out that though the

concept of alphabetical arrangement is a thousand years old, it did
not come into general use until the eighteenth century:

Systematic arrangement prevailed for some hundreds
of years during the early history of encyclopaedias -
to the true scholar its appeal is very great for it is
the only satisfactory way of bringing into
juxtaposition closely related topics. This however
assumes that the encyclopaedia will be read as a
whole, or certainly that considerable sections will
be treated in this way.6

5 Heywood, Gunaikeion, "To the Reader" (A4r-v). A discussion of the structure of
this text is undertaken in greater depth in a subsequent chapter.
6 Robert Collison, Encyclopaedias: Their History Throughout the Ages: A
Bibliographical Guide with Extensive Notes to the General Encyclopaedias Issued
Throughout the World from 350 B. C. to the Present Day (New York, 1964) 3.
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And again, in the preface "To the Reader", Heywood intimates that

his "Discourse of Women" should indeed be read at length, for he
includes lighthearted episodes among his "sad and graue Histories"
as a relief, lest "the Auditorie should be dulled with serious

courses".

The historian Louis B. Wright calls Gunaikeion "a definitive

encyclopedia of women".7 In her essay on La Primaudaye's The
French Academie, Anne Lake Prescott mentions a criterion for an

encyclopedic text, that it should gather "into one educational text

varied evidence from other books".8 This is certainly true of

Gunaikeion, and Heywood freely admits that he has consulted

numerous approved authorities, and is generally careful to cite his
sources in the body of the text and in the margins. Collison also
notes this as a feature of encyclopedias, and adds two other

criteria; the attempt to give overall coverage, and the intense

preoccupation with classification. Again, Gunaikeion meets these
criteria.9 It is therefore safe to make the claim that Gunaikeion is

an encyclopedic text.

There are strong reasons to suppose that Gunaikeion had its

origins in the tradition of commonplace-books, and that Heywood

may have used his own commonplace-books as the raw material

for his text. Even if he had been equipped with a book-wheel, it is

difficult to imagine that he would be able to access a sufficient
number of compilations, histories, dictionaries, and original works
to extract 2222 separate references to individual women or

groups of women cited by over five hundred authorities, and

7 Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 503.
8 Anne Lake Prescott, "Pierre de La Primaudaye's French Academy: Growing
Encyclopaedic", The Renaissance Computer: Knowledge Technology in the First Age
of Print, eds. Neil Rhodes and Jonathan Sawday (London and New York, 2000) 160.
9 Collison, 42.
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produce his own historical compilation from scratch in a period of

less than seventeen weeks. It is far more likely that he kept

notebooks or a commonplace-book in which he entered, over the

years, examples of women and sources for them, under at least

some of the headings listed in Gunaikeion's table of contents.

Heywood was about fifty years old when he compiled Gunaikeion,
and could have started such a collection in his youth. Ann Moss

suggests that "[t]he most informative place of all to look for the
influence of the commonplace-book on vernacular production would
be in vernacular works themselves, ... in non-literary works as

well as various forms of fiction. . . . Renaissance authors speak

the language of the commonplace-book".10 In a later chapter, the
structure of Gunaikeion will be discussed, and it will become more

evident that the commonplace-book undoubtedly had an influence

on the ordering of the information in what Heywood called "An

Index, or Table, of Nine Bookes of Various Historie, onely

concerninge Women".11 Though it may be based on a personal

commonplace-book kept by Heywood, and offer examples of moral
excellence to be followed and of depravity to be shunned,

Gunaikeion itself is not a commonplace-book. It is written in

continuous prose, interspersed with verse, and the moral lessons

are to be absorbed through the process of sustained reading, and

although Heywood is aware that his text contains ample fodder for

misogynist writers as well as those who praise women, it is not

10 Ann Moss, Printed Commonplace-Books and the Structuring of Renaissance
Thought (Oxford, 1996) 21 1.
11 Heywood, Gunaikeion, Asr.
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primarily as a source for sermons or arguments that he envisions
the text.12

In their extensive study of Renaissance dictionaries, Dewitt

T. Starnes and Ernest William Talbert devote a chapter to the

influence upon Heywood of the dictionaries compiled by Charles

Stephanus and Thomas Cooper. Both of these texts are arranged
in alphabetical order and contain considerable numbers of proper

names, characteristics which can be traced back to well beyond

the tenth-century Greek dictionary of Suidas, which, with the
advent of printing in the fifteenth century, itself became a widely
used resource for Renaissance lexicographers.13 However, where
the dictionaries of compilers such as Suidas, Calepine, and

Robertus Stephanus (brother to the aforementioned Charles)

disperse proper names among their definitions of other parts of

speech, Thomas Cooper, in his Latin-English Thesaurus Linguae
Romanae & Britannicae (1 565) grouped personal and place names

in a section appended to the main text, and entitled it Dictionarium

historicum et poeticum propria locorum et personarum vocabula,14
In separating the personal and place names Cooper followed the

12 However, when Edward Phillips reissued Gunaikeion in 1657 as The GeneralI
History of Women, his new preface "To the Reader" explicitly recommends the text
as a source for those who are looking for such examples: "[if] thy prejudice against
women prompt thee to seek occasions of insulting over their miscarriages, there
are not wanting of them who have perpetrated the most daring vices that any man
could aspire unto" (A3).
13 Dewitt T. Starnes and Ernest William Talbert, Classical Myth and Legend in
Renaissance Dictionaries: A Study of Renaissance Dictionaries in Their Relation to
the Classical Learning of Contemporary English Writers (Chapel Hill, NC, 1 955)
3. Chapter on Heywood, 213-25.
14 Ambrosius Calepine, Dictionarium (1 502); Robertus Stephanus, Thesaurus
Linguae Latinae (1531; 1543). Sir Thomas Elyot drew on these works and that of
Suidas when he published his Latin-English Dictionary in 1538. Elyot retitled it
Bibliothecae Eliotae in the editions of 1542 and 1545, and the text underwent
further expansion by Thomas Cooper in 1 548, 1552, 1559. The personal and
place names in this text and that of Charles Stephanus' Dictionarium formed the
basis for Cooper's Dictionarium historicum et poeticum propria locorum et
personarum vaocabula. Cited in Starnes and Talbert, 3-4.
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lead of Herman Torrentinus (Van Beeck), a Dutch scholar who

published a Latin manual with the title Elucidarius carminum et

historiarum vel Vocabularis poeticus, continens fabulas, historias,

provincias, urbes, insulas, fluvios, et montes illustres. . . .

(Deventer, 1498), in response to a need by schoolboys of the

period for information on proper names and allusions in the

classical works they studied. This text was so popular it was

reprinted eleven times on the Continent before 1518. After

Torrentinus' death in 1 520, the Elucidarius was reissued in

expanded versions first by Robertus Stephanus, and later by his
brother Charles. As with so many other compilations of the

period, with each edition the text grew, added to so often that by

1553, Charles Stephanus felt justified in renaming it.15 The
Elucidarius became known as Charles Stephanus' Dictionarium,

continuing in popularity after Charles' death in 1559, and

expanding with each subsequent printing. There were numerous of

these; it was reprinted at least nine times between 1 553 and
1 600, and a further eleven editions were issued between 1600 and

1693 in England and on the Continent.

Starnes and Talbert remark that four of the above-

mentioned texts were standard works of reference in the

grammar schools of England after the mid-sixteenth century.

Calepine's massive polyglot Dictionarium, Robertus Stephanus'
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, Charles Stephanus' Dictionarium, and
Thomas Cooper's Thesaurus Linguae Romanae & Britannicae
influenced and informed the thinking of poets and playwrights such

15 Dictionarium historicum ac poeticum, omnia gentium, hominum, locorum,
fluminum, ac montium antiqua recentioraque, ad sacras ac prophanas historias
poetarumque fabulas intelligendas necessaria, vocabula . .. Lutetiae ... C.
Stephani, 1553.
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as Spenser, Shakespeare, Jonson, Heywood, and Milton, and not

just in their formative years, for there is evidence in the mature

works of these men that they continued to rely on some or all of

these resources. This reliance upon what were regarded as

scholarly compilations is therefore not to be considered as

something that "light-weight" minor writers fell back on, for
Starnes and Talbert specifically remark that

The work of Ben Jonson, for example, illustrates the
diverse ways in which the proper-name dictionaries
were used. . . . Thomas Heywood, a contemporary of
Jonson, [made] similar use of the current reference
lexicons as a means of expediting his writing.16

The two dictionaries upon which Heywood relied for extracts for
inclusion in Gunaikeion are those of Charles Stephanus and Thomas

Cooper.

Starnes and Talbert cite five examples of Heywood's method
of borrowing from these two texts. In some cases, distinctive

phrases used by Cooper are retained by Heywood; in others,

Heywood is himself translating Stephanus' Latin, then augmenting

Cooper's translation of the same entry with details which Cooper
had chosen not to include. In one curious statement referring to

Heywood's source for the story of Canace and Macareus, Starnes

and Talbert say that "Heywood has a short essay on Canace and

Macareus, in which he refers to Valeria Tusculana as if this were

his source".17 This statement is incorrect. In this passage

concerning incestuous women, Heywood remarks on three

separate examples, those of Canace and Macareus, Canusia and

Papirius Romanus, and Valeria Tusculana and Valerius. It is

16 Starnes and Talbert, 213.
17 Starnes and Talbert, 223; the reference is to Heywood's Gunaikeion, 169.
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possible that the authors, reading in haste, have noted the
comment "Valer. Tus." in the margin, which refers to Valeria
Tusculana as an example, not a source. Although citations to

sources are also placed in the margins, on this particular page the

margins contain only the names of six females guilty of incestuous

relationships.

Perhaps an even more telling example of Heywood's use of
the alphabetically arranged dictionaries of proper names and

places occurs in a section of the text dealing with fair women. In a

digression running for some pages, Heywood states that beauty is
not exclusive to women, but is also possessed by men, examples
of which he offers the reader. Because the names of the men are

not listed in the margins, a space which is generally reserved for
female examples, sources, and incidental notes, it is extremely

easy to miss the fact that the male examples are given in virtually

alphabetical order. Also, because Heywood is writing a narrative,
these male examples are camouflaged, so to speak, by the names

of people with whom they are associated in their individual stories,

and by the names of the sources from which these stories are

ultimately derived. So, we have in succession, brief stories,

verses, and descriptions of Achillas, Acanthus, Alcibiades, Alexis,

Alphus, Amaratus, Amphimedon, Antinous Bithinicus, Asterius,

Astur, Atis, Auentinus, Batillus, Bellerophon, Castor (and Pollux),

Cestus, Democles, Diadumenus, Ganimede, Galetes, Hypoclides,

Hyas, Hylas, lulus, luuencus, Lycus, Nearchus, Nireus, Marathis

Maximus, Marcellus, Endimion, Ephestion, Eurialus, Parthenopaeus,

Phaon, Phedrus Fliensis, Pyramus, Spurinae, Magnes Smyrnaeus,

Leander, Lausus, Xerxes.18 Heywood names a variety of sources

18 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 241-44. The names appear as spelled in the text.
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for this catalog of fair men, but as Cooper and Stephanus also
cited their sources, it is likely that Heywood extracted his

examples from their compilations. It is also possible that these
names were first copied from the dictionaries into a

commonplace-book kept by Heywood, and much later transferred
into Gunaikeion, given that these texts would have been available
to him from his schooldays.

The encyclopedic urge of most historians and antiquarians

frequently resulted in massive chronicles which often ballooned

with each subsequent edition.19 Some have already been noted

above. Most of these were products of the sixteenth century, but
such was their popularity that they were repeatedly reprinted and
read well into the seventeenth century. Examples of these from
which Heywood extracted material for Gunaikeion are Fabyan's

Chronicle,20 Higden's Polychronicon,21 Holinshed's Chronicle,22 John
Stow's Chronicles of England from Brute unto this Present Yeare

19 Jonathan Sawday chronicles the similar growth of Burton's Anatomy of
Melancholy over time in "Shapeless Elegance: Robert Burton's Anatomy of
Knowledge," English Renaissance Prose, ed. Neil Rhodes. Medieval & Renaissance
Texts & Studies 164 (Tempe, AZ, 1997) 173-202. For a thorough discussion of
the distinction between historians and antiquaries, see D. R. Woolf, The Idea of
History in Early Stuart England: Erudition, Ideology, and 'The Light of Truth' from
the Accession of James I to the Civil War (Toronto, 1990).
20 Robert Fabyan (d. 1513), sheriff of London in 1493, compiled a chronicle of
England and France from Brutus to 1485. It was printed in 1516. Portions of the
work are still of some value for the history of London and affairs during the reigns
of Edward IV and Richard III.
21 Ranulf Higden (c.1280-1363) was a Benedictine monk at St. Werburgh's
monastery in Chester. By 1352, he was a recognized historian, having written a
"Polychronicon" (a general history of the world from the creation to about 1342)
in Latin. John of Trevisa (1326-1412) translated the "Polychronicon" into
English and it was printed by Caxton in 1482. According to Robert Grant Martin,
this work provides Heywood with more material than any other work in English.
22 Raphael Holinshed collaborated with the printer Reginald Wolfe to produce two
volumes of the history of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Wolfe died in 1573, and
Holinshed continued the project; it was printed in 1577. Louis B. Wright
comments that it was regarded as the most authoritative history of its time
(Middle-Class Culture, 315).
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1580,23 and John Speed's The Theatre of the Empire of Great

Britaine.24 Some of these works ran to as many as 3,000 pages.

At the same time, there was an equally strong urge to create

compendious works. Although these abridgments of the more

encyclopedic volumes were often the work of later compilers, at

times the author of a substantial work would himself produce what

amounted to pocket versions. For example, John Stow also

compiled A Summarie of Englyshe Chronicles in 1 565, a single
volume octavo edition, which was to become even more portable in

later years when it was issued as a sixteenmo. A rival of John

Stow, Richard Grafton, compiled A Manuell of the Chronicles of

England. From the Creadon of the Worlde, to This Yere of Our
Lorde 1565, also printed as a sixteenmo.25 The prefatory matter

of many of these smaller works gives the obvious reasons for
this. For example, Grafton says that his aim was to produce a

book that was "more portatiue & also to be sold at a meane &

small price"; he was making available to the populace the historical
matter they wanted to read, at a price they could afford, and in a

user-friendly format. Heywood was to do the same thing sixty

years later.26 In Gunaikeion, Heywood "epitomised great and
memorable acts", but there is little doubt that the folio edition

was not an inexpensive book. However, he also produced smaller

23 This was renamed The Annates of England with the edition of 1592. Stow's
Annates were enormously popular, going through eight editions before 1631.
24 An impressive and probably extremely expensive two volume folio edition
complete with engravings and maps was printed in 1611. The portion detailing The
History of Great Britaine was printed separately five times between 1611 and
1632.
25 Grafton, as mentioned earlier, went on to create in 1568 A Chronicle at Large
and Meere History of the Affayres of Englande and Kinges of the Same, a 1400-page
work.
26 Gunaikeion probably found a market among the better-off in the middle classes
as well as among the aristocracy. Louis B. Wright has written of the extreme
popularity of historical works, and the Short-Title Catalogue lists many expensive
works that were reprinted numerous times.
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and less expensive works containing history, such as A Curtaine
Lecture (1637) and The Life of Merlin, Sirnamed Ambrosius, His

Prophecies and Predictions Interpreted; Being a Chronographicall

History of All the Kings from Brute to the Reigne of our Royall

Soveraigne King Charles (1 641). He describes the latter as having
been "made portable for thee (if thou so please) to beare in the

pocket".27
In addition to the weighty histories and chronicles, Heywood

also used what have been described as catalogs of women as

sources for Gunaikeion. The term "catalog" is a loose one, and can

apply to something as short as a list of names inserted into a

longer text, or to an entire work itself. Glenda McLeod so

describes them, adding that the lists enumerate "pagan and

(sometimes) Christian heroines who jointly define a notion of

femineity".28 Texts which McLeod identifies as containing

examples of the genre read like a partial list of Heywood's
sources: Homer's Odyssey, Plutarch's Mulierum virtutes,29 Virgil's

Aeneid, Ovid's Heroides, Juvenal's Satire Six, St. Jerome's

Adversus Jovinianum, Boccaccio's De Claris mulieribus, Ariosto's

Orlando Furioso,30 Dante's Divine Comedy.31 Two catalogs to which

Heywood does not allude, but which McLeod considers important to

27 Heywood, The Life of Merlin, "Address to the Reader".
28 Glenda McLeod, Virtue and Venom: Catalogs of Women from Antiquity to the
Renaissance (Ann Arbor, Ml, 1991) 1. She defines "femineity" as a noun
signifying the quality or nature of the female sex.
29 Robert Grant Martin comments that Heywood uses twenty-one of the twenty-
seven anecdotes which form Plutarch's essay (Martin, 168). Plutarch and Ovid
are arguably Heywood's favorite authors: Plutarch is named as a source in
Gunaikeion seventy-nine times, and Ovid seventy-eight times.
30 Heywood refers to Sir John Harington, who wrote an "Allegorie vpon the
37.booke of Ariosto" (Gunaikeion, 398).
31 R. G. Martin, 176, says that the first reference in an English text to Dante is
found in Gunaikeion on page 87: "Prof. G. L. Hamilton of Cornell University
informs me that this is 'the earliest citation by ten years of the Italian text in an
English work"'. It consists of three lines in Italian from Paradiso XXXIII.
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the task of defining woman's nature are Chaucer's The Legend of
Good Women, and Christine de Pisan's Livre de la cite des dames.

It is especially puzzling to consider the absence of de Pisan: as

McLeod points out, Brian Anslay translated Cite des dames into

English in 1521, but "expressed misgivings about its subject and
altered Christine's treatment of chastity".32 It may be that as

The Legend of Good Women was in essence a revival of Ovid's

Heroides (although Chaucer only completed nine tales of the

twenty-one letters in Ovid's work), and that de Pisan relied heavily
on Boccaccio's De Claris mulieribus, both texts were seen by

Heywood as deriving from what he considered to be more

authoritative works to which he had ready access.

The texts which will be considered and compared with
Gunaikeion are Plutarch's Mulierum virtutes, Boccaccio's De Claris

mulieribus, and de Pisan's Livre de la cite des dames. The choice

of these texts has to do with various claims of "firsts" made

either by the authors themselves or their critics, which makes for

a natural comparison with Gunaikeion, a text for which several
"firsts" have also been claimed. While these texts are not

contemporaries of Gunaikeion, they are precursors in the catalog

tradition, and it is necessary to treat them as if they are in a

different category from the many texts in praise and dispraise of
women that proliferated around the turn of the seventeenth

century.

Written in the first century AD, Plutarch's Mulierum

virtutes was the most important of the later Greek catalogs.
Glenda McLeod calls it "the first catalog to argue for women's civic

32 McLeod, 143. Christine (de Pisan) du Castel, Here Begyneth the Boke of the
Cyte of Ladyes, tr. Brian Anslay (London, 1521).
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contributions and for the equality of male and female virtue". It is

in a way a precursor of the medieval florilegium, in that Plutarch

gathered his collection of twenty-seven stories from original
Greek histories.33 It is also a work that is written for a woman,

Clea, a priestess at Delphi, as a memorial to another woman,

Leontis, and is framed to persuade detractors of the female sex

to a different view. Plutarch contests Thucydides, who argued
that women had no public reputation, and offers his exemplary
women as public proof that women, both individually and as a

group, contribute to the good of the community in equal measure

to men.34 The links between Plutarch's text and Gunaikeion are

evident in the frequency with which Heywood cites Plutarch as an

authority. Mulierum virtutes offers Heywood support from the

past in at least two of his endeavors, that of memorializing
virtuous women who otherwise might be lost in obscurity (Plutarch

says he will not recite the usual list of names, but will offer less

well known examples), and of publicly making his argument that the
virtuous woman is not an anomaly who has been infused with male

virtue and thereby has left her sex behind, but that qualities
considered "manly" (such as courage, wisdom, intelligence,

faithfulness, and patriotism) are found as often among women as

among men.35
Boccaccio would probably have been chagrined to discover

that to a certain extent in his claims to originality in producing De
Claris mulieribus he had been preempted by Plutarch, but he was

33 McLeod, 20.
34 McLeod, 21.
35 Heywood's desire to abide by a rationale of history forces him to concede that the
reprehensible qualities exhibited by men are also seen in women, but to no greater
degree. This corollary appears to cause him anxiety, as a later chapter will
suggest.
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spared this, as Mulierum virtutes was apparently unknown to him.

Hence, we have this statement from him in the preface to the

work:

I have been quite astonished that women have had so
little attention from writers of this sort [those who
wrote on the lives of famous men] that they have
gained no recognition in any work devoted especially
to them, although it can be clearly seen in the more
voluminous histories that some women have acted
with as much strength as valor. . . . Lest, therefore
they be cheated of their just reward, the idea came
to me to honor their glory by bringing together into
one book those women whose memory is still alive,
adding to them some of the many whom daring,
intellectual power, perseverance, natural
endowments, or Fortune's favor or enmity have made
noteworthy.36

Boccaccio's choice of the word "claris" is deliberate, for not all his

women are examples of virtue, and he says that he will "consider
as famous those women whom I know to have become renowned to

the world through any sort of deed".37 Furthermore, although the

biographies of three Hebrew and five Christians are included,
Boccaccio chooses to enumerate pagan women. It appears that
Boccaccio considered that the Judaeo-Christian religion endowed
its adherents with a kind of spiritual template upon which to model
themselves and which enabled women to "attain true and eternal

glory", but that pagan women, not having this advantage, are to be
the more commended for their struggles. Also, he reiterates,

"[t]he merits of pagan women . . . have not been published in any

special work up to now and have not been set forth by anyone".38

36 Giovanni Boccaccio, Concerning Famous Women, trans. Guido A. Guarino
(London, 1964) xxxvii.
37 Boccaccio, xxxviii.
38 Boccaccio, xxxix.
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De Claris mulieribus was compiled over a period of fourteen

years, from 1361-1375, drawing mainly on Latin authors, or

authorities such as Flavius Josephus and Eusebius whose works

had been translated into Latin. Boccaccio most frequently cites

Valerius Maximus, Livy, Hyginus, and Tacitus, sources also heavily
used by Heywood in compiling Gunaikeion.39 De Claris mulieribus
consists of 104 chapters which give the stories of over 106
women (two of the chapters concern groups of women, and
another two chronicle the reigns of Martesia and Lampedo, and

Orithya and Antiope, queens of the Amazons). It is written in

Latin, a decision which "is perfectly consonant with humanist

interests in classical prose style".40 This is problematic in that

the text is dedicated to a woman, Andrea Acciaiuoli, the sister of

the seneschal of the court of Naples. One would suppose that its

contents would make it of interest to women, but relatively few

women were proficient in Latin, which would have limited its

audience. In his dedicatory letter to Andrea, Boccaccio comments

that he "realized that since it speaks of women it should not be

dedicated to a prince but to some illustrious lady".41 But not too

illustrious a lady, for he remarks that he had first thought of

dedicating the text to Joanna, Queen of Sicily and Jerusalem, but

scraps this as he fears that her grandeur might eclipse the text in

the eyes of the public. His choice of Andrea is decided by his

respect for her intellect, as well as his appreciation for her

"youth, beauty, and bodily charm" and he suggests to her ways in

39 The following authors are cited by Boccaccio less often: Annaeus Florus, Cicero,
Justinus, Lactantius, Macrobius, Ovid, Paulus Orosius, Pliny, Pomponius Mela,
Sallust, Servius, Suetonius, Vetruvius, Virgil, Isidorus Hispalensis, Julius
Capitolinus, Vulcatius Gallicanus, Aelius Lampridius, Trebellius Pollio, and
Flavius Vopiscus. All these sources are also cited in Gunaikeion.
40 McLeod, 60.
41 Boccaccio, xxxiii.
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which the text is to be used. Its purpose is not simply to record
the acts of outstanding women, or to provide entertainment:

reading is an active process, requiring strenuous efforts. Andrea
is to cope bravely with the (sometimes) negative reports of these

women, sifting qualities from them worthy of emulation. She is to

look inside herself for these qualities, and if she finds herself

lacking, she is to reproach herself with the thought that a

Christian woman "has been surpassed by a pagan in integrity,

chastity, or virtue".42 Reproach is not the end of the process, for

it follows that she is expected to emulate these examples, so that
their shining qualities become hers, and she may join the ranks of
the exalted. The book becomes the tool whereby this is

accomplished: ". . . it will make your name and those of the other
illustrious women glorious on the lips of men. As you cannot be

present everywhere, this book will make you and your virtues

known to our age and will render you eternal for posterity".43 It

appears then, that the text is not specifically earmarked for

women, for it is the men who read it who will make the women's

names glorious. Furthermore, Boccaccio's explanations for why he

consciously frames the book's structure to make it appealing to

women seem to be targeted to male readers. He says that he has
not touched only on the high points of his examples' lives as

"ancient custom" decrees in this form of writing, but instead has

lengthened them and broadened them into more
extensive histories because I think it both useful and
necessary that the accomplishements of these
women please women no less than men. For as
women for the most part are not aquainted with

42 Boccaccio, xxxiv.
43 Boccaccio, xxxv.
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history, they need and enjoy a more lengthy
discussion.44

Furthermore, Pamela Joseph Benson has commented that

Boccaccio frequently addresses men in the morals to the

biographies:

the inclusion of men in the audience shows that,
although the method of presentation may have been
adapted to give women access to the work,
Boccaccio did not consider the book to be women's
literature or marginal in any way. Men as well as
women are expected to be interested in women's
history, to be susceptible to having their notion of
woman changed, and to be able to discover their own
image in women's actions.45

Benson's insights into Boccaccio's aims can as easily be applied to

Heywood's, with an additional development. Benson suggests that
Boccaccio feminizes his text by alluding to its production during a

time when he had retired from public life, and with the aim of

giving pleasure (a feminine office) to his friends. Furthermore, if

the (feminized) text is to be made public, it needs to enlist the

protection of a female patron to defend it, an application of the

trope that Benson says violates gender expectations. But in

choosing Andrea, Boccaccio chooses a patron whose name, he

says, derives from the Greek andres, meaning "men", and who, he

feels, "should be set equal to the worthiest of men, even among

the ancients".46 250 years later, Heywood, too, addresses

44 Boccaccio, xxxviii. The issue of the style of writing which would appeal to the
targeted reader occupies the thought of every writer. Over 400 years later, Mary
Hays, the author and compiler of Female Biography (1803), noted that women
wanted more detail from the lives of exemplary women: "Women ... read not for
dry information.... A skeleton biography would afford to them but little
gratification". See below, Chapter IV.
45 Pamela Joseph Benson, The Invention of the Renaissance Woman: The Challenge
of Female Independence in the Literature and Thought of Italy and England
(University Park, PA, 1992) 17-18.
46 Boccaccio, xxxiii.
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concerns about the unprotected status of what must have been

viewed as a preeminently feminine text, Gunaikeion. He dedicates

it to the Earl of Worcester, "the happie Husband & fortunate

Father" of good women, suggesting that this very public text,

which has been exposed "naked to the free view, and unguarded
with any such faction of friends" can safely be admitted to his

"Bedchamber" and "Closet", the most private parts of the Earl's

domain, as would his wife and daughters.47 The feminine text

stands unsupported by any encomiums in the public view, but,

Heywood says, such a text has no need of such support.

One final point of comparison between Heywood and

Boccaccio concerns the virtual refusal of both to include material

concerning living women of their respective periods. Benson

suggests that Boccaccio's inclusion of Queen Joanna of Sicily and
Jerusalem functions as a framing mechanism which precludes the

possibility that any other modern woman can be included in the
work. The first chapter tells of Eve, and the last of an individual

so illustrious that no living woman can rise to challenge Joanna's

position, nor would Boccaccio be wise to suggest that any woman

could. Joanna is a living icon, and like Elizabeth of England later,
Benson says that because "all comparisons and all competition are

potentially equalizing, . . . the queen's real political security might
be threatened by the statement that her accomplishments make

her the best of many candidates".48

Heywood's lavish praise of Elizabeth runs no such risk of

incurring royal censure. Likewise, his praise of Anne of Denmark,
dead five years at the time Gunaikeion was printed, places her with

47 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A3V, A4V.
48 Benson, 30.
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Elizabeth in a long line of exemplary figures. In 1 624, there was no

queen in England, so it is interesting to read that Heywood raises

Anne's daughter Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, married to Frederick

V, to a position which Boccaccio reserved for Joanna. She is the

last queen described by Heywood in a four page section dedicated
to "Queenes Illustrious" and he speaks directly to her: "And to

conclude, that as you are the last of these in this my Catalogue by

order, posterity may reckon you the first amongst the Illustrious

by merit".49 However, Heywood went on to write six more books

of Gunaikeion, so though Elizabeth also performs a framing role,
she is rather lost among the hundreds of examples before and
after her. Also, although Heywood used De Claris mulieribus as a

source, he totally omits Joanna I of Sicily and Jerusalem. Heywood
does mention a few modern women conspicuous for their learning,
but his reluctance to include many may stem from two simple
reasons: he was writing a history, not a contemporary account, of

women, and he flatly refuses to "enuiously carpe at the particular
manners or actions of any liuing".50 He is absolutely convinced of
the relevance which the past has for present situations, and has
no reservations calling upon examples centuries old to provide

insights into how one should conduct oneself in the present.51
Christine de Pisan would concur with this belief. In the Livre

de la cite des dames (1405), she compiles a catalog using most of

49 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 125.
50 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A4r.
51 See Heywood, The Exemplary Lives, "To the Reader", where he comments "such
is the benefit of History, that comparing what is past with the present, we may
better prepare ourselves for the future". This notion is discussed later in
connection with the subject of memorials.
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the examples included in Boccaccio's De Claris mulieribus.52 This

was not her first foray into the defense of women, for in 1 399

she had written a satiric attack on misogyny, L'Epitre au Dieu

d"Amours, which contained a short catalog of women. As

mentioned earlier, it is at first surprising to find that the Cite des
dames did not appear to have much influence upon later writers,

but when one realizes that even as late as 1974 it was thought to

be a translation of Boccaccio's work,53 it is not unreasonable to

suppose that compilers in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries

who were looking for source material should consider de Pisan's
text to be a less authoritative version of Boccaccio's, and pass it

by. More recent scholarship has discovered that although she
extracted most of Boccaccio's examples of famous women, he
was not her only source for the women included in her work, and

that she "fundamentally revised Boccaccio's arguments in her
treatise".54 McLeod comments that de Pisan's work was the first

since Plutarch's to argue that men and women's virtue is

comparable. It is the first catalog to be written by a woman, and
the first to defend women against institutionalized misogyny.55 It

is offered as a dream vision which is structured as a rhetorical

defense, marking it as an early entry into the Renaissance debate
on women. This, the use of imagery, allegory, and the insertion of
the author herself as the protagonist who learns and grows

through her association with the three ladies Reason, Rectitude,

52 Several modern translations of C/'td des dames exist. The edition used as

background for this essay is Rosalind Brown-Grant's translation, The Book of the
City of Ladies (London, 1999).
53 McLeod, 113 n., comments that "[Alfred] Jeanroy (1922), for example,
suggested that Christine's book is a translation. In the first major study of
Christine's work, Marie-Josephe Pinet (1974) includes Cit6 des dames among 'les
traductions'".
54 McLeod, 113.
55 McLeod, 8.
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and Justice are also innovative in the catalog tradition. De Pisan's

image of the book as a city, of linking writing with construction, is

both traditional and novel. Traditionally it echoes the practice of
artificial memory, wherein a place such as a building with

passageways, well-lit rooms, and shelves, is constructed in the
mind by the student of rhetoric as an aid to memory. It is novel in

that de Pisan uses this image not just to gather all her examples
of women: the city which will become a refuge for virtuous women

against misogynist attacks is built, from foundations to towers, of
the examples of outstanding women given to de Pisan by her

guides. The examples are integrated into the fabric of the text in

a dynamic fashion that is lacking in a work such as Boccaccio's.
Boccaccio's text isolates his examples in 104 "cells" or chapters -

the reader can look into the cells, but imaginative interaction is
constrained. De Pisan's city is built in three stages, each

corresponding to a level of historical insight given to the narrator

Christine by her three muses. These guides reinterpret (or

rebuild) history so that women's virtues rather than their vices

are emphasized. Furthermore, de Pisan stresses the important

notion that both men and women are equally endowed with the

capacity for virtue or vice, and that contrary to the assertions of

misogynists and to what women of her era have been taught, vice

is not the prerogative of the female sex.

The reconstruction (or rehabilitation) of examples is also a

feature of Gunaikeion, and de Pisan's assertion that men and

women are equally human, with the same failings and strengths, is

one that Heywood himself hammers home time and again. As the
author of a history, Heywood does not engage with the hundreds
of examples which he offers in the way that de Pisan engages with
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the three ladies, but he is very present in numerous authorial
intrusions. One suspects that Heywood, wishing to produce a

history of women, may have shunned the idea of presenting his
work as a dream vision, although some material which he describes
as "true" may raise eyebrows today. Present-day readers of

Gunaikeion apply their own standards of what is real or fictional to

the examples and stories included by Heywood and from this often
arrive at decisions regarding the relevance of the material, but to

him they were all "real" in that they originated from approved
sources and contained the truth, although the truth could be
dressed as myth or allegory. As D. R. Woolf remarks, "When the
historian spoke of the 'truth' of histories, he meant their moral as

much as their factual verity; he never had in mind the kind of

precise, literal truth denoted in the nineteenth century by Ranke's
famous phrase 'the truth as it actually happened'".56

Although Heywood's histories have been occasionally
assessed for their contribution to the body of historical writing

produced in the first half of the seventeenth century, it is far
more common to find that Gunaikeion has been singled out as

contributing to the debate or controversy over women.57 Marilyn
Johnson states that Heywood "entered three specific
contributions into the controversy over women", Gunaikeion, A

56 Woolf, The Idea of History, 12.
57 See Chapter IV for a discussion of Gunaikeion as a history. Woolf, The Idea of
History, 245, has this to say about Heywood:

No study of early Stuart historical writing would be complete
without at least a glance at the work of a man whose literary career
spanned the entire period, Thomas Heywood. A poet, playwright, and
prolific "popularizer" of history, Heywood wrote at many levels,
though generally for a lay, unscholarly audience. Although his
works remind us once again that the motives underlying historical
poetry and drama were often very different from those impelling
scholarship, Heywood nevertheless provides a good window into the
state of "popular" historical thought on the eve of the civil war.

Woolf, however, does not specifically mention Gunaikeion in his text.
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Curtaine Lecture, and The Exemplary Lives.58 While it is very likely
that Heywood himself saw A Curtaine Lecture as a playful entry

into the debate, it is not as certain that Gunaikeion and The

Exemplary Lives were specifically written with the debate in mind,

although he was well aware that the subject matter could provide
fodder for pamphleteers arguing either side of the question. He

makes an effort, in the address "To the Reader" in Gunaikeion, to

set himself aside from the wrangling and adopt a higher tone; he
refuses to "either enuiously carpe at the particular manners or

actions of any liuing, nor injuriously detract from the Sepulchers
of the dead". This may indicate an unwillingness to participate in

debates such as the one on the dress and manners of women as

outlined in the pamphlets Hie Mulier; or, The Man-Woman (1620)
and Haec Vir: or, the Womanish Man (1620), responses to the

fashion of adopting "male" articles of clothing and accessories by

women, or to take on and criticize the likes of Swetnam.59

However unwilling he may have been to have his work overtly

participate in the debate, he is of the opinion that his histories of

virtuous women have the power to convert misogynists. In a

notable digression within a section dealing with women famous for

"nuptiall pietie" Heywood comments that he cannot understand

"why so many Satyrists assume to themselues such an vnbridled

libertie to inueigh without all limitation against their Sex". He says

he found a satirist writing derogatory verses against women (of

58 Johnson, 27.
59 Joseph Swetnam produced The Arraignment of Lewd, Idle, Froward, and
Unconstant Women: Or the Vanitie of Them, Choose You Whether. With a
commendation of wise, vertuous and honest women. Pleasant for married men,
profitable for young men, and hurtfull to none (161 5), of which more will be said
later.
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which he quotes forty-two lines which he probably composed

himself!) and was able to convert him:

I stayd his penne, and so stopt the torrent of his
poeticall rapture, and laid before him so many noble
histories of glorious and illustrious women . . . that
he forsooke his late apostacy, contest his errour, and
apprehended a new beleefe, professing himselfe
futurely to be a constant champion of their honours
and vertues.60

His personal feelings on the subject often erupt, and with an

inconsistency which is characteristic of so much writing of the

time, he abandons all thought of objectivity and harangues
detractors of the female sex, staunchly defending women from
the charges of the "Satyrists . . . that call them fraile, inconstant,

weake, and timerous".61 These occasional outbursts cannot be

compared with formally entering into a debate.
There are tensions in the text which are created by what

appear to be contradictions, where Heywood seems almost

simultaneously to espouse opposing views. In this, as a historian,
he is not alone. Stephen Greenblatt has observed that Sir Walter

Ralegh's History of the World (1 614), one of the most widely read
historical texts of the period, is "riddled with uncertainties,

ambiguities, and outright contradictions".62 Leonard F. Dean

commented much earlier that contradictions abound in the History

of the World; Ralegh tends to lapse into digressions in which he

changes his mind about the causative factors of historical events:

Medieval in the annalistic organization of his
narrative, in his intention to emphasize God's
purpose and justice, in his reference to providential

60 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 160-1.
61 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 120.
62 Cited in Woolf, The Idea of History, 49.
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causation, and in his uncritical reliance on the Bible;
he is at the same time modern in his pragmatic study
of statesmanship and in his rather skeptical use of
the classical historians.63

It is one of the experiences of reading texts of the period that one

is often buoyed up by hints that an author has freed himself from

antique beliefs and attitudes, only to find him relying on them on

the very next page. Dean says that because of inconsistencies in

Ralegh's work, "we are tempted to dismiss Ralegh as an unhappy
contradiction who was still too much of a medieval Christian to be

as good a historical scholar as the resources of this time

permitted".64
Scholars who may have looked at Heywood in hopes of finding

an early feminist might be inclined to describe him as "an unhappy
contradiction" as well. The full effects of social conditioning can

be difficult to overcome. His desire to follow the precepts of
historians such as Bodin, to attain objectivity and to present a

complete picture of women as the equal of men, wars with his high

regard for women and his natural inclination to defend them from
detractors. He attempts to overcome this paradox by inserting
"reasons" for the inclusion of vicious women which readers of

today find feeble, although many authors of texts praising and

dispraising women used the same arguments.65 Consequently, in

Gunaikeion, as in An Apology for Actors, texts that were

separated by 12 years, Heywood again plays into the hands of
detractors from things he would support. It is this trait that

disappoints feminist critics, who may be looking for a more fully

63 Leonard F. Dean, Tudor Theories of History Writing (Ann Arbor, Ml, 1 947) 22.
64 Dean, 22.
65 See Chapter III.
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developed modern sense of equality in Heywood. They are simply

put off by equivocal extracts such as the following:

There is no gift . . . more profitable, or avayling
towards the attayning of the best Arts and
Disciplines (which include all generall learning) than
MEMORIE . . . Many men have in this been famous, but
few women, unlesse for remembering an iniurie.66

If the last phrase had been omitted, the statement could be

accepted by feminists as simple fact - memory development was

actively taught to boys and men who pursued an education, and

was not a skill taught to women. Women would not have been

familiar with the systems for cultivating memory. The addition of

the last phrase, however, appears to cast a slur on women, and

causes Heywood's stand on other issues related to women to be

questioned. In yet another example, Heywood makes a statement

that would bring applause from feminists when he says that

although he includes negative examples, the reader should
remember that "if any women be personated for Incontinence,

Intemperance, Adulterie, Incest, or any such vile and abhominable

action; shee hath in that disgraced herselfe, not her Sex, as

stretching no further than the delinquent".67 The sincerity of this

opinion is seriously questioned by a tirade on the previous page,

wherein Heywood roundly condemns women guilty of "impudence or

inchastitie" saying

vertue once violated, brings infamy and dishonour,
not onely to the person offending, but contaminates
the whole progenie; nay more, lookes backe euen to
the injured ashes of the ancestours, bee they neuer
so noble: for the mind, as the body, in the act of
adulterie being both corrupted, makes the action

66 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 313-14.
67 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 165.
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infamous and dishonourable, dispersing the poyson of
the sinne euen amongst those from whom she deriues
her birth; as if with her earthly being they had giuen
her therewith her corruptions, and the first occasion
of this her infamie. It extends likewise to the
posteritie which shall arise from so corrupt a seed,
generated from vnlawfull and adulterate
copulation.68

An individual woman's failings ought not to be imputed to the whole

sex, but her whole family tree, ancestors and posterity, female
and male, are to be tarred with the same brush! It appears at

times that if Gunaikeion has acquired a reputation as a specific
contribution to the controversy over women, it is almost by

default, in that Heywood is not adept enough to cling consistently
to the need for objectivity when writing history. His own feelings
and opinions intrude far too often.

The statement in Gunaikeion most often quoted by critics as

an example of Heywood's views on the equality of the sexes is

repeated several times in the text with slightly different wording:
"What man was ever knowne to be eminent, whom woman in some

manner hath not equalled?"69 Johnson has this to say of

Heywood's potential as a feminist: "Heywood never argues for
women's complete, human equality with men. Even though the
stories he tells illustrate that women can do anything that men

can do, his overall treatment indicates that he considers women

as 'Other'. He never condemns the sex, but he is not an advanced

thinker on the subject of real equality".70 There is little doubt

that Heywood gave the subject a great deal of thought. Heywood
seems to be struggling to find a position on the question of

68 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 1 64.
69 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 119. See also 323, 441.
70 Johnson, 38.
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equality when all his social programming is telling him that such a

state cannot be achieved when the two sexes are basically
different. They look different, they act and think differently, and

they have separate physiological functions. To try and argue for

complete human equality between two such different entities

would appear illogical. This may be a reason why the debate over

women is so often framed in terms of superiority versus

inferiority, rather than in terms of equality, and why it is too that
so many of Heywood's arguments for equality revolve around
issues of qualities of the soul and intellect, rather than issues of

physical, economic, and political equality. Most often, Heywood

acknowledges that in mental and emotional qualities women can

match men, and that is why he is perhaps closer to a modern

concept of equality than some who partook of the debate who
framed their arguments solely in terms of the superiority of one

sex over the other.

At the same time, Heywood holds a strong belief in gender-

specific roles. He considers that people who carry out their

socially prescribed roles to the best of their ability merit equal

praise. If this attitude appears to limit women, it sets limits on

men as well. There are realms in Heywood's world in which men are

not welcome and in which they do not function as well as women.

For example, Heywood compares the stories of Tiberius Gracchus
and Alceste, both of whom sacrificed themselves to save their

respective spouses:

[l]n which of these two did manly courage, noble
resolution, or coniugall love most shine? in him that
by suffering death to steale upon him yeelded
himself to the necessitie of fate, or in her who like
a bold Virago with an unmatchable resolution with
her own hand extracted that blood from her chast
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brest, with which she writ herself a character of
honour, to outlast all antiquitie? In these things
then you see, they may justly claime an equall
competence with men, but in many things a iust
prioritie, as in noursing and bringing up their
children, in managing the affaires of the house, and
care of all domestick businesse, in providing us Diet,
Linnen for the backe and bed, in sewing, weaving, and
in spinning: for who cannot imagine how ill great
Hercules did become the distaffe?71

Having established their equality in terms of character and

fortitude, Heywood turns to speak of physical skills. The praise of
women's skills in the domestic sphere is not to be taken lightly. It

is as a partnership that Heywood sees marriage. The acme of
virtue is reached when a man and a woman, performing the roles

society has dictated, join in matrimony based on love between

equals: "Marriage ... is ever the most pleasing and contented,
when it is made betwixt equals".72 Perhaps the most complete
statement on equality between men and women, which also

suggests gender-specific traits, is this:

The similitude or discrepance of men & womens
virtues conferd together, can be made no better
apparant (as Plutarch saith) than by comparing Life
with Life, and Action with Action, by which we shall
see they have almost one and the same effigies. . . ,73

While Heywood believes that each sex is particularly suited

to certain roles, he is nevertheless convinced of the importance of

the development of the intellect for both men and women. One of

the cornerstones of his insistence on equality in marriage is that
the couple be intellectual equals. He does not begrudge women

time away from domestic duties if that time is spent educating

71 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 120.
72 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 328.
73 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 119.
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themselves. Typical of his examples from antiquity on the subject
of the intellectual development of women is one wherein Theodorus

challenges Hipparchia, asking her why she troubles herself with

studying disciplines solely pertaining to men. She replies with a

rhetorical question: "Thinkest thou I have been ill counsailled, if

that time which I might have past upon the Loome, or Distaffe, I

have spent in the attaining of the liberall Arts and Disciplines?"74

Heywood does not limit his praise to women of antiquity, but
extends it to those educated women of his own era. He says that
the regard tendered to such historical figures as Zenobia, Aspatia,

and others for their wisdom should also "be applyde to our women

studious in Divinitie, Oratorie, and Sophistrie, and laboriously

practised in all other liberall Arts and Sciences".75 For Heywood,
the past relates to the present. As Dean writes, "No one affirmed
the value of information about the past for its own sake.
Historical knowledge was held to be worthwhile only if it promoted

proper action in the present".76

Assumptions about the purposes to which a text was put or

the category to which it becomes assigned are sometimes based
on only one edition of the work. In the case of Gunaikeion, which

was reissued by Edward Phillips in 1657 as The Generall History of

Women, the original prefatory matter authored by Heywood was

removed, and replaced with a new letter to the reader written by
"E. P."77 This new material subtly changes the purpose for which
the book was written, and clearly states that the text will be of
use to misogynists. If this is the only edition used by later

74 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 375.
75 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 464.
76 Dean, 6.
77 The 1657 edition of Gunaikeion is discussed more fully in Chapter IV.
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scholars, as it apparently has been in some cases, Heywood's own

intentions as expressed in his prefatory matter will be missed. As

will be discussed later, "The Epistle Dedicatorie" and Heywood's

letter "To the Reader" are not "a sort of largely superfluous,

throat-clearing exercise", as Kevin Jackson engagingly describes
the present-day concept of prefaces, but are there to provide

directions for using the book.78 Gunaikeion is not a very well-
known text, and the original edition becomes even more obscure if
citations are made only to the 1 657 edition with no mention of the

original. There is also a tendency (which one hopes is not willful)
to ignore very important sections of a work, creating an image of
it in critical essays which may not be entirely accurate, but which

may be perpetuated in the minds of modern readers. As readers,
our impression of a text may be formed by reading critical essays

describing it even before we look at the original. This is

particularly likely if the text in question is not available in a

modern edition or is difficult to obtain. If the essays also deal

with a book which is difficult to read (as Gunaikeion is considered

to be by modern standards) one may refer only to portions of the
text mentioned in the critical essays, and miss much that may be

significant. Some examples of the above with regard to Gunaikeion
are worth noting.

The introduction to a book edited by Katherine Henderson

and Barbara McManus places Gunaikeion firmly in the ranks of
texts which extolled the virtues of women:

Richard Ferrers in poetry (The Worth of
Women, 1622) and Abraham Darcie in prose (The
Honor of Ladies, 1622) defended women through
innumerable examples; Thomas Heywood made a

78 Kevin Jackson, 107.
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massive contribution to this compilation of the lives
of virtuous women through his Gunaikeion; or Nine
Bookes of Various History Concerning Women (1624)
and The Exemplary Lives and memorable Acts of nine
the most worthy Women of the World (1640).
William Austin's Haec Homo (1 637) argues for the
excellence of women and even tentatively posits the
essential equality of male and female.79

Hilda Smith, in a brief overview of writing on and for women

available to them in the English Renaissance, makes the following
comment:

Other authors identified the best qualities in women
who lived in other times and places; Thomas
Heywood in The General History of Women (1657)
provided lists and descriptions of outstanding
women from the past. Ancient history, Scripture,
and mythology provided the raw data for such works
and, while certainly positive, these writings held
little relationship to real women in the past, or
inspiration for women in the present.80

Finally, an essay by Stephanie Jed, in which she discusses
the formation of new classifications for women of the New World

who were poets, suggests that by creating the category of "Tenth

Muse", the works of these women (Anne Bradstreet and Sor Juana

Ines de la Cruz) might be "commodified" as products of the
colonies. The creation of a new taxonomy for these women is

necessary because the categories of "woman" and "poet" can not

contain either one; women are not poets, and poets are not

women. Jed suggests that a way of dramatizing the fictional
nature of colonial documentation projects would be to create new

79 Katherine Usher Henderson and Barbara F. McManus, eds. Half Humankind:
Contexts and Texts of the Controversy about Women in England, 7 500- 7 640
(Urbana, IL, 1985) 19.
80 Hilda L. Smith, "Humanist education and the Renaissance concept of woman,"
Women and Literature in Britain 1500-1700, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge,
1996) 12-13.
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fictions; accordingly she provides us with this excerpt from a

(fictional) letter:

the published works of two Tenth Muses - Anne
Bradstreet and Sor Juana - were brought to me, and
we read part of the book by Sor Juana that afternoon,
and the other I had put away, wrapped up, to send to
London to the publishers of the Magnificent Thomas
Heywood's General! History of Women (1657) in the
hopes that they would print an appendix regarding
the Tenth muse Anne Bradstreet. And I hope that
while I am correcting these treatises, ships will
arrive to let us know if the Tenth Muse's book
arrived alive in London and in what condition.

When I arrived in London in 1 700, however, I
found out from the one who took the book that the
Tenth Muse Anne Bradstreet would eventually end up
in The Norton Anthology of Literature by Women.81

As noted above, the 1657 edition of Gunaikeion is not entirely the
same as the 1624 edition which was overseen by Heywood himself.
The authorship of the later work is indicated only by the initials "T.

H.", and with the recommendation of the text to misogynists in the
new preface, it is odd to think that Hilda Smith would choose this

edition to comment on its lists of "outstanding women from the

past". Furthermore, if one is discussing trends in literature

concerning women, surely it is significant to note that the body of

Heywood's Gunaikeion was written in 1624, not 1 657. Also, one

questions Smith's dismissal of ancient history, Scripture, and

mythology as holding little inspiration for women of the
Renaissance. In all likelihood these texts did inspire them: they

certainly generated a quantity of writings and commentaries by
women of the period. It is strange, too, that Jed should choose to

mention only the 1 657 edition in her diverting essay, citing it as

81 Stephanie Jed, "The Tenth Muse: Gender, rationality, and the marketing of
knowledge," Women, "Race," and Writing in the Early Modern Period, eds. Margo
Hendricks and Patricia Parker (London, 1994) 207.
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written by the "Magnificent Thomas Heywood". Neither Smith nor

Jed note the existence of the first edition. Furthermore, it has

somehow become fixed in the critical mind that Heywood, the

champion of women, included only virtuous examples of women in

Gunaikeion. This is suggested by Smith as well as by Henderson
and McManus, but is far from the case. Gunaikeion contains

numerous examples of notorious women, and, as I hope to argue,

this produces a far more complex and anxiety-ridden text.

Gunaikeion has been identified as extolling the best qualities
in women who lived in other times and places, so it is worthwhile to

compare it with other texts written by men praising women.82
These texts are but one side of a triangle of controversy, the
other two sides of which were made up of texts that disparage

women, and those which both praise and disparage them.83 A brief

glance at the latter two types will set the scene for a discussion
of the former.

Texts which both praise and disparage women tend to be

formulaic, and the author enters into the task of writing as if he
were participating in a game. C. Pyrrye's The Praise and Dispraise

of Women (1 569) is organized as a debate, with one shorter poem

dispraising women in the form of a character of an evil woman

followed by examples, one praising them using the same format,
and a dialogue explaining how to choose a good wife and avoid a bad

82 See Simon Shepherd, ed., The Women's Sharp Revenge: Five Women's Pamphlets
from the Renaissance (London, 1985) for examples of female responses to the
written attacks on women. Interestingly, the pamphlet for which Shepherd's text
is named was probably written by a man: "WSR [The Women's Sharp Revenge] was
supposedly an answer to John Taylor's Juniper Lecture, but it is virtually certain
that Taylor wrote WSR as well" (22).
83 The controversy is covered by Wright, 465-507; Johnson, 1-26; Henderson
and McManus, 3-46; Shepherd, 9-23; Linda Woodbridge, Women and the English
Renaissance: Literature and the Nature of Womankind 1540-1620 (Brighton,
1984).
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one. Pyrrye's verse is uninspired at best. He notes in the preface
that good women would do well to read his book in order to learn
how to avoid the offenses of evil women, but it is difficult to

imagine that any woman would take his advice. One example of the

poorly scanning lines will suffice:

Complaining oft, a lyar, envious,
quicke to beleeve a tale,
Inpacient, often tedious,
oft dronken with good ale.
Oft times she useth Magickes arte,
with baudry her selfe defile,
She hath a supersticious hart,
she is waywarde, rash and vile.84

Another work with an identical title is John Allday's The Praise and

Dispraise of Women (1 579), which is made up of stories of

exemplary women up to and including Queen Elizabeth, followed by
a longer section of accounts concerning all of women's

shortcomings with examples. Although Marilyn Johnson describes
this text as "a sort of encyclopedia of praises and dispraises", she
is using this term loosely, for the text nowhere approaches the

comprehensive nature of Gunaikeion.85
The attacks on women in books and pamphlets can be harsh,

full of invective, and repetitious. Favorite topics for the satirists

who produced the quantities of material criticizing women were

women's jealousy, greed, cunning, pride, vanity, deceit, lust,

infidelity, nagging, gossiping, clothing fashions, and use of
cosmetics.86 Joseph Swetnam's The Arraignment of Lewd, Idle,

84 C. Pyrrye, The Praise and Dispraise of Women, very fruitful to the well
disposed minde, and delectable to the readers thereof. And a fruitful shorte
Dialogue uppon the sentence, know before thou knitte (1 569) A6-
85 Johnson, 9-10.
86 Suzanne W. Hull, Chaste, Silent and Obedient: English Books for Women 1475-
1640 (San Marino, CA, 1 982) 110-11, comments that Francis Lee Utley's The
Crooked Rib (1944) lists manuscript and printed literature on the controversy
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Froward, and Unconstant Women: Or the Vanitie of Them, Choose

You Whether. With a commendation of wise, vertuous and honest

women. Pleasant for married men, profitable for young men, and
hurtfull to none (1615) manages to chastise women for almost all

of the above-mentioned failings in the course of its three

chapters. The chapters are meant to follow a plan: Chapter One

should explain why women were created and how they have

degenerated since their creation; Chapter Two should show how
valiant men were seduced or overcome by women; Chapter Three

is supposed to offer a remedy for love, or failing that, guidelines
for choosing a young, compliant woman to wed. In fact, there is

little to distinguish one chapter from the next. A. B. Grosart in his

introduction to Swetnam the Woman-Hater, Arraigned by Women,
1620 (1880) characterizes Swetnam's ranting tract as "in every

way a sorry production ... it is a mendacious attack on Woman

qua woman, without a spark of wit, or salt of pungency".87

Nevertheless, such material always seems to find a market, and
Swetnam's diatribe was popular enough to be reprinted ten times

up to 1634, and at least five more times up to 1 807. It was

translated into Dutch and printed in Amsterdam in 1641 and
1645.88 Happily, it generated a quantity of literature refuting
Swetnam's arguments, and supporting women. Three of the

responses were, or were purported to have been, written by
women.89

through 1 568, and of the 403 works in his bibliography, only 83, or about 20
percent, were written in defense of women.
87 Cited in Wright, 486 n.
88 Wright, 487.
89 Three defenses and a play are specific responses to Swetnam's tract: Rachel
Speght, A Mouzell for Melastomus (1617); Esther Sowernam, Esther Hath Hang'd
Haman (1617); Constantia Munda, The Worming of a Mad Dog (161 7); Swetnam,
the Woman-Hater, Arraigned by Women (1620). Of Swetnam, the Woman-Hater,
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The texts which defend women from their detractors take

forms as varied as those which disparage them. We see defenses
in verse, in the form of dialogues, arranged as formal arguments,

and as biographies of virtuous women. We may recognize in some

of these what Kate Aughterson has called proto-feminist

arguments, which she describes as "voices, arguments,

strategies, and accounts of gendered construction of power which
are recognisable as essential to later feminist positions".90 A

selection of texts praising women will be described and discussed,
albeit briefly, to form an idea of how Gunaikeion is representative

of, or differs from, the body of literature praising women.

Several texts have been identified as clearly making the

point that women and men are "equally human beings, equally

capable of good and evil, equally receptive to education, etc."91
These are Cornelius Agrippa's Of the Nobilitie and Excellencie of

VVomankynde (1 542), Sir Thomas Elyot's The Defense of Good
Women (1 540), William Heale's An Apologie for Women (1 609),
Daniel Tuvil's Asylum Veneris, Or a Sanctuary for Ladies (1616),
and William Austin's Haec Homo: Wherein the Excellency of the
Creation of Woman is Described, by Way of an Essay (1637). To

these texts Gunaikeion may be added, for at various times in the
text Heywood makes similar points on the equality of the sexes.

However, the existence of proto-feminist statements in these

texts is not necessarily proof that the author sincerely believed in

Clark, 97, says "It was Heywood's own company that brought the debate on the stage
. .. the phraseology of which occasionally reminds one of our dramatist". Wright,
490 n., goes further: "Swetnam, the Woman-Hater is well-written, in the manner
of Thomas Heywood. The language, dialogue, and clownery are all patterned after
Heywood, and the defense of women is precisely the sort of thing he might have
written. It is not improbable that this may be one of the plays in which he had a
'main finger'".
90 Aughterson, 261.
91 Johnson, 3-4.
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his own arguments. The motivation for the composition of each
text must be considered. For example, Cornelius Agrippa's De

nobilitate et praecellentia foemini sexus . . . declamatio (1 529),

translated by D. Clapham in 1 542 as Of the Nobilitie and

Excellencie of VVomankynde, was written to please Margaret of

Austria, governor of Franche-Comte and the Netherlands. Linda

Woodbridge asserts that Agrippa was one of two writers who
"came closer than any other writers of the Renaissance formal

controversy to embracing beliefs fundamental to modern
feminism".92 Hilda Smith states that Agrippa's work formed one

of the models for works that presented linguistic examples of
women's superiority (arguing that "Eve", standing for the soul, was

linguistically superior to "Adam", associated with the earth).93

Although Ian Maclean calls Agrippa's work a "feminist tract" which

"may appear to be a clarion call to radical change", he is quick to

remind us that "it would be safer to regard it as ... a rhetorical
exercise in declamation".94 Furthermore, he adds later, "Agrippa
himself admits that, in declamations of the sort he wrote in

favour of women, there are many invalid arguments and jests".95
It is with this in mind that Aughterson characterizes Agrippa's
treatise as an example of "rhetorical experiment, in which a writer

chose an extreme or ridiculous topic to argue, through which to

demonstrate his argumentative and literary skill".96 Taking a

rhetorical stance is a far cry from "embracing beliefs fundamental

92 Woodbridge, 58. The other writer is Castiglione.
93 Smith, 12.
94 Ian Maclean, The Renaissance Notion of Woman: A Study in the Fortunes of
Scholasticism and Medical Science in European Intellectual Life, (Cambridge,
1980) 80.
95 See Apologia adversus calumnias, propter declamationem de vanitate
scientiarum, XLII. Cited in Maclean, 91.
96 Aughterson, 261.
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to modern feminism". However, whether or not the author

personally believed in the stand he was so vigorously defending,
the publication of what passed for convincing arguments gave

revolutionary (or at least unconventional) ideas an airing. Agrippa
reasoned that God

hath giuen but one similitude and lykenes of the
sowle, to bothe male and female, betwene whose
sowles there is noo maner dyfference of kynd. The
woman hathe that same mynd that a man hath, that
same reason and speche, she gothe to the same ende
of blyssfulnes, where shall be noo exception of
kynde.97

He closed his argument 77 pages later with the comment that he
held it a sacrilege to keep silent on this issue of the excellency of

women, and welcomed the arguments of any man who could add to

those of Agrippa in support of his contention.98 Many men

responded to this over the next hundred years, in diverse styles.
One of the followers of the Continental humanist writers

such as Agrippa, Erasmus, and Juan Luis Vives was Sir Thomas

Elyot, who composed and published The Defence of Good Women

(1 540) in the form of a Platonic dialogue between Caninius, a

detractor of women, and Candidus, a defender (who is the voice of

Elyot). Candidus argues that a woman is capable of governing if no

suitable man is available, because as examples show, women are

capable of prowess in battle and can exercise wisdom in civil

matters. Zenobia, once queen of Palmyra, appears in the second

part of the text and argues in her own defense. Zenobia, however,
is a paradoxical figure who highlights the situation in which able
women of Elyot's period found themselves. She epitomizes the

97 Cornelius Agrippa (von Nettesheim), Of the Nobilitie and Excellencie of
Womankynde, tr. D. Clapham (London, 1542) A2r-v.
98 Cornelius Agrippa, G3r.
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ideal woman; chaste, educated, and able to handle the reins of

government as regent for her young sons. She is also obedient to

her husband, but only up to the point where obedience will not

compromise her moral standards. But, as Constance Jordan

comments, Zenobia, for all her exemplarity, is presented as a

vanquished ruler, taking her place in retirement among Roman

matrons: with all her strengths, she exhibits an "actual

powerlessness and by extension the precariousness with which all

Renaissance women exercised a civic virtue".99

Nevertheless, when Elyot's Zenobia proves obedient only to a

point, she challenges the subordinate position of wives by

asserting that a woman's judgments on matters mora! and

spiritual may be more correct than her husband's. If this is so,

then the husband's position as absolute lawgiver and authority may

not be justified.
In the eyes of William Heale, a husband's authority most

assuredly did not extend to beating his wife. His An Apologie for
Women (1609) was written in response to debates in Oxford on

the subject of wife-beating. In six chapters, Heale argues that

wife-beating is unlawful "proved by reasons drawne from Nature",

"by the rules of Morallity or Civill Policie", "by Civill and Canon Law",

and "by the law of God". In so doing, he makes the argument that
a woman is the political equal of her husband. Although Heywood
stresses the need for equality in marriage, and makes an

argument similar to Heale's to the effect that virtue and vice are

not gender-specific qualities, but are common to both men and

women, he never goes as far as Heale in making a clearly

99 Constance Jordan, Renaissance Feminism: Literary Texts and Political Models
(Ithaca, NY, and London, 1990) 122.
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articulated statement. Of course, the format of Gunaikeion, even

with its abundance of digressions, does not allow for the

development of such an argument. Also, although Constance

Jordan says "No other critic of marriage envisaged such profound

changes in the legal status of the wife as did Heale"100 it is not

known to what extent Heale himself considered this work a true

statement of his personal feelings, or whether it was in the nature

of a purely rhetorical exercise.

Another text which raises some questions regarding
authorial intention is Daniel Tuvil's Asylum Veneris, or A Sanctuary

for Ladies (1616). The timing of this publication suggests that it

may have been written in response to The Arraignment of Lewd,

Idle, Froward, and Unconstant Women (1615) although it does not

refer directly to it. Tuvil arranges his work in ten chapters and an

epilogue which deal with women's (generally) good qualities: their
worth in general, their beauty, chastity, outward modesty,

supposed pride, talkativeness, affection, learning, wisdom,

courage and valor. In each chapter we find the qualities linked to

stereotypical female examples. Tuvil mentions about two hundred

individuals in the course of his work. He supports the education of

women: he says he does not agree with the "Stoicall aduersaries"
of women, who hold that "Learning in the breast of a Woman, is

likened ... to a sword in the hands of a Mad man, which hee

knoweth not how to rule as reason shall informe him, but as the

motions and violent fits of his distemperature shall enforce
him".101 His work is dedicated to a woman, the Lady Alice Colville,
and although it is not exclusively aimed at a female audience, it is

100 Jordan, 297.
101 Daniel Tuvil, Asylum Veneris, or A Sanctuary for Ladies (London, 1616) 87.
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intended only "for the learned and the good", and "the nice and
daintie Reader". At times his tone verges on the satirical,

however, and he relishes rather too much the opportunity to ward

off base women, as he does in a prefatory verse "To the looser
sort of Women". This begins with a rousing threat: "Stand of you

foule adulterate brats of Hell".102 Clearly Tuvil is not arguing for
the rights of women in general.

The format used by Tuvil was to be repeated a number of
times in the next eighty years, with slight variations as each
writer thought to add something a previous writer had omitted,
and with more or less of a hint of satire. For example,

Christopher Newstead produced a slim text in 1 620 almost

identical in outline to that of Tuvil, calling it An Apology for
Women: or, Women's Defence. It may be conjectured that
Newstead objected to the suspicion of satire in Tuvil's work and its

overt presence in that of others, for he takes a deadly serious

tone and chastises those "many Hyperbolizing selfconceitists" who
make jokes about women: these men "have got such an habit in

speaking ill of them in jest that they know not how to speak well of
them in earnest".103 Also dedicated to a woman, Lady Mary,

Countess of Buckingham, Newstead adds a section "That Children
are most obliged to their mothers", commenting that "Educing,

education, and affection, are the threefold cords that should tye

each childe to the loue of its mother", and totally omits references
to women's talkativeness and pride.104 Unfortunately, the deadly

serious tone of his well-reasoned defense translates into a deadly

102 Tuvil, A6r.
103 C[hristopher] N[ewstead], An Apology for Women: Or, Women's Defence
(London, 1620) A2V, A4r.
104 Newstead, 48.
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dull reading experience for us, and may not have appealed to the

mass market of his day to the extent that the sensational

outbursts of Swetnam did.

When we compare Gunaikeion to the above-mentioned

efforts, what becomes apparent again is the comprehensiveness
of the work. It cannot have been lost on Heywood that the same

female exemplary figures were used over and over in work after

work to illustrate various virtues and vices. Heywood's examples
of over 1 500 women culled from hundreds of authorities amount

to a source-book of variants on the theme of woman. By offering
obscure as well as renowned examples, he was indeed resurrecting
them. As William Ball (alias Bennet) said to Heywood:

You worke a wonder then, make dead alive;
Nor can you (being too much) create them new;
Yet doe you (being enough) their being renew,
Who had existence by external will,
Have quasi-co-Existence by your Quill.105

The theme of memorializing and resurrecting examples will be
discussed later, but as important as that aim was for Heywood, it

was perhaps as important that the form in which his examples
were resurrected be a pleasing one. So, against all the advice of
such as Bodin and Sir Thomas Blundeville to abstain from levity or

digression in the writing of histories, Heywood offers liberal doses
of both. After all, he was a popular writer, and the fact that

Gunaikeion was issued as an expensive folio (which according to

some scholars of the twentieth century severely limited its

circulation among the less wealthy) did not deter him from giving
the people what he knew they enjoyed.106

105 Heywood, The Exemplary Lives, A] r.
106 See Chapter IV.
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Gunaikeion is above all an ambitious text, and were it not for

the time constraints that were placed upon the writing of it, it

may be speculated that Heywood could easily have enlarged upon

his subject, while still claiming to produce a compendious text.107

Having said this, it is important to remember that Gunaikeion is

not the product of an intellectual. Industrious and prolific

Heywood may have been, but essentially he wrote for the popular
market. Heywood's innovation was to do for women what had

already been done for men - focus a lengthy text on their
memorable individuals. Until Gunaikeion appeared, no one had

undertaken as ambitious a project focusing on women. It is worth

studying for an insight into the material and sources on the

subject of women which were available to a very popular writer and

dramatist who had probably received as much education as most

of the other dramatists of the time.108 What Heywood read,
whether in compilations or in the original, is what other men of his
class could have read, and what Heywood felt women should be

able to read as well, and so he provided it in a compendious form.

107 The colophon reads "Opus Excogitatum, Inchoatum, Explicitum, Et a
Typographo excusum, inter septemdecem septimanas. LAVS DEO". 466. The
decorative device which appears below this astonishing statement amusingly
depicts two rather muscular putti grappling with the horns which spring from the
disembodied head of a satyr. They appear to have the creature under control, but
only just. This is an apt visual metaphor for a text which was devised, begun,
finished, and printed in seventeen weeks.
108 See above, pp. 5-6, for comments on the extent of Heywood's education, which
may have included a period at Cambridge.



CHAPTER III: THE DAUGHTERS OF MEMORY AND THE FEMALE

COMPUTER1

Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion is the only printed text of the

English Renaissance which might fairly be described as an

encyclopedia2 of women. No other vernacular text of the period
even approaches the number of examples of women collected by

Heywood from sources ranging from classical antiquity to authors
as contemporary as Montaigne. Heywood also includes stories and
anecdotes in circulation at the time. In the dedication to the Earl

of Worcester, Heywood tells us "[i]n these few sheets I haue

lodged. . . three thousand [women]".3 Browsing through the
contents pages of this ambitious work gives us a sense of the

extraordinary diversity of the compilation.4 We are promised a

discourse of the Sybils [sic], a strange incest, women deformed,
and illustrious queens. There are chapters on women orators,

witches, Amazons, women who have died strange deaths, women

excellent in poetry, and women that have changed their sex.

Information is offered on such specific matters as how the water

of a chaste woman may be beneficial to the eyes, while elsewhere

1 Sections of this chapter were presented in a paper entitled "The Daughters of
Memory: Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion and the Female Computer" at The
Renaissance Computer Symposium, U of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, 20 June, 1998.
Subsequently, sections appeared in Nonna Crook and Neil Rhodes, "The Daughters of
Memory: Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion and the Female Computer", The Renaissance
Computer: Knowledge Technology in the First Age of Print, eds. Neil Rhodes and
Jonathan Sawday (London and New York, 2000) 135-49.
2 Collison, 80. The word "encyclopedia" was first successfully introduced to
describe a text in 1559; this was Paul Scalich's Encyclopedia, seu Orbis
disciplinarum, turn sacrarum quam prophanum Epitome . . . (Basle, 1 559).
3 Heywood, Gunaikeion, Asr.
4 In 1915 Thomas Smedley discussed Gunaikeion, stating that "it is difficult to find
words with which to describe its marvellous character". Surprisingly, he suggests
that Bacon may have written it, a claim he also makes for An Apology for Actors
("Thomas Heywood", Baconiana 3rd ser. 13 {1915} 57-85).
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section headings gesture tantalizingly to "other intermixture of

history".

As mentioned earlier, Gunaikeion is a central text in the

wider gynaecritical enterprise which constitutes Heywood's long
career as a professional writer, from the early 1 590s to the year

before the closure of the theaters.5 It is a gathering together of
the raw material of a writing career spent in speaking about

women, but its particular aim is also to speak for women and to

women, and it represents, as Heywood says later, "a kind of duty

in all that have had mothers; as far as they can, to dignify the
sex". In brief, Heywood hopes to produce a compendious
vernacular history of women addressed to a female audience,

acknowledging that it would also be read by men (including those

misogynist satirists he hopes will be converted when faced with

legions of examples), in which he would attempt to make

"perspicuous and plaine" much of the literature of the ancients as

well as relatively contemporary writers, without being didactic.
From the outset, however, his undertaking appears beset by
contradiction and dubiety. As we shall see, the very prefatory
matter raises questions of Heywood's intent.

When the table of contents (which Heywood also calls the

"Index") is scanned, it gives what so many scholars have said is a

false impression of order. Closer inspection shows what appears

to be an arbitrary assignment of many classifications of women to

nine books each headed by one of the Nine Muses. This opinion of
false order is shared by most scholars who have commented on

5 The term "gynaecritical" was coined by Neil Rhodes to describe Heywood's
lifelong interest in and production of materials relating to women and issues
surrounding them. See Crook and Rhodes, 136.
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the text to date. They are also united in their description of the

text as an accretion—"hodge-podge" is the term almost

universally applied to it. But when the index is examined again, one

is reminded of the protagonist, Roy, in the 1977 film Close
Encounters of the Third Kind,6 who built a mountain, an accretion,

in his living room, out of bits and pieces. Roy stands back and

says in bewilderment "This means something. This is important".
There is a method to Heywood's classifications of women, but it is

a method which has become unfamiliar to us. If we expect this
book to conform to the systems of organization which we have
been taught to expect from an encyclopedic text, we will be

disappointed. These expectations are frequently the result of
lessons learned from before we can remember, which teach us

that when organizing information, alphabetization is the norm, the
standard way of categorizing and listing items in a compilation.

Alternatively, if a text bills itself as a history, one should expect a

chronological system. Gunaikeion meets none of these

expectations.

Not all critics subscribe to the view that Heywood was

writing without a plan, or that having a plan, he failed to keep to it.
The historian Louis B. Wright champions Heywood as "a serious

literary craftsman with definite ideals of method and purpose".7
One of Heywood's literary goals, evident over and over in his prose

works, poetry, and drama, is the popularization of knowledge,

especially historical knowledge. This is a democratizing move: he
aims to make his histories available to all, and this is a very

6 Close Encounters of the Third Kind, dir. Stephen Spielberg, with Richard
Dreyfuss and Francois Truffaut, Columbia Pictures, 1977.
7 Wright, "Heywood and the Popularizing of History", 288.
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important feature of Gunaikeion. A second important feature is

the abbreviation of information. In the letter to the reader, he

says he is following the examples of Aelian and Valerius Maximus,

reducing and contracting "wide and loose Histories, giving them

notwithstanding their full weight, in a few words", placing the pith
and marrow of countless texts within the reach of a sizable

segment of the literate population, which otherwise would find

individual access to such texts, especially those not in the

vernacular, extremely difficult, if not impossible.8 Gunaikeion is

not the product of an intellectual, however much Heywood may

have desired to appear so and to be remembered as a man of

letters. It is, as Heywood says, aimed at a wide audience,

undoubtedly many of whom attended his plays, an audience which

would appreciate a "plaine and perspicuous" text. A third feature
worth remembering is that Heywood's own definition of history,
which he shared with most of his contemporaries, differs greatly
from our own. As he remarks in a later work, "History in generall,
is either Nugatory as in all comicall Drammaes; or adhortatory, as

in the Fables of Aesop, Poggius, etc. or fictionary, as in poeticall
narrations: or Relatory, such as soly adheare to truth without
deviation or digression".9 D. R. Woolf comments that the meaning

of the word history is problematic and fluid, ranging from either a

story of some kind to, less often, an inventory of factual

knowledge, such as a natural history. History as "story" is the
more complex of the two: it could mean a play, a poem, a narrative

of current events, or a work dealing with the romanticized past,

8 As an aside, it is interesting to note that when Heywood cites Aelian and Valerius
Maximus in this instance, he also reduces and contracts their "wide and loose"
names, giving them as "Aelianus de var. Hist, and Valer. Maxim.".
9 Heywood, The Exemplary Lives, "To The Generall Reader".
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such as a chivalric romance intended for entertainment. Woolf

says that these examples of history as "story" have two features

in common: "they tell stories, true or false, about real or

imaginary men and women who lived in the remote or recent past,

and they take the form not of a synchronic inventory of
information but of a diachronic narrative".10 As we can see from

Heywood's comment above, he distinguishes between several kinds
of history, but they all merit inclusion in his history of women.

Indeed, he implies as much in the subtitle of Gunaikeion, which

refers to Nine Bookes of Various History Concerninge Women. Not

until later in the century would the distinctions between genres

resulting from more disciplined taxonomies require the

segregation of "whatever poets have fancied" from that which
"credible Histories have recorded".11

As mentioned earlier, in 1 608 Heywood translated Sallust's

Catiline, and prefaced it with his own translation of the fourth

chapter of Jean Bodin's Methodus ad Facileum Historianum

Cognitionem (Method For the Easy Comprehension of History).
Bodin's Methodus is a touchstone text for Heywood. He took to

heart many of his historical precepts, especially the necessity for

historiographers to be impartial chroniclers of true matters. In a

search for the organizing principles behind Gunaikeion, and as an

aid to finding a way to enter the text, it helps to read it against

Heywood's translation of Bodin's Methodus. We are told we should
not censure a work before we "fully understand the depth and

10 Woolf, The Idea of History, 15-17.
11 Heywood, The Generall History of Women, "To the Reader". Edward Phillips'
new address to the reader in the 1657 edition implies a greater consciousness of
the need for divisions between fact and fiction. As Neil Rhodes comments, this
"places Heywood himself in an earlier age of agglomerative textual composition"
(Crook and Rhodes, 137).
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sufficiencie of the Author".12 If the process of reading seems

tedious (as critics have said it is with reference to Gunaikeion) we

should cope with it in the same spirit, taking to heart the words of
the Roman historian Ammianus (330-90 AD) from the same

translation: "In that . . . the text seemeth tedious, it profiteth our

vnderstanding to the ful: for whosoeuer affecteth ouermuch

brevity, where things of doubtfull knowledge are related, seeketh
after ease, but ripeneth not his judgment".13

Contrary to initial expectations that Gunaikeion would be
used primarily for reference, it becomes obvious though surprising

to find that this encyclopedic text was originally planned to be
read straight through, at least initially. The need to insert

"fabulous Jeasts and Tales, sauouring of Lightnesse" as a relief
from the catalog of memorable women becomes understandable,

especially if the text is targeted at female readers, although it is

a serious departure from the precepts of Bodin who censures

"merry digressions".14 The supposition that Gunaikeion will be read
from beginning to end is one it shares with the very earliest

encyclopedias, the intentions of which were to provide an all-round
education within the bounds of a single book. Robert Collison says

that by the time the word encyclopedia "had come into general

use", (the latter half of the sixteenth century), "the function of
the encyclopedia had long implied that of a reference work
intended for consultation rather than for continuous reading", but
that

12 Sallust, 7.
13 Sallust, 47-8.
14 Sallust, 20.
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at the beginning of its history the encyclopedia was
often planned to be read right through from the first
page to the last and, in this way, it performed a very
useful service for members of remote or enclosed
communities, and for the vast majority of educated
people who had no ready access to a library or, in
fact, to more than a small number of books.15

Heywood's specialized text serves a similar purpose, but as a

reference book, then, Gunaikeion is only partially satisfying.

Heywood says that all women can find examples upon which to

model themselves, and the table of contents can help them to

locate categories of women, and in some cases, particular names,

but it is as a whole that the text is to be experienced. It is an

edifice, a monument to women, created by the process of

sequential reading.

Furthermore, while Heywood may see this work as

contributing to the debate on women, he does not develop an

argument for the equality of women in a linear fashion, but in an

accumulative one. It is by the mass of examples, the sheer weight
of them, that he hopes to convert misogynists to more moderate
views on women.

When Gunaikeion is approached on Heywood's terms, so to

speak, and read sequentially, his system of organization gradually
reveals itself. It is made up of three components: theme,

digression, and discord. These are interwoven through the text,

one after the other in random order coming to the fore and taking

precedence and then relinquishing it. It is a rhapsody of text, to

use Walter Ong's term, a stitching together of "bite-size pieces"
of information into new configurations.16 It is here, with the

15 Collison, 21.
16 Walter J. Ong, S. J., Rhetoric, Romance, and Technology: Studies in the
Interaction of Expression and Culture (Ithaca, NY, and London, 1971) 34-35.
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realization that Heywood created the text by a process of cutting
and pasting, that the links to both commonplace-books and to the

modern computer start to become apparent. The text is divided

into nine books, nine compartments which each adhere loosely to a

theme. These divisions are not hard and fast, for there are links

between them. The examples in Gunaikeion are not arranged

alphabetically, but thematically. This was a conscious decision on

Heywood's part: "Some may cauill, that I haue not introduced them
in order, neither Alphabetically, nor according to custome or

president", he says.17 Alphabetization was known, but not a

standard, and it was explicitly rejected by Heywood. Tom

McArthur suggests that alphabetization did not catch on in

manuscript tradition because people had already become
accustomed over many centuries to thematically ordered material,
and furthermore it may have been offensive to the global
Scholastic view of things. He says:

It must have seemed a perverse, disjointed and
ultimately meaningless way of ordering material to
men who were interested in neat frames for the

containing of all knowledge. Certainly,
alphabetization poses problems of fragmentation
that may be less immediately obvious with word
lists but can become serious when dealing with
subject lists. Related items are scattered across
the alphabet, and the effort to re-unite such items
by cross-referencing can be a frustrating task. It
may even seem a foolish task to someone who wants
to integrate rather than to scatter our knowledge.18

Heywood is a representative of an earlier age of textual

composition; he sees and appreciates the rationale behind a

17 Heywood, Gunaikeion, "To The Reader".
18 Tom McArthur, Worlds of Reference: Lexicography, Learning and Language
From the Clay Tablet to the Computer (Cambridge, 1986) 76-77. My emphasis.
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thematically ordered narrative. Integration is a principle that
motivates Heywood, for it is the very aim of a compilation of this
kind—the elements exist, scattered far and wide, and Heywood

pulls them all together, weaving them into a new fabric. The
choice of a thematic scheme has far-reaching effects, for not

only does it affect the way a text appears, is used and accessed,

but, as McArthur says, "it relates to psychological attitudes and

ideological stances with regard to how we as human beings have
information organized inside our own heads".19 Although at

present there is an alphabetic dominance in organization, this may

not continue to be so, especially in the new technologies that are

crowding in.

Heywood's theme is women. He houses them in nine themed

compartments in the Gunaikeion. The title itself, as mentioned

earlier, refers to the women's apartments in a household, or any

room or building set aside for women, especially in ancient Greece
or Rome. This image is reinforced by the architectural construct

which is a feature of the frontispiece of the text, and which
echoes the system of "places" in the artificial memory theaters.

These were mental constructions, framing devices from the
Medieval and Renaissance period which enabled men to perform

amazing feats of memory.20 Each compartment, or book, is

assigned to one of the Nine Muses, the daughters of Jupiter and

19 McArthur, 80.
20 For a full discussion on artificial memory theaters, see Frances Yates, The Art
of Memory, (London, 1966). It is also interesting to note that the graphics on the
packaging, installation guide, and user's guide of FileMaker Pro 4.1 feature an
architectural construct. This software, which was used to create the database of
proper names in Heywood's Gunaikeion, is portrayed as a multi-storied building,
the top two floors of which open as a file cabinet does. Inside the "drawer" one can
see manila folders organized with colored tabs. Flying around the building are
more folders, probably portraying the speed with which the information housed in
the building can circulate via the World Wide Web.
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Mnemosyne (Memory). These assignments have not been taken

very seriously by past scholars, who have suggested that Heywood

was either simply following a precedent set by Herodotus, or that
he used the Muses as chapter heads largely because they were

women rather than because there was any real connection

between the Muses and the examples.21 In fact, Heywood takes

pains to comment throughout the text on the appropriateness of

dedicating particular subject matter and examples to each Muse.

It is important to note, however, that the characteristics of each

Muse can vary according to the literary or historic source, and

Heywood chooses from among many the specific characteristics
he wishes each Muse to embody. At times these correspond with

what we think of as the standard assignments over particular
areas of literature, art, or science, but not in every case. So if

you expect, for example, to hear of epic poets in Book 9, ascribed
to Calliope, you might be disappointed, for you will find that the
attribute of Calliope which Heywood chooses to stress is that she

is "one entire Musicke arising from eight seuerall Instruments [her

sisters], and therefore as shee participates from euerie one, so

she exists of all".22 With the divine assistance of Calliope, then, in

the last book Heywood initially offers meditations on death and the

afterlife, then takes a brief survey of what has been written in

the preceding eight books, showing the rewards and punishments
due to virtue and vice, which accrue not only in this world, but in

the next. In fact, it completes the circular construction of the
work as a whole, which began with topics of a spiritual nature

(goddesses and the worship due to them).

21 See Martin, 162, and Johnson, 38.
22 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 421.
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It was the function of the Muses to prompt the memory as

well as to inspire the creative artist, but although each is a

daughter of Memory, only one is said by Heywood to preside over

the faculty of memory itself. This is Polyhimnia, "Mistresse and

Ladie of Memorie, and consequently of the multiplicitie both of

Hymnes and Histories".23 Plutarch called her "the remembrancer

of many", and other authors, says Heywood, call her "Polyhimnia of

varietie in historie".24 What appears, then, to be a rag-bag
assortment of women in Book 7, ascribed to Polyhimnia, becomes
more understandable. It is Polyhimnia, too, who encourages

Heywood's literary style for he says "from her I assume a kind of
libertie to continue my varietie of Discourse".25 In effect, she is

the Muse of memory and associations and it is she who will point

us in the direction of the female computer.

So Memory (gendered female) has a quite special role to play
in the Gunaikeion. "There is no gift", Heywood writes, "more

profitable, or auayling towards the attayning of the best Arts and

Disciplines (which include all generall Learning) than MEMORIE".26 It

is true that women were not trained in the mnemonic systems

covered by the fourth part of rhetoric, the art of memory, and

Heywood is compensating for that deficiency in the Gunaikeion by

producing an artificial memory bank in the form of a printed

encyclopedia. All printed encyclopedic texts may be thought of as

databases, storehouses of information which act as memory

banks, just as information is stored in the memory of the modern

computer. The urge to create such memory banks is compounded

23 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 316.
24 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 73.
25 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 316-17.
26 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 313.
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by a desire for ease of access and economy of space, and that

Heywood is driven by these desires is made plain in this excerpt

from another of his compendiums, The Life of Merlin:

For in the steed of a large study book, and huge
voluminous Tractate, able to take up a whole yeare
in reading, and to load and tyre a Porter in carrying,
thou hast here a small Manuell, containing all the
pith and marrow of the greater, made portable for
thee (if thou so please) to beare in the pocket, so
that thou mayst say, that in this small compendium
or abstract, thou hast Holinshed, Polychronicon,
Fabian, Speed, or any of the rest, of more Giantlike
bulke or binding.27

His interest in compression is stated over and over in Gunaikeion,

as if he is reminding himself and his readers of his purpose. Time

appears to have been of the essence for Heywood's female

readership, drawn from all the social classes. Literacy rates

among women of the middle and lower classes were increasing and
this new body of readers would probably have appreciated

brevity.28 In fact, Heywood gives this as the reason for creating

his "Epitome" of Ovid's Metamorphoses:

. . . least my discourse might grow too tedious by
appearing dull and heauie; and besides, in regard that
my purpose is aimed at many, or most of that sexe,
of what estate and condition soeuer, to make my
worke more succinct and compendious, and to spare
you some reading, and myselfe more labour.29

27 Heywood, The Life of Merlin, U4.V. (A portion of this passage was quoted
earlier, but it is worth repeating here in full.)
28 For a discussion of literacy rates among women, see Margaret Spufford, Small
Books and Pleasant Histories: Popular Fiction and its Readership in Seventeenth-
Century England (London, 1981) Chapter II.
29 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 48. The division into books of Heywood's "Epitome" is
fairly accurate until Book 12 which is noted as beginning where Book 13 should.
Book 13 is noted as beginning where Book 14 should begin, and Books 14 and 15
are not noted in the margins at all.
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He reduces all fifteen books of Metamorphoses to eight pages of
verse in couplets, with the division of the books indicated

somewhat haphazardly in the margins.

It is necessary to consider one other very important aspect

of memory. Gunaikeion itself is a memorial. Heywood's purpose in

choosing the theme of women is to speak for them as "their
faithfull remembrancer",30 assembling a vast array of knowledge
to rescue them from what he calls the hell of oblivion.31 He

produced "these Histories", he says, "least anything . . . that can

bee spoke of Women, should be left vnremembered".32 The extent

to which people in the early modern period feared being forgotten
after death may not be appreciated by today's readers. This is

poignantly illustrated by a passage from Margaret Cavendish's
Sociable Letters (1 664) where she expresses her fears of death

and oblivion, and her desire to survive in memory:

There is nothing I Dread more than Death, I do not
mean the Strokes of death, nor the Pains, but the
Oblivion in Death, I fear not Death's Dart so much as
Death's Dungeon, for I could willingly part with my
Present Life, to have it Redoubled in after Memory,
and would willingly Die in My Self, so I might Live in
my friends.33

Although written some forty years after Gunaikeion, this passage

transmits the same feeling of anxiety and urgency that we sense

in parts of Heywood's work. Women and their works in particular
were all too likely to be forgotten, to suffer the tragedy of
oblivion. Heywood is engaged in a process of importance and

30 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 353.
31 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 313.
32 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 368.
33 Sandra Sherman, "Trembling texts: Margaret Cavendish and the Dialectic of
Authorship", English Literary Renaissance 24 (1994): 206-7.
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relevance to himself and his audience, and whether we realize it or

not, to us. Mary Carruthers, in The Book of Memory, comments on

the memorial basis of the medieval cultures of the West, saying:

I call them "memorial", knowing that to modern
readers the word has connotations only of death, but
hoping that I can adjust their understanding of
it—as I have had to do my own—to a more medieval
idea: making present the voices of what is past, not
to entomb either the past or the present, but to give
them life together in a place common to both in
memory.34

This eloquently echoes the relevance of history and memorials to

the present that Heywood insists upon, for he seeks:

To make all that hath beene precedent, as familiar
with us as the present. . . . briefly such is the
benefit of History, that comparing what is past with
the present, we may better prepare ourselves for the
future.35

In Heywood's imagination, memorials resurrect women who act as

exempla. Exempla in turn work on the imagination of the reader,

and, as models for present action, can effect very real changes in

the future.

The second component of Heywood's method of composition

is digression. Confronted by the somewhat bewildering degree of

multiplicity supplied by Polyhimnia in the form of memorial

associations, Heywood decides that he will quite willingly embrace

digression in the organization of his material. While the text is

linear in format (one word following another from left to right, top

to bottom), it strains at the linearity, often exhibiting something
like the ring composition of works by such writers of antiquity as

34 Mary J. Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval
Culture (Cambridge, 1990) 260.
35 Heywood, The Exemplary Lives, "To The Reader".
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Herodotus.36 Each digression creates a loop away from the main

line of text, amplifying ideas and images, to create a collage
formed by association. Heywood is free enough with his

digressions to allow for digressions within digressions, resulting in
the Chinese box construction, a feature which has been noted by
several commentators as a feature of hypertext. Some

digressions appear to be radical departures from his theme of

women, for he feels free to include matter on men and other

topics in so far as there are associations between these and his

primary subject. The digressions are an integral feature of the

text, forcing the reader to suspend and retain the main line of
text in memory while exploring all the by-avenues the associations

create. We may find this exhausting, but it was a skill that came

more naturally to a culture closer to an oral tradition.

A second impulse to digress stems from Heywood's

sensitivity to the needs and limitations of his audience. His

assertion that there is nothing for which men have been famous

(for good or ill) for which some woman somewhere has not been

equally famous is supported by the sheer number of examples

presented. Aware that the cataloguing of examples can be

wearing, Heywood frequently enters the narrative in a

conversational fashion and offers digressions intended to refresh
his reader. He explains that his interpolation of jokes and stories

is deliberately designed to follow the practice of writers for the

stage, saying:

It may be likewise objected, Why amongst sad and
graue Histories, I haue here and there inserted

36 Jay David Bolter, Writing Space: The Computer, Hypertext, and the History of
Writing (Hillsdale, NJ, 1991) 112.
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fabulous Jeasts and Tales, sauouring of Lightnesse?
I answer, I haue therein imitated our Historicall and
Comicall Poets, that write to the Stage; who least
the Auditorie should be dulled with serious courses

(which are meerely weightie and materiall) in euerie
Act present some Zanie with his Mimick action, to
breed in the lesse capable, mirth and laughter: For
they that write to all, must striue to please all.37

This, as mentioned earlier, is a serious departure in method from

the historiographic precepts of Bodin, but it is characteristic of
what Fleywood calls his "style of discourse" and it calls attention

to the parallels between the encyclopedia and the theater. In the

mixing of genres we can also see parallels to hypermedia, and in

the concern for fatigue, and possible solutions for it, a modern

counterpart in the "multi-experiential" environment of "learning"

parks and computer programs.38

Fleywood also acknowledges the importance of discord in the

organization of his project: "the most cunning and curious Musicke,
is that which is made out of Discords", he remarks in the preface,

compromising his aim of speaking for women, for he includes
numerous examples of vicious or depraved women. In doing this he

again follows guidelines set by Bodin, who stresses that one should

suspect the motives and authority of any historiographer who

paints too one-sided a picture of people or events. "I cannot

allow", Bodin says in Fleywood's translation, "of those writings

which in praises and flattery are copious, in reprehension of vices,

37 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A4V.
38 "George MacDonald, director of the newly opened Canadian Museum of
Civilization points out that '[t]he average visitor to [Disneyworld's] Epcot Center
stays for eight hours and leaves quite refreshed, while the average museum visitor
in North America stays less than an hour and leaves with museum fatigue'. The
difference, according to MacDonald, is that the Epcot Center is 'multi-
experiential': visitors are entertained as well as educated". Cited by Bolter, 231.
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briefe and penurious".39 The inclusion of negative portrayals is

not achieved without anxiety on Heywood's part, but his desire to

adhere to an objective historical method, augmented by the need
to achieve a sense of balance in his presentation, and to keep a

promise he makes to the reader, impels him to include the

questionable material. He tells us:

These subsequent stories of flintie and obdure
hearted women, though I could willingly haue spared
them out of this worke, that the world might almost
be induced to beleeue that no such immanities could
euer have place in the smooth & soft bosomes of
women, yet in regard I haue promised briefly to run
ouer all Ages, Features, Affections, Conditions, and
Degrees, though they might perhaps haue been
thought well spared by some, yet I make no question
but they might be challenged at my hands by
others.40

The need to set out the truth concerning women, for good or ill, is

fraught with danger, for Heywood realizes that if models are

offered for imitation of virtues, the models of vice may as easily

be assimilated by impressionable readers. He suggests several

ways of handling this which justify the need for both models while
at the same time distancing the reader from negative material.

Heywood turns the proximity of opposites into a methodological

principle, using the terms "odible" and "foil" to describe the
effects of juxtaposing good and bad examples. He says that the

presence of notorious women act "but as Foyles to set off the
lustre of [good women]; for Vertue and Vice, Beautie and
Deformitie discouered together, makes the horrid aspect of the
one more odible, and the imitable glory of the othermore

39 Sallust, 10.
40 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 353.
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eminent".41 (To render something "odible" is to make it appear

more reprehensible by contrasting it with its opposite.) He also

suggests that vice is a necessity, for it allows us by comparison

to recognize virtue. What may sound to us a rather lame excuse

for including less than admirable examples of women was a widely
held belief based on the teachings of St. Paul. In Barnaby Rich's
The Excellency of Good Women (1613), which draws heavily on the
book of Proverbs in its discussion of virtuous women, Rich

comments: "as saint Paule, writing to the Corinthians, saith there
must be Herisies that they that are proued may be known. So say

I: amongst women there must be bad amongst the good that those
that are good may be the more glorious".42 Heywood also
recommends a change of reading strategy when faced with

examples of vice. Rather than remain open to their influence, the

reader of "the histories of these faire wantons" should "looke vpon

them (should I strip them neuer so naked) with the eyes of Lyvia,

that is, to hold them but as beautifull statues, or like Apelles his
woman no better than a picture of white Marble".43 In other

words, no suggestion of a spark of life or energy should be
invested in these examples. In some respects the inclusion of
these "foils" adds to Heywood's claims for female equality, for

they demonstrate that women can equal men in vice as well as

virtue. In building his image of woman Heywood at one point claims
to have followed the fabled painter Apelles who put together an

ideal portrait of Venus from various bits and pieces of naked

41 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A3 v.
42 Barnaby Rich, The Excellency of Good Women, (London, 1613) 30. This is a
slim text of 33 pages, and except for a very few classical examples, most of the
virtuous women named are drawn from biblical sources.
43 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 284.
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beauties,44 but we might think that what Heywood actually
constructs bears more resemblance to the Bride of Frankenstein.

His problems lay in the intractability of his subject matter:

woman. All encyclopedists face problems of classification, but the

category of woman provides Heywood with unique difficulties of

sub-division. This is especially apparent in Books Seven and Eight,
where the terms "monster", "poetess", "orator", and "witch" are

disturbingly linked, and Heywood finds himself baffled as to

whether he should class the author of an illustrated sex-manual as

a poetess or a she-monster. A similar problem, though less

extreme, was mentioned earlier in the case of the seventeenth

century American poet, Anne Bradstreet, assigned by Jed to the
new category of "Tenth Muse".45 Inconsistent exemplars create

another problem, which is solved by assignment to more than one

category. Queen Semiramis is a notable instance: she is placed in

the category of illustrious queens for her bravery and valor, but

simultaneously included among murderers, the incestuous,

transvestites, and those women guilty of bestiality. Heywood
rather nervously lets the reader, bolstered by coping mechanisms,
be the judge. What his text does is throw into startling relief

questions of classification and the logical disposition of knowledge
in the period before the establishment of classical taxonomies

from the late seventeenth through to the nineteenth centuries.

As noted earlier, Gunaikeion was reissued in 1657 by Edward

Phillips, with a new letter to the reader, which, while it lauded the

accomplishments of women, also specifically recommended the
text as providing material for the very sort of misogynist that

44 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 119.
45 See above pp. 71-2.
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Heywood had hoped to convert, subverting the text from its

original purpose. Apart from letters or journal entries of the
seventeenth and eighteenth century alluding to "a history of

women", which suggest it may have continued to have a limited

audience, the text as compiled by Heywood fell into neglect, mainly
used to suggest sources for his plays, or to assist in dating his

poetic and dramatic works.46 Gunaikeion fell out of favor, a fate

it shared with many other encyclopedic compilations of the same

period. These texts came to be seen as sloppy, unfocused, old-

fashioned, and unauthoritative. There is no denying that
Gunaikeion is a paradox: to embrace digression and discord with
the aim of integrating information may have been seen by later
readers as working at cross-purposes. It has been said that texts

like these became virtually unreadable in the eighteenth century,

which implies that the texts themselves underwent some kind of

change, when in fact the change was wrought in the readers. As

the expectations of the reading public altered over time, these
texts became viewed as outmoded. One of the main reasons for

this is undoubtedly their failure to measure up to the new

standards for knowledge promoted by the Royal Society.

Evelyn Fox Keller identified the male gendering of modern
science as a result of the division created in the seventeenth

century between two ways of "knowing" science—in the conflict
between hermetic (Paracelsian) philosophers and mechanical

philosophers. In the hermetic tradition, knowledge was regarded
as the outcome of the suffusion of material nature (gendered

female) with spirit (gendered male): "its understanding accordingly

46 It was fated to live on in other forms, however. In the next chapter the
resurrection of portions of Gunaikeion will be discussed.
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required the joint and integrated effort of heart, hand and mind.

By contrast, the mechanical philosophers sought to divorce
matter from spirit, and hand and mind from heart".47 With the

founding of the Royal Society in 1 662, the division between the

two approaches became more pronounced. The alchemists,

representatives of the hermetic tradition, "appeared threatening
not only because of their religious and political radicalism" (the
works of Paracelsus reached their peak popularity in the 1 650s

amid the religious and political turmoil), "but also because of their

commitment to a science steeped in erotic sexual imagery and,

simultaneously, to the symbolic equality of women before God.

Theirs was not a 'masculine' science".48 Although some elements
of Francis Bacon's thought were rejected, for he was in many ways

a transitional figure between hermetic and mechanical views, the

Society embraced his patriarchal imagery, and "masculine" became
an epithet for privileged and productive knowledge.49 With the
decline of Renaissance alchemy, an ideological system emerged
that held that the pursuit of knowledge was a purely male, chaste,
and solitary venture. Finally, the Society turned its back on any

suggestion that science could use metaphors of marriage, union or

merging between mind and matter (or male and female principles)
to describe its aims. The texts which were the product of the new

method are now viewed as "traditional" in format. They are

described as centered, hierarchical, linear, and privileged, all male-

47 Evelyn Fox Keller, Reflections on Gender and Science (New Haven, CT, and
London, 1985) 44.
48 Keller, 59.
49 Keller, 54.
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gendered characteristics.50 Texts which did not meet these
criteria fell out of use.

It must be stressed that this transition took place over

many years, and influenced not just "science" in the modern sense,

but overflowed into the arts as we practice them today. Perhaps

those texts which fell out of favor did so by becoming perceived

as feminine. Gender is culturally determined, and moreover it

appears that what constitutes "masculinity" and "femininity" may

be shuffled from one domain to the other. Jean Baker Miller has

pointed out that we "have seen that as a society emphasizes and

values some aspects of the total range of human potentials more

than others, the valued aspects are associated closely with, and

limited to, the dominant group's domain. Certain other elements
are relegated to subordinates".51 At any one period, valued

aspects are felt to be constants, but as Keller says they "are in

fact variable, and given the right jolt, subject to change".52 One

"jolt" coincided with the proliferation of print technology, and it
would appear that another "jolt" is happening now. Increasingly,
models of hypertext and learning appear to stress interaction with
information that can best be described as merging with the
material. Evelyn Fox Keller, addressing the development of gender

assignment to ways of knowing, says:

As long as our earliest and most compelling
experiences of merging have their origin in the
mother-child relation, it appears to be inevitable
that the experience will tend to be identified with
"mother", while delineation and separation are

50 Paul Delany and George P. Landow, eds., Hypermedia and Literary Studies
(Cambridge, MA, and London, 1991) 3, passim.
51 Jean Baker Miller, Toward a New Psychology of Women, 2nd. ed. (London,
1988) 21.
52 Keller, 12.
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experienced as a negation of "mother", as "not-
mother".53

One effect of this change in the valued aspects may be the
assimilation of characteristics presently described as "feminine"

into the dominant group's domain, because those characteristics
now have a positive value within the new technology. Non-linearity,

multi-vocality, merging, negotiation, collaboration, discord, fluidity,
and networking are all becoming distinctive elements of computer

technology which, though it has developed rapidly and recently, is

already viewed as a "male" domain. The opposing qualities of

linearity, hierarchy, and centeredness, and other less valued

characteristics, are likely to be relegated to a subordinate domain
which historically has been identified as feminine. In view of the

fact that the vast majority of women in computing are currently

performing the most "linear" tasks— data-entry and word-

processing—it would seem that this possibility is already

becoming reality.
Frances Grundy has statistically analyzed the paucity of

women in the field of computing, except as data-entry clerks. Fler

findings confirming this and her arguments stemming from them
are persuasive. She says:

Throughout history, women have been deprived of the
life-chances men have enjoyed in virtually all
spheres, to the great disadvantage of women and the
equally great disadvantage of the societies in which
they lived. For all its modernity, the contemporary
sphere of computing is proving no exception to the
rule. It may be new, but it has been introduced into a
world of old values by people with old values,

53 Keller, 85-86.
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including those which relegate women to second
place.54

If one enters any large department or office with an open plan, one

will see many women working in front of computer terminals, but

they are using them for routine clerical work, data-entry and word

processing. The offices outside the open area are mostly filled
with men who are holding higher status managerial positions.

There was a time in the early years of computing, however, when

women made up many of the few programmers then at work:

Women's Royal Naval Service personnel worked on
deciphering Enigma signals during World War II. In
the 1940's in the United States a group of women
known as the "ENIAC girls" programmed an early
computer called the ENIAC. There is also anecdotal
evidence that in the 1 960s and '70s the proportion of
women programmers was really quite high. . . . this
was originally based on the mistaken view that
programming is a merely clerical job. Once it was
realized that programming required a higher skill
level than this, men have been ensuring their own
domination in this type of job.55

Grundy goes on to comment that the amazing thing is that though
women were performing perfectly well, they did not challenge the
situation. She suggests that complementing men's control of

technology was women's need to please them by leaving them in

control. Job-gendering and gender-channeling run so deep that
women's complicity goes beyond doing what they do best, for
without realizing it, "doing what they do best" means pleasing men

by respecting male territory and confining themselves to the jobs
men want them to do.56 By acquiescing in this fashion, women

continue to support a particular social myth.

54 Frances Grundy, Women and Computers (Exeter, 1996) 47.
55 Grundy, 48.
56 Grundy, 119-120.
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The myth implies that men are logical, rational, and

intelligent, and women are, by contrast, intuitive, non-rational, and

emotional. Early on in their development, computers came to

symbolize the rigidities of pure logic, and the higher the grade of

computing, the more linear, rigid, and impersonal that logic

became, and the less appropriate it was for emotional, illogical

beings to meddle with them.57 However, this myth is based on

false assumptions, borne out by studies that challenge the idea
that intuition and rationality are contrasted, or that each sex is

confined to one of these ways of thinking. There is room, as

Grundy says, for both sequential and non-sequential ways of

thinking: indeed the higher grades of computing presenting as

hypermedia would seem to favor the non-sequential, non-linear

methods of knowing and learning.58 Landow and Delany describe
traditional printed texts, the foundation of current models of

learning, as centered, hierarchical, linear, and privileged, all male-

gendered attributes. Hypertext is characterized as infinitely re-

centerable, non-linear, anti-hierarchical, and democratic; in fact,

the reverse of the traditional printed text. As such, one would

assume it to be gendered female. Female-gendered hypertext,
with its emphasis on cooperation, community, non-

competitiveness, and collaboration, may become the norm in

education in the not too distant future. As computing functions

expand, the technology is becoming "softer", more human-like and
less mechanistic.

57 Paul N. Edwards, "The Army and the Microworld: Computers and the Politics of
Gender Identity", Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 16 (1 990):
105.
58 Grundy, 1 09.
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In a segment of "Tomorrow's World: Megalab '98", the actor

Craig Charles, star of the popular "Red Dwarf" television series,

participated in a nationwide Turing Test.59 The aim of this test

was to see if humans interacting with three "respondents" via

computer terminals could tell which of the respondents were

human and which were computers. Charles was the human

representative. Only one fifth of the 30,000 participants were

"fooled" by the computers, showing that computers still had a way

to go before they were able to pull the wool, so to speak, over

humans. More interesting were Charles' comments to the show's

host, when asked for his opinion on the future of computers.

Charles enthusiastically replied that what computers could already
do was marvelous, but it was nothing compared to what they would
be able to do in the future. He said that they would become a

matriarchal presence in our homes, taking care of us, locking the
doors of the house behind us, and reminding us to get up at the

right time. Computers would no longer be "Big Brother", they
would become "Big Mother". In other words, computers would
become the nurturing element in a new relationship with humans,

gauging and responding to our needs. In claiming a change of

gender for computers, Charles engaged in what may be thought of
as shifting gender ascription. The attributes of "Big Brother" in
the popular mind are patriarchy, oppression, control, dominance,

inflexibility, and impersonality; those of "Big Mother" appear to be

matriarchy, freedom, responsiveness, sensitivity, flexibility, and

individuality. There has been a change in the language surrounding

computers, a result of the response to requests for more "user

59 "Tomorrow's World: Megalab '98", Tomorrow's World, BBC1, 20 Mar. 1998.
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friendly" technology, along with the evolution of computers from
what was initially a rapid system of memory storage and retrieval
linked in consumers' minds with government agencies. As

computers have become more usable and common, a familiarity
has been bred, and what, after all, is more familiar than "mother".

Reporting on the 1972 conference on lexicography in English
held under the auspices of the New York Academy of Sciences,

Tom McArthur recounts the comments of two conference

participants, Laurence Urdang and Frederic Cassidy. Both men

seemed anxious to leave the audience in no uncertainty as to what

computers really were. Urdang described the (then) modern

computer as "an idiot-box capable of performing only the simplest
of routines ... at breakneck speeds, giving the illusion of

thought". Cassidy had this to say. "Of course the computer is a

very clever invention; and it's damned fast. I think I may claim the

phrase for myself, 'The Electronic Drudge', the title of an article I

published some years ago (1968) in Leeds Studies in English. The
electronic drudge is what it is: a drudge. It has no brains".60

In the 26 years that have elapsed between Urdang's and

Cassidy's pronouncements and Charles' predictions, computers

have evolved from "drudges" to machines capable of fooling

twenty percent of the participants in a Turing Test into believing
that they are interacting with another human. It is interesting to

note in the above descriptions of a computer's capabilities that
some of the terms used are those which are gendered, in our

Western culture, as female. It is women who, since the first World

War, have done the menial, clerical tasks that the computer now

60 McArthur, 171.
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does so well. "Drudge", once loaded with connotations of a male

servant assigned to heavy work, now invariably brings to mind a

female, doing unenviable, unending tasks of housekeeping and
office work. Yet what Charles sees as the potential for

responsiveness, flexibility, nurturing, and tolerance from the

erstwhile "idiot-box" are also traits that are gendered female.

Urdang and Cassidy appreciated the efficiency of the old

computers, even as they were scathing of what they saw as a

brainless automaton. Charles describes the computer in terms of

a relationship, and a close one at that. Computers have changed
from something one does something to (enter, process, and
extract data) to something one does something with (in the sense

of interaction). When computers were idiot-boxes, "Big Brother"
was the man who used them as a tool. When we think about a

computer as "Big Mother" we imagine the computer itself as having
a personality. The field of computing, however, in spite of these

changes in perception, remains a male domain. What we are seeing

is the absorption to a certain extent of the desirable and

necessary qualities for successful use of the new technology by a

gender category (males) with whom such qualities were not always
associated. This creates no problems if it means that which is

gendered female is no longer seen to be negative, but if this

change involves the shifting to "female" of less desirable
characteristics which begin to be devalued, and a continuance of
female exclusion from an important technological development,
then we risk continuing to silence fifty percent of the Western

population, as they were largely silenced by the fall-out of the

print revolution. So it is not just the shifting of attributes from
one gender category to another that is a matter for concern: it is
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the privileging of new technology by a dominant group and the
artificial exclusion of sizable sections of the population from that

technology because they are not believed to possess the qualities

necessary for successful interaction with it.

In speaking of the female computer, we are not simply

referring to a Renaissance database of women, but to the
features that database shares with the modern computer. The

digressions and discord which Heywood sees as characteristic of
and necessary to Renaissance drama and prose are traits which
are replicated in the online reader's experience of following

hypertext links. One can rapidly shift from one text to another,
one genre to another, or one source of information to another,

embracing diversity and discord in the process of integration.

Paul Delany and George Landow have proposed that the proximity

and immediacy of diverse texts made possible by hypertext allows

users to read Soyinka without abandoning Homer.61 Hypertext

(and the Internet) allows a user access to the virtual presence of

countless authors. When one uses hypertext systems in fully
interactive ways, one enters into a community of learning, a

collaborative investigation that rests on the work of others. In a

similar way, and given the limitations of technology available to

him, Heywood allows his reader access to innumerable
"authenticke" authors without abandoning what Lady Macbeth

scornfully calls "A woman's story at a winter's fire / Authoriz'd by
her grandam".62

61 George P. Landow and Paul Delany, "Hypertext, Hypermedia and Literary
Studies: The State of the Art", Delany and Landow 29.
62 Lady Macbeth's contempt for a form of narrative (fireside tales) that has been
characterized as feminine is consistent with her desire to lose her feminine traits,
illustrated by her appeal "Come you spirits / That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex
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An important fact concerning the structure of Gunaikeion is

that what went into the text was what Heywood chose to go into

it. This is stating the painfully obvious, but it is necessary to keep

in mind, for the resulting form shows the shape of Heywood's

thinking, the shape which would go into circulation as a printed
text and which in turn would shape the thought of his readers. It

is essential, therefore, to pay close attention to his particular way

of constructing and representing knowledge. In a similar way,

hypertext stacks carry the fingerprints of their authors.63 The
material chosen for the stack and the links to other information

reflect the mind-set and aims of the author/designer. Users of a

particular stack, while they may be free to create their own

reading pathways, are usually bound within the parameters of the

program, and are generally not free to change its content, a

privilege reserved for those with carefully guarded authority. It is

when the user can escape the finite stack, and access links in the
World Wide Web, or change or add to matter in the stacks that

they become co-authors.

In truly interactive models of hypertext, the user may be
invited to add to existing information, or possibly even rework

pieces of text. This potential, rather than the ability to choose

reading pathways, seems to be the one that causes the most

anxiety among people who were raised and taught using what
Arnold Sanders has called the "stand-alone" or "unitary" text,

which "usually seems designed to produce the illusion of a

me here, and fill me from the crown to the toe topful / Of direst cruelty!" (I.v.40-
43).
63 The use of the term "author" for the compiler or designer of a hypertext stack
may be controversial in the same way that calling Heywood the author of
Gunaikeion, a text that has been characterized as a compilation, may be open to
criticism.
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continuous, fully coherent and complete reading intended by its

absent author to be performed unidirectionally (left-to-right, top-

to-bottom, and beginning to end) by a distant audience".64
Barbara Page comments on the discomfort felt by writer Carolyn

Guyer when she found that someone, online, had taken up her
invitation to add writing to a work of hers, because she first

judged that it was not good and then felt guilty because she "was

imposing cultural values as if they were universal, absolute
standards".65 What had happened was that someone in a public
forum had done literally what scholars have always done privately

in their minds, "wrest control of discourse from the author and

pursue their own lines of invention".66 The result, however, was

somewhat different from what happens in the production of

scholarly works: Guyer no longer saw the work as hers. Her

dismay gives an additional meaning to the oft-repeated phrase
"lost in hyperspace", for not only may we be in danger of losing our

way as we tread a path from one link to another, we may lose what
we think of as ourselves as expressed in our writing.

In practice, of course, we cannot lose our way following links.
If we are using a CD-ROM program which uses links, we are

contained within the boundaries of the information on the disk (we

are on a finite disc-world, or lost in the computer equivalent of

Hampton Court Maze). Even with the seemingly infinite

64 Arnold Sanders, "Hypertext, Learning, and Memory: Some Implications from
Manuscript Tradition", Text: Transactions of the Society for Textual Scholarship 8
(1 995): 126.
65 Barbara Page, "Women Writers and the Restive Text: Feminism, Experimental
Writing and Hypertext", Postmodern Culture 6.2 (1996): notes 4, online,
Internet, 10 Feb. 1998.
66 Sanders, 130. Sanders is paraphrasing Umberto Eco's concept of "inferential
walks", as developed in Eco's The Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, IN, 1 979)
105-24.
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possibilities for linking on the Internet, we can always keep clicking
"Back" to retrace our path or "Home" to return to the beginning.

But, when we think we have lost ourselves, or part of ourselves,

something very different is happening.
In the early modern period, although printing was well-

established, there existed a tradition of circulating manuscripts of

poetry, the authors of which welcomed and expected readers to

add to or change existing works. Arthur F. Marotti, addressing the
issues of textual instability and malleability, says:

In the system of manuscript transmission, it was
normal for lyrics to elicit revisions, corrections,
supplements, and answers, for they were part of an
ongoing social discourse. In this environment texts
were inherently malleable, escaping authorial
control to enter a social world in which recipients
both consciously and unconsciously altered what
they received.67

In order to participate in this process, the author must be

relatively free from the sense of personal loss when changes are

made to her work. This tradition merits scrutiny for what we may

learn about ways to cope with the radically different mind-set

required for collaboration of this kind. As long as a producer of a

text works and thinks in patterns that have been reinforced for
the past 400 years, the real potential of a new manuscript

tradition in which knowledge is not fixed, but ever expanding in an

organic fashion through collaboration, may never be realized.68

67 Arthur F. Marotti, Manuscript, Print, and the English Renaissance Lyric
(Ithaca, NY, and London, 1995) 135.
68 The cherished belief we hold regarding the production of scholarly and creative
writing as the work of an individual is false. All writing rests on the foundation of
earlier writing; we build on what has come before. Even writers who are first-
generation literate (for example, certain writers of Native American or Third
World origin) build on patterns of narrative that were orally transmitted and
committed to memory.
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We see in the discords of Heywood's text an affinity with the

way in which the modern computer network can accommodate

contradiction. Jay David Bolter suggests that the "many-voiced
text that is large enough to contain and admit its own

contradictions" may be the only convincing form of writing in the
electronic medium.69 It may also have been a convincing way to

write during the Renaissance, for there were many-voiced texts in

abundance. The voice of the author or compiler is joined by the

residual voices of countless other writers whose works constitute

the compilations. As a compiler, Heywood mediates the other

voices, rather than muffling them, and contradictions multiply.
His text lacks the seamlessness of later works which create the

illusion that they are products of solitary authors. Leonard F.

Dean has said that texts written during a period undergoing

technological and ideological transitions straddle systems of

knowing, and partake of whatever is available and of use. With

regard to contradictions in Sir Walter Ralegh's History of the
World (1614), Dean comments: "He faced two ways and could be

inclined in either direction".70

The digressiveness of both hypertext and of Gunaikeion

represents a departure from the kind of narrow linear thinking
that we traditionally characterize as male, and approximates more

closely to ways of thinking and learning which in our present

culture are considered by some to be the result of women's

socialization. Miller suggests that women's psychology arises out

of women's life experience. They accommodate digression and
discord daily, as kinds of "ring compositions" of life. "[CJhange and

69 Bolter, ix.
70 Dean, 19.
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growth are intimate parts of women's lives in a way in which they
are not for men", Miller says, and this "may bring about a concept

of learning for change rather than for fixity, a concept that is

crucial for societies but has not yet been grasped".71 Miller has

gendered learning for change as feminine, and learning for fixity as

masculine.

Sherry Turkle and Seymour Papert have also identified

styles of working with computers which separate along gender
lines. Although they are quick to point out that these differences
are matters of preference, and that there is some cross-over

between the sexes in terms of preference, more women favor a

concrete method characterized by bricolage and proximality, and
more males prefer a formal method characterized by planning and

distality. (The term "bricolage" is borrowed from Claude Levi-

Strauss, who used it to contrast the analytic methodology of
Western Science with what he called "a science of the concrete" in

primitive societies.72 "Bricolage" literally means "pottering, doing
odds and ends".) Bricoleurs, they say, do not move abstractly and

hierarchically from axiom to theorem to corollary. They construct

theories by arranging and rearranging, by negotiating and

renegotiating with a set of well-known materials. Bricoleurs are

also like writers who do not use outlines, but start with one idea,

associate to another, and find a connection with a third. 73 We

might think of Heywood as a bricoleur, trained in a commonplace

method which advocated the view that knowledge as embodied in

71 Miller, 57.
72 Sherry Turkle and Seymour Papert, "Epistemological Pluralism: Styles and
Voices within the Computer Culture", Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and
Society 16 (1990): 131-35.
73 Turkle and Papert, 140.
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the classics could be dismembered into "bite-size" pieces for

reassembly into new configurations.74
Turkle and Papert have ascertained that the different styles

of working with computers are not equally valued, and access to

the new technology has been made more difficult for those who
are not comfortable using formal methods. They stress that

"equal access to even the most basic elements of computation

requires accepting the validity of multiple ways of knowing and

thinking", what they have termed "an epistemological pluralism".75

They recognize that the computer as an expressive medium

supports epistemological pluralism, but the computer culture is

not as supportive and congenial, with the result that those who

choose not to conform to formal methods of interaction are

silenced, "turned off" by the new technology, even though these
same non-conformists may possess more aptitude for interacting
with some aspects of computing. There is an analogy between this
state of affairs and the falling out of favor of such texts as

Gunaikeion as the seventeenth century progressed, for these
texts embodied different ways of knowing and organizing

information, in a culture which was starting to discriminate

against them.
If we can accept that there are different, equally successful

and valid styles of knowing and thinking within our present culture,
it helps us to realize that other ways of knowing and thinking that
have been devalued and dismissed as archaic for hundreds of

years are certainly worthy of revaluation. It is necessary to

74 For a discussion of training in a commonplace method see R. R. Bolgar, The
Classical Heritage and Its Beneficiaries (Cambridge, 1958) 271-2.
75 Turkle and Papert, 129.
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approach these with an open mind and without any sense of them

being failures. The methods used to organize knowledge that are

found in old texts such as Gunaikeion may be closer to current

concepts of feminine-gendered ways of knowing than those based

on the mechanical model, and may have a new relevance in

emerging technology.
Arnold Sanders suggests that when we try to predict what

the computer will mean for human uses of text we should "look to

the past for those texts which were most like electronic

hypertext in the freedom they offered their readers and the

psycho-social dynamics which they were designed to serve".76 As
we see how Heywood and others gathered and linked texts from
the past, embracing cacophony and contradiction, we can learn, as

Mary Carruthers suggests, to give present-day readers the same

power to gather and link texts for themselves, for "these are the

quintessential mental processes necessary for complex creative

use of our own increasingly massive literary inheritance".77

Looking to the past and learning and implementing its

lessons is not the end of the process, however. Writing in another
medium and another time, our motives may be different from
those of the early modern period; they may have evolved. We

need to stop and ask ourselves the questions which Arnold

Sanders poses, and realize the enormous potential that writing

electronically offers:

Do we write only to create written artifacts as
monuments to our existence? Or do we also write to

establish knowledge structures in readers' minds?
If the latter is true, then we must consider carefully

76 Sanders, 129.
77 Carruthers, 1 38.
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the issue of how hypertext systems may be designed
to produce the best knowledge structures. ... An
author's decision to produce electronic hypertext
instead of the alternative, which we might call
"stand-alone" or "unitary" text, makes possible a
change in that author's repertoire of discourse
strategies unequaled since the sophists founded
Western rhetoric amid the legal wrangles of
Athens.78

Heywood most assuredly was writing to create a monument to his
own existence, but also to the existence of very many women. In

doing so, he contributed in some measure to changing the

knowledge structure in his readers' minds regarding the place and

importance of women in society. He was engaged in a process of

integration, of making the "Other" familiar and memorable, at a

time when certain forces were even more actively engaged in

separating "One" from "Other". Our own changing conditions seem

to mirror those of the early modern world, and we are offered
another chance to choose directions, to be inclusive or exclusive,

traditional or progressive, as we come to terms with the effects
of computer technology and hypertext on our culture and our

discipline. Our potential for changing our knowledge structure is

exponentially greater than at any other time in our history.

78 Sanders, 126.



CHAPTER IV: A TEXTUAL FAMILY TREE

Gunaikeion has been considered in the critical literature

rather as an end product than as existing in a dynamic stream of

women's history. This suggests that Gunaikeion has a somewhat

static quality, which does nothing to enhance the text in the eyes

of modern readers. This chapter will attempt to situate

Gunaikeion within a genealogy of texts on women, taking as a

starting point the comments of various critics and historians

which refer to the sources of Gunaikeion, but focusing more on

their suggestions of later texts which were or may have been
influenced by the works of Thomas Heywood. Most often, these

suggestions are just that; no attempt has been made to try and

enlarge upon the nature and extent of his influence. As

interesting as it is to see what Heywood has done with his sources,

it is equally so to examine what has been done with, or to,

Gunaikeion, with the aim of forming an idea of the changing design
of histories of women in the 1 75 years following the publication of
Gunaikeion in 1624. This examination focuses on the legacy of one

text: doubtless the findings may be challenged by bringing up

examples from without this particular genealogy, but the aim is

not to create an over-arching study of the whole subject of
women's histories, which is beyond the scope of this essay, but
rather to simply follow one stream of influence.

Gunaikeion is also seen in a different light by scholars of

English literature as opposed to historians. Literary critics appear

to judge the text on the basis of what seems to be its

entertainment value, and one cannot help but feel that a good deal
of subjectivity and anachronism enters into this consideration. To

present day tastes, judging from the relative absence of published
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work on it, Gunaikeion does not measure up favorably against even

the weakest of Heywood's plays as "literature". It is important to

note that in his own day, in Heywood's estimation and that of his

peers, the reverse obtained: Louis B. Wright states that Heywood

"looked upon his plays not as hack-work, but simply as belonging to

another category from the productions which he himself regarded
as literature" and "upon his non-dramatic work as the source of his

claim to be a man of letters".1 Historians seem to be more willing
to acknowledge the possibility that a text like Gunaikeion may

have been a popular type in its era of initial publication, and to

suggest that it may have been a model for other writers in later

years. An overview of the work of some of the literary critics and

historians who have commented on the text, taking note of
contributions and omissions to the list of sources and the later

influence of this work on other writers, illustrates these

comments.

The sources from which Heywood gleaned his information on

women have been well documented, most exhaustively by R. G.

Martin. In his essay "A Critical Study of Thomas Heywood's

Gunaikeion",2 he declares the unimportance of Heywood's works,

apart from his plays:

It is surprising that, whereas in the case of most
other major dramatists their non-dramatic work has
intrinsic interest as literature, Thomas Heywood's
prose and verse, in bulk exceeding all the rest,
should be of almost no literary significance.3

Martin, in spite of this rather narrow concept of the literary,

justifies the time spent on his study as an attempt to ascertain

1 Wright, "Heywood and the Popularizing of History", 287-8.
2 Martin, 1 60-83.
3 Martin, 1 60.
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how much of a scholar Heywood really was. Martin calls Gunaikeion

a "hodge-podge of miscellaneous information . . . larded with

quotations . . . interspersed with facetiae".4
As if in counterpoint to Heywood's style, Martin methodically

arranges the authors of Heywood's sources according to

nationality and period of writing, the writers in each category

listed alphabetically. The sources are innumerable, from antiquity

through the medieval period and on to then recent times. Martin

ascertains that Heywood read Latin fairly readily, but occasionally

bungled translations. He doubts that Heywood knew Greek, as all
Greek sources are in the form of Latin translations.

As for noting any further editions, Martin mentions in a

footnote that Gunaikeion was "reprinted under the title General

History of Women in 1 657 and again later, n. d.".5 Initial searches

through a number of printed catalogues for later editions of
histories of women authored by Heywood were made, but none

were found.6

A. M. Clark devotes nine pages of his book on Thomas

Heywood to Gunaikeion, and manages to wound both Heywood and
Martin in one sentence: "One critic, who has spent more time on

the book than it deserves, credits the dramatist with too direct a

knowledge of the authorities mentioned". Clark remarks that

Heywood himself was an insatiable miscellany-
reader, and it is to the compilers, Athenaeus,
Stobaeus, Aulus Gellius, Diogenes Laertius, Suidas,

4 Martin, 1 62.
5 Martin, 1 60.
6 See below pp. 140-42 for discussion. It may have been from a comment by
Katharine Lee Bates, Ixiv, that Martin suggests the existence of another edition of
Gunaikeion. No reference to this undated edition, printed by "Will. Hunt" (possibiy
the same W. H. that printed the 1657 edition) has been found in the English Short-
Title Catalogue online.
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Vincent of Beauvais, Higden in Trevisa's translation,
Alexander ab Alexandro, Fulgosius, Marullus,
Sabellicus, Volaterranus, Rhodiginus, and the rest,
classical and later, that we must go for the sources
of his knowledge.7

He continues to say that the Latin works of Ravisius Textor and

Bale's Acts of English Votaries also provided information for

Heywood.
Clark notes that Gunaikeion contributes to the argument on

women and admits that Heywood "displays in it a considerable

knowledge of earlier literature in the perennial dispute, such as

Riche's Excellency of Good Women and Niccholes's Discourse of

Marriage and Wiving ", and adds that the design of Heywood's work

"may have been suggested by A Women's Worth, 1 599, translated
from the French of the Chevalier de l'Escale".8 This is Anthony
Gibson's A Womans Woorth, defended against all the men in the
world. Prooving them to be more perfect, excellent, and absolute
in all vertuous actions, then any man of what qualitie soever.

Written by one that hath heard much, seene much, but knowes a

great deale more. (London: 1 599), of which Suzanne Hull remarks
that it is "one of the few books on the controversy with specific

dedications to women".9

Clark also says that Gunaikeion was reissued in 1657 "as a

stout octavo with the ambitious title The General History of

Women, Containing the Lives of the most Holy and Prophane, the
most Famous and Infamous in all ages, exactly described not only
from Poetical Fictions, but from the most Ancient, Modern and

Admired Historians, to our Times. By T. H. Gent."10 This edition

7 Clark, 94.
8 Clark, 97.
9 Hull, 169.
10 Clark, p. 97.
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was printed under the auspices of Milton's nephew, Edward Phillips,
who did away with Heywood's address to the reader and letter of

dedication to the Earl of Worcester, and inserted a new letter to

the reader. This was not the only time Phillips borrowed matter

from Heywood. In 1675, he published Theatrum Poetarum,

sections of which on women poets "bear a very suspicious

resemblance to passages in Heywood's published work".11 These

borrowings lived on in William Winstanley's Lives of the English
Poets (1 687), which drew heavily on Phillips Theatrum Poetarum,

and in texts on the history and biography of women written late
into the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Phillips,

however, was not the first to reprint all or part of Gunaikeion: In

1651, Charles Gerbier, as Clark says, "freely plagiarized"
Gunaikeion in Elogium Heroinum: or, The Praise of Worthy Women,
and "may have suggested something to . . . Nathaniel Crouch for
his Female Excellency, 1688".12

Frederick S. Boas' small volume on Heywood allots a chapter
to Gunaikeion and The Exemplary Lives. He describes Gunaikeion as

"in the main an Apology" for the female sex, which happens to

include the histories of a number of infamous women.13 Of the

critics so far discussed, Boas takes the most genial view of

Heywood. He describes the text of Gunaikeion chapter by chapter,

acknowledging Heywood's weaknesses, but also commenting on

what he perceives to be Heywood's strengths, specifically his skill

11 Clark, p. 99.
12 Clark, p. 92 n. C[harles] G[erbier], Elogium Heroinum: or, The Praise of
Worthy Women (London, 1651). Nathaniel Crouch, Female Excellency, or The
Ladies Glory (London, 1688). The title page of this text names the author as "R.
B.", which stands for Richard or Robert Burton, the pseudonym of Nathaniel
Crouch. This text was quite popular and a second edition was published in 1704,
followed by a third in 1728.
13 Boas, 105.
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as a writer of short stories. He does not add much to the sources

Heywood may have used apart from noting that the story of the

lady of Norwich, Friar John, and Friar Richard "is taken with altered

names from a Novella by Masuccio di Salerno" and was used by

Heywood as a sub-plot in The CaptivesJ4 Apart from noting that
Gunaikeiort was reissued in 1 657 by Edward Phillips, Boas has

nothing to add to a genealogy of the text.

Dewitt T. Starnes and Ernest W. Talbert devote a chapter to

Heywood and his use of dictionaries in their work on the influence

of Renaissance dictionaries on the classical learning of

contemporary English writers.15 Illustrating their points by

quoting parallel sections of text from Heywood's works and those
of Thomas Cooper and Charles Stephanus, Starnes and Talbert
come to the conclusion that

Thomas Heywood regularly consulted two
dictionaries: the Latin-English Thesaurus of Bishop
Thomas Cooper, and the poetic, geographic, historic
Latin dictionary of Charles Stephanus. These
lexicons he uses in three ways: (1) as sources of
annotations of his own classical allusions; (2) as
ready references to original classical sources, which
the author may consult for himself; ... (3) as direct
sources for allusions in the text of his writings.
Heywood's use of the dictionaries as reference
works and as sources of classical learning has a
definite parallel in the method of Ben Jonson.16

The focus of their work is the influence of the dictionaries on

writers, and they do not follow that influence as it was

14 Boas, 51. The story appears in Gunaikeion, 253-6. The Captives, or The Lost
Recovered was registered by Sir Henry Herbert on 3 September 1624 as a new
play for the Cock-pit Company, written by "Hayward" (Thomas Heywood, The
Captives [Oxford, 1953] v.)
15 Starnes and Talbert, 213-25.
16 Starnes and Talbert, 225.
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transmitted indirectly through the texts of writers that drew on

them.

The longest examination of Gunaikeion to date is the forty

pages assigned to the work by Sarah E. Jackson.17 Her handling of
the text is largely descriptive, and she adds nothing to the list of

sources that cannot be found in Martin, Clark, Boas, or Starnes

and Talbert's contributions, neither does she comment on

subsequent editions or derivations.

Marilyn Johnson attempts to ascertain Heywood's

participation in the ongoing controversy about women, and

compares his treatment of women to that of other authors writing

in praise and dispraise of women, but although she notes that "C.
G.'s The Ladies Vindication1,18 contains legends of good women, she
fails to mention Charles Gerbier's extensive borrowing from
Gunaikeion and indeed makes no direct comparison or connection

between the two texts.

The historian Louis B. Wright champions Heywood as "a
serious literary craftsman with definite ideals of method and

purpose".19 He comments that one of Heywood's literary goals,
evident over and over, is the popularization of knowledge,

especially historical knowledge, but that "Heywood realized that
the voluminousness of the chronicles was a deterrent to the

popular reading of history" and accordingly created, in Gunaikeion,
"a carefully condensed compendium of innumerable female

17 Sarah Evelyn Jackson, 65-105.
18 Johnson, 3. The text Johnson is referring to is C[harles] G[erbier]'s Elogium
Heroinum: The Ladies Vindication: or, The Praise of Worthy Women (London,
1651). This text was printed twice with an imprint date of 1651, once with the
title above and a second time with the abbreviated title Elogium Heroinum: or, The
Praise of Worthy Women, although as the ESTC notes, the Thomason copy of this
edition in the Harvard University Library has the annotation "Jan: 2 1650" and the
imprint date is crossed out.
19 Wright, "Heywood", 288.
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biographies".20 Although Wright includes Gunaikeion in that body of
literature that constituted the debate on women, calling it "[a]
definitive encyclopedia of women as a defense against their

carping critics",21 the text does not only contain the biographies
of virtuous and noble women that were prescribed for women

readers, but the "equally interesting lives of the wicked"22 as well
as many excerpts gleaned from works that Thomas Salter in A

Mirrhor Mete for All Mothers, Matrones, and Maidens, Intituled the

Mirrhor of Modestie (1 574) would prohibit women from reading,
such as those of "Ovid, Catullus, the stories of Aeneas and Dido in

Virgil, or of 'filthie love' among the Greek poets".23 Wright does
not echo the disbelief that R. G. Martin and A. M. Clark voice when

he comments that this text was of a popular type, popular enough,
at any rate, to warrant republication in 1657 by Edward Phillips.

Barbara Kanner, in her introduction to The Women of England
from Anglo-Saxon Times to the Present, differentiates between
old and new methods of addressing women's history.24 By old

methods, she means the vast majority of those histories written

generally before the 1960s, of which Gunaikeion is at the beginning
of the list in terms of chronology. The women mentioned in these
histories are for the most part exemplary women, women who are

out of the ordinary, whether they are found in Gunaikeion or in the

history textbooks of this century.25 The new method of looking at

20 Wright, "Heywood", 289.
21 Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 502.
22 Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 11 7-8.
23 Wright, Middle-Class Culture, 106.
24 Barbara Kanner, ed., The Women of England from Anglo-Saxon Times to the
Present: Interpretive Bibliographical Essays (Hamden, CT, 1979) 10-11.
25 Kanner, 18. Kanner names some notable exceptions, however: Alice Clark's
Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (1919); Eileen Power's
Medieval English Nunneries (1922) and "The Position of Women" (1926); and Ivy
Pinchbeck's Women Workers and the Industrial Revolution, 7 750-1850 (1930)
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English women's history is influenced by the writing which has
come out of the women's movements since the 1960s, and draws

on a wide range of material heretofore not considered as part of
traditional history. While keeping in mind the contributions and

accomplishments of exemplary female figures, the new method

focuses on and is attempting to chart the social history of the

whole body of English women over time. Rather than suggest we

discard the old histories, Kanner says "we still need the
information they supply, and we need to learn how they represent

the climate of opinion influencing their authors".26 She

emphasizes the importance of juxtaposing women's documents

(diaries, autobiographies, memoirs, treatises, correspondence,
account books, wills, and other papers in manuscript or printed

form) with "the exclusively male-authored writings" in allowing us

to "gain insight into differences between male and female

perceptions of some topical issues in sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century England", and in answering "the question of the extent to

which the social history of the period has been written from a

masculine perspective".27 In her comments on Rosemary Masek's

essay ("Women in an Age of Transition: 1485-1 714"),28 Kanner

notes that Heywood's Gunaikeion and The Exemplary Lives are

prime examples of such male-authored writings, and that

"Heywood's books appear to have served subsequent writers as

models for using the historical stance to reaffirm the standards

are, she says, "among the best examples of historical writings about the women of
England that mark a sharp contrast with previous women's history".
26 Kanner, 10.
27 Kanner, 12-1 3.
28 Rosemary Masek, "Women in an Age of Transition: 1485-1714", Kanner 138-
82.
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of male society for 'proper' female behavior".29 Here, then, is the

first suggestion that sections of Heywood's works were not only

appropriated by later writers, but that the text as a whole was a

model of encyclopedic biographical writing. The motives behind the
creation of such texts may be debated. Kanner's suggestion that

they reaffirmed standards for proper female behavior is too

sweeping; many of the examples of women collected in these texts

offer challenges to accepted standards. Although their authors

may share some aims, most notably the desire to save the

memory of individuals from oblivion, the motives behind the writing

of histories and biographies of women vary somewhat with each
author.

Kanner's links between Thomas Heywood and later writers of

women's history and biography extend into the eighteenth century.

She says that George Ballard, author of Memoirs of Several Ladies
of Great Britain (1752),30 and William Alexander, who compiled The

History of Women from the Earliest Antiquity to the Present Time

(1782),31 continued in Heywood's laudatory tradition, and showed

"how women might aspire to become prototypes of eighteenth-

century England's standard feminine ideal".32 While not in total

agreement with this statement, which suggests that these are all

prescriptive texts and glosses over complexities within them, one

welcomes the links which encouraged one to pursue connections

29 Kanner, 13.
30 George Ballard, Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain Who Have Been
Celebrated for Their Writings or Skill in the Learned Languages, Arts and Sciences
(Oxford, 1752).
31 William Alexander, The History of Women from the Earliest Antiquity to the
Present Time, 3rd ed., 2 vols. 1782. (Bristol, 1995). Citations to page number
will be to this edition.
32 Kanner, 1 3-1 4.
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between Heywood and other writers late into the eighteenth

century.

Rosemary Masek in fact credits Heywood's Gunaikeion and

The Exemplary Lives with creating the vogue, in the post-

Restoration period, for books filled with examples of worthy
women:

Just how influential Heywood was could be
discovered by an analysis of such works as A
Catalogue of Virtuous Women (1671), John Golborne's
A friendly Apology (1 674), John Shirley's The
Illustrated [sic] History of Women (1 686), Robert
Burton (i.e. Nathaniel Crouch)'s Female Excellency
(1 681), and Nahum Tate's A Present for the Ladies
(1692).33

Masek mentions Charles Gerbier's Elogium Heroinum twice,

once as representative of the works of the civil war era which
defended women, and again as one of the few works in the period
1 600-60 to praise learned women or to advocate educating
women.34 In neither instance does she link this text, as A. M. Clark

does, with Heywood's Gunaikeion. Masek is, however, one of few
critics or historians to mention The Wonders of the Female World

(1 683). She does so in a note to the effect that Cornelius

Agripppa's popular treatise De nobilitate et praecellentia foeminei
sexus (1 529), translated in 1 542 as A Treatise of the Nobilitie of

Womankynde, is appended as "Female Pre-eminence" to another

text, The Wonders of the Female World, but she fails to observe

that this text is suggestively subtitled A General History of
Women35 or to connect it in any way with the works of Heywood.

33 Masek, 148.
34 Masek, 148, 155.
35 Masek, 166 n. The complete title of this work, for which an author is not
named, is The Wonders of the Female World, Or, a General History of Women.
Wherein by many hundreds of examples is shewed what WOMAN hath been from the
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A conviction that these books were not merely prescribed

reading for women but were works chosen by women themselves
led to a search for allusions to histories of women in women's

documents. The information which was found added more titles to

the list of those that were searched for connections to Heywood.

In a letter written by Mrs. Ann Merricke to her friend Mrs.

Lydall, dated January 21,1 639, she laments that she is not with

her friend: "I must content my selfe here, with the studie of

Shackspeare, and the historie of woemen, All my countrie librarie .

. . ".36 This "historie" was undoubtedly Gunaikeion, as no other
text in this period was known by this title. The title page of The

Exemplary Lives (1640) bears the inscription "Written by the
author of the History of Women", and George Estoutville's

commendatory verse in the same text is accompanied by a

marginal note referring to "Heywoods History of Women".37 Mrs.

Merricke was not the only woman reading Gunaikeion along with
works which we do not hesitate to call "literature". Catalogues of
the books owned by individuals are a rich source of information on

reading tastes, and Margaret Ezell informs us that in 1627 Lady
Frances (Stanley) Edgerton, Countess of Bridgewater, recorded
the books which she owned and kept in her London house. In her

personal collection of over two hundred volumes, among which
were theological works by John Donne and Launcelot Andrewes, the

first ages of the world to these times: in respect of her body, senses, passions,
affections, her vertues and perfections, her vices and defects. With an account of
sybils, those ancient and famous heathen prophetesses, their Prophecies
concerning the various mutations of the world, the incarnation of our Saviour, and
the final dissolution of the world. Collected from the most approved historians,
philosophers, physicians, philologists, and others. To which is added, a plesant
discourse of Female Pre-eminence or the dignity and EXCELLENCY of that SEX above
the MALE (London, 1 683).
36 Clement Mansfield Ingleby, The Shakspere Allusion-Book . . . , vol. 1 (London,
1932) 443. My thanks to Neil Rhodes for this reference.
37 Heywood, The Exemplary Lives, A2V.
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works of Michael Drayton, Ben Jonson, and William Shakespeare,
Don Quixote, The Faerie Queene, and The Countess of

Montgomeries Urania, there was also a book recorded as "Thomas

Heywood's The History of Women".38
The search continued for references to histories of women,

turning up a comment in Jacqueline Pearson's essay "Women

Reading, Reading Women" to the effect that "Mary Astell's friend

Ann, Countess of Coventry . . . developed a substantial library,
which includes the expected texts, Bibles and religious works,

history including a 'history of women'".39 Ruth Perry's text on

Mary Astell expands on this information and contains, in an

appendix, lists of the book collections of the Countess of

Coventry, drawn up between 1 702-4. These lists mention a

History of women twice, once in the list of 1 702, and again in the
list of 1 704.40 The author is named in the list of 1 702 as "John

Sherly". This is undoubtedly a reference to John Shirley, author of

The Illustrious History of Women (1686).41 This text was later
examined to ascertain whether it could be a candidate for the

mysterious unknown and undated edition mentioned by R. G. Martin

in a footnote in his essay of 1923.

A search for all histories of women carried out using the new

online English Short-Title Catalogue turned up many of the texts

already mentioned in the literature, and some which had not been.
What was being compiled was a list of works which could be

38 Margaret J. M. Ezeil, The Patriarch's Wife: Literary Evidence and the History of
the Family (Chapel Hill, NC, and London, 1 987) 1 5-1 6.
39 Jacqueline Pearson, "Women Reading, Reading Women", Women and Literature
in Britain, 1500-1 700, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge, 1996) 82.
40 Ruth Perry, The Celebrated Mary Astell: An Early English Feminist (Chicago and
London, 1986) 343, 347.
41 John Shirley, The Illustrious History of Women, or, A Compendium of the Many
Virtues that Adorn the Fair Sex (London, 1686).
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checked for traces of Gunaikeion, in effect, the descendants of a

kind of text which some suggest became virtually unreadable by
later generations. Jonathan Sawday submits that the "vast

syncretic enterprises" which represented the encyclopedic

projects of the age were "eventually to become a blind alley".42

Perhaps a search could provide some evidence that Heywood's

history was not completely inaudible to later generations, although
its pitch might have changed. A number of texts have been

suggested whose authors might be said to have been influenced by

Gunaikeior\\ a closer look reveals that some of them can be

discarded from the list of possible descendants.

From A. M. Clark's suggestions, we can discard Nathaniel
Crouch's Female Excellency (1688). As the title page intimates,
this is a text which was influenced by Heywood's The Exemplary

Lives; it is an account of "the worthy lives and memorable actions

of nine famous women, who have been renowned either for virtue

or valour in several ages of the world". Only four of the nine

famous women are the same as those commemorated by Heywood,

namely Deborah, Judith, Esther, and Bonduca. The description of
each woman is accompanied by an engraving, which also is a

feature of The Exemplary Lives. We will reserve Charles Gerbier's

Elogium Heroinum (1651), which Clark said "freely plagiarized"

Gunaikeion, for later comment.

Of the texts which Masek said show how influential Heywood

was, we can eliminate John Golborne's A Friendly Apology (1674).
This is an apology for women written in verse, and bears little

42 See Jonathan Sawday, 175 and 201, where he comments with reference to
Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy that "in the eighteenth century, [it] became
virtually unreadble. ... In common with other encyclopedic projects of the age, the
Anatomy represented what was eventually to become a blind alley".
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similarity to Gunaikeion. A Catalogue of Virtuous Women (1671),
written by William Barton, sounds promising, but it only lists
women recorded in the Old and New Testaments, and as Heywood
mentions fewer than thirty-five biblical women in Gunaikeion, it is

unlikely that Barton took more than just the idea for the catalogue
from Heywood, so his text may also be eliminated. John Shirley's
The Illustrious History of Women (1686), and Nahum Tate's A

Present for the Ladies, on the other hand, will both find places in

Gunaikeion's family tree, as will The Wonders of the Female World

(1683)43
A number of later texts may be included as "kissing cousins".

These works continue in the tradition of women's histories started

by Heywood, but the kinship is not that obvious. Still, what
connections there are prove interesting. These texts are George
Ballard's Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain (1752),

Biographium Faemineum (1 766), William Alexander's The History of
Women from the Earliest Antiquity to the Present Time (1782),
John Adam's Woman (1790) and Mary Hays' Female Biography

(1803).

Gunaikeion was issued as an impressive folio.44 It was

Heywood's own source for much of the material in the equally

43 See Fig. 1.
44 M. C. Bradbrook, "Thomas Heywood, Shakespeare's Shadow, 'A Description is
Only a Shadow, Received by the Ear' (An Apology for Actors)", Du Texte a la Scene:
Langagesdu Theatre, ed. M. T. Jones-Davies (Paris, 1983) 32, says that it was an
enormous and very expensive folio, out of the reach of ordinary folk. However,
Louis B. Wright (Middle -Class Culture, 318) comments that histories were
second only to the Bible in popularity, and many of the better-off members of the
middle-class would purchase and proudly display expensive texts (perhaps as the
early modern equivalent of the "coffee table editions" printed today!): "Only the
willingness on the part of ordinary citizens to pay for expensive histories"
accounts for the popularity of John Speed's The Theatre of the Empire of Great
Britaine (1611), an enormous folio which Wright says "must have been one of the
most expensive books printed in his time". It was reprinted at least five times
before 1632.
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Numerous Progenitors

Thomas Heywood,Gunaikeion (1624)

Charles Gerbier,"
Elogium heroinum (1651)

"Edward Phillips,
Theatrum Poetarum (1675)

William Winstanley,
Lives of the English Poets (1687)

Thomas Heywood, The General! History of Women (1657)

The Wonders of the Female World (1683)

John Shirley, The Illustrious History of Women (1686)
i
i
i

Nahum Tate, A Present for The Ladies (1693)

i

George Ballard, Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain (1752)

Biographium Faemineum (1766)

William Alexander,
The History of Women (1779)

John Adams, Woman (1790)

^^Mary^^ Biography (1803)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of Gunaikeion's family tree.
Solid lines suggest direct descent; broken lines, indirect descent.
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opulent The Exemplary Lives. However, well before Edward Phillips
reissued Gunaikeion in 1657 as a more affordable octavo, Charles

Gerbier selectively mined it in 1651 to produce a 1 64-page
duodecimo volume, Elogium Heroinum: The Ladies Vindication: or,

The Praise of Worthy Women. Charles Gerbier (D'Ouvilly) was the

son of Sir Balthazar Gerbier, baron D'Ouvilly, and was patronized by

William, Lord Craven. Besides compiling Elogium Heroinum, he was

the author of a tragicomedy entitled The False Favourite Disgrac'd,
and the Reward of Loyalty (1 657), and translated some

biographies from the French of Andre Thevet which, under the title

Prosopagraphia, or some Select Pourtraitures and Lives of Ancient

and Modern illustrious Personages, forms the third part of William
Lee's edition of North's Plutarch (1657).45

Gerbier did not acknowledge Heywood as his source, but

comparisons between passages in the two texts are telling. Two

examples will show the manner of Gerbier's borrowing. The first
reveals Gerbier's skill at piecing together portions of Heywood's
work. In Gunaikeion, Heywood eulogizes "Elizabeth of late memory,

Queene of England":
She that was a Saba for her wisedome, an Harpalice
for her magnanimitie (witnesse the Campe at
Tilburie) a Cleopatra for her bountie, a Camilla for
her chastitie, an Amalasuntha for her temperance, a
Zenobia for her learning and skill in language . . .46

On the same page, Heywood recalls Anne of Denmark, wife of
James I, "whom ail degrees honored, all nations loued". Two

pages later, he remembers Anne's daughter, Elizabeth, to whom he

gives "that attribut which all soldiers bestow vpon her, The Queene

45 Leslie Stephen, ed., Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 15 (London, 1885)
376.
46 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 123.
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of women, and the best of Queenes" 47 Bearing in mind these

quotations, let us look at what Gerbier has to say about yet

another Elizabeth:

The Princess Elizabeth (eldest daughter to the Queen
of Bohemia who is justly stiled the Queen of Hearts,
and the best of Queens, whom all degrees honour, and
all Nations reverence) is a Saba for her Wisedome, an

Harpalice for Magnanimity, an Amalasuntha for her
Temperance, a Cleopatra for her Bounty, and a
Zenobia for her learning and skill in Languages.48

Gerbier, who mentions none of his sources, does not always go to

such efforts to cobble together borrowings. In the following

example, which is but the final sentence taken from an entire

passage lifted from Gunaikeion, he copies out what Heywood has

said, but eliminates the source of the passage, which Heywood
includes. Gerbier writes of Semiramis: "Thus the excellent Lady in

her death taunted the gripple avarice of the living".49 Heywood had
written: "Thus, as Franciscus Patritius Pontifex saith, the

excellent Ladie in her death taunted the gripple auarice of the

liuing".50
In 1657, Edward Phillips, Milton's nephew, reprinted

Gunaikeion, renaming it The General! History of Women.51 Phillips
does away with Heywood's prefatory matter and inserts a new

letter to the reader which subtly suggests other purposes for this

47 Elizabeth (1596-1662), daughter of James I (of England) and Anne of
Denmark, was Queen of Bohemia. She married Frederick V, Elector Palatine, and
was nicknamed the Winter Queen.
48 Gerbier, 43. Elizabeth was the eldest daughter of Elizabeth and the Elector
Palatine Frederick V. She was born at Fleidelberg in 1618.
49 Gerbier, 61-2.
50 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 167. "Gripple", as the OED explains, means "miserly".
51 Thomas Heywood, The GeneralI History of Women, Containing the Lives of the
Most Holy and Prophane, the Most Famous and Infamous in All Ages, Exactly
Described Not Only from Poeticall Fictions, but from the Most Ancient, Modern, and
Admired Historians, to Our Times (London, 1657).
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book. Heywood may have envisioned Gunaikeion as arguing for the

equality of women and men in all spheres of life (excepting physical

equality), apparently including material which could be damaging to

women only out of a sense of the need for impartiality on the part

of a historiographer (and he expressed some anxieties about doing

so). Phillips clearly indicates that not only can women find
numerous virtuous examples to emulate, but misogynists too will
find abundant material therein for their arguments:

If . . . thy prejudice against women prompt thee to
seek occasions of insulting over their miscarriages,
there are not wanting of them who have perpetrated
the most daring vices that any man could aspire
unto; but if thy more correcter judgement teacheth
thee to admire them, thou wilt here find to thy
satisfaction, that the gallantest of Heroes, the
wisest of Philosophers, the most ingenious of
Artists have been fully equall'd, if not excelled by
them in each of these perfections. . . .52

Phillips has no qualms about recommending the text to everyone,

whatever their needs. The Generall History of Women runs to 651

pages, and for the most part reproduces Gunaikeion. Phillips uses

the same table of contents, changing only the page numbers. The

compositor was probably working from a copy of the 1624 text,

for apart from some obvious spelling corrections, errors in

Gunaikeion (such as those caused by incorrect translations into

English from the original Latin on the part of Heywood) remain.
The frontispiece of the Nine Muses and Apollo has been copied, but
the artist does not exhibit the skill of the original artist. This
octavo volume was probably much more affordable than

Gunaikeion, and it is possible that it is The Generall History which
was used by some of the writers who later borrowed Heywood's

52 Heywood, Generall History, "To the Reader".
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material, but there is evidence that at least one more writer used

the grander folio edition of Gunaikeion.
Two texts were printed within three years of each other

which both borrowed generously from Heywood's work. The first,

in 1 683, is The Wonders of the Female World, or A General History

of Women, the author of which is not specified.53 It is recorded in

the Stationer's Registers that a "booke or coppy, entituled The
wonders of the female world, or a generall history of women, in 2

bookes" was registered by Thomas Malthus on June 23, 1683.54
The title page says that the book was "Pried [sic] by J. H. for
Thomas Malthus, the Sun in the Poultrey". The second book is The

Illustrious History of Women, or, A Compendium of the Many

Virtues that Adorn the Fair Sex (1 686). The author of this text is

John Shirley, and it was "Printed for John Harris at the Harrow

against the Church in the Poultrey".55
The Wonders of the Female World is divided into two books

and an appendix, followed by Cornelius Agrippa's Female Pre¬

eminence. The author couches his preface in chivalric terms, and
feels himself "bound to appear [women's] Champion, and to

exchange [his] Gauntlet in their Vindication". He also wishes to

"have the honour to aquit [himself] their Victorious Champion, and

to have [his] name enrolled among'st those Heroick Worthies who
have enobled their Memories by fighting under their Banners".56
This is no blanket praise of women, however, as the two sections

53 This text is paginated 1-206, but pages 128-36 are missing. Included in the
book is a translation of Cornelius Agrippa's De nobilitate et praecellentia foeminei
sexus entitled Female Pre-eminence.
54 A Transcript of the Registers of the Worshipful Company of Stationers: 1640-
7 708, comps. G. E. Briscoe Eyre, C. R. Rivington, and H. R. Plummer, vol. 3
(London, 1913-14) 165.
55 Shirley, title page.
56 The Wonders of the Female World, A2V.
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of the book are entitled "Of the Natural Perfections or

Imperfections of Women", and "Of the Vertues and Vices of
Women". Nevertheless, he maintains a genial tone throughout, and

the inclusion of Agrippa's essay arguing for the equality of women,

which was an important model for those taking a positive view of

women, ameliorates much that is negative. This author is

relatively assiduous in referring to the sources for his material,
which he has "[c]ollected from the most approved Historians,

Philosophers, Physicians, Philologists, and others". His citations to

"Heywood" or "Heywood, Hist. Women" are very frequent, but there
are also substantial sections lifted from Gunaikeion which are

credited to the source cited by Heywood. One can be absolutely

certain that it is the folio edition of Gunaikeion which the author is

using, for the source of the story of Aretaphila on page 35 of The
Wonders of the Female World is cited as "Heywood p. 129". This

story appears on pages 1 29-30 in Gunaikeion, and on pages 1 76-8
in The General! History of Women.57

Although it does not replicate Gunaikeion in its entirety, The
Wonders of Female World could be a candidate for the mysterious

edition with no date which R. G. Martin says was printed some time

after The Generall History of Women (1657).58 Generous portions

of Heywood's earlier work were still being delivered to a wide

reading audience in an affordable form. In part, then, Heywood's
aim of popularizing the history of women and memorializing

particular individuals continued to be realized. It is particularly

pleasing to note an inscription in an unformed hand on the title

57 This is not the only source in The Wonders of the Female World which is
pinpointed by page reference. For example, on p. 109 of The Wonders of the
Female World appears the anecdote of Jane, Queen of Spain, which the author
attributes to "Burton's Melanch. p 555".
58 See p. 123 above.
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page of the microfilm copy of The Wonders of the Female World,
which reads "Hannah Redyhough her book Decemb ye 24 1 725".
This may indicate that the book was given to Hannah as a

Christmas present.

When J. H. (possibly "John Harris") transferred from the Sun

in the Poultrey to the Harrow, he must have taken a copy of The
Wonders of the Female World with him. On January 14, 1685/6,

John Harris registered John Shirley's The Illustrious History of
Women.59 The Dictionary of National Biography lists three John

Shirleys, living and/or flourishing from 164 8-1 702.60 Barbara

Magaw finds it unlikely that these men were one and the same

person, mainly because she considers that "the author of risque

poetical miscellanies and of romances, would not be also the
author of two hundred sermons".61 Patricia Fite, basing her
conclusion on John Dunton's comments and those of the compiler

of Athenae Oxonienses, suggests that there were only two John

Shirleys, one who attended Oxford, "wrote and scribbled for bread
several trite things", and died in 1679, and a second who was the
author of The Illustrious History of Women (and many, many other

books, pamphlets, and sermons).62 It is unlikely, but possible, that
John Shirley, author of The Illustrious History of Women, also
wrote The Wonders of the Female World. Both texts at first

appear to borrow heavily from the same source, but their style

59 A Transcript of the Registers ... of Stationers from 7 640-1708, vol. 3 , 298.
60 Stephen, Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 52 , 134.
61 Barbara Louise Magaw, "The Work of John Shirley, an Early Hack Writer",
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 56 (1962): 333.
62 Patricia Paulette Lonchar Fite, "The Illustrious History of Women (1686) by
John Shirley: A Critical Edition with an Introduction and Notes", diss., Texas A & M
U, 1995. 3-6. Fite's citations are to John Dunton, The Life and Errors of John
Dunton, Citizen of London, vol. 1 (London, 1818) 184, and to Athenae Oxonienses:
An Exact History of All the Writers and Bishops Who have had Their Education in
the University of Oxford, vol. 3 (London: 1817) col. 1220-21.
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and tone are dissimilar. The Wonders of the Female World

contains many of the verses which Heywood included in Gunaikeion,

but these have been pruned severely by Shirley, who also inserted

new verses in The Illustrious History of Women , some of which he

may have composed himself, but also which he borrowed or

paraphrased from other poets.63 Furthermore, in his preface to

the reader, Shirley claims a surprisingly high degree of originality
for this enterprise. Making no mention of any previous effort in

this genre, he says:

To some it may seem strange, that in so small a
Bark, I have adventured into an Ocean rarely
Navigated; made an Essay on what has been seldom
undertaken, and never Exposed in its proper lust[r]e. .

. . with which renowned stories and examples of
Female Worthies, drawn from Authentic Histories,
&c. I have mostly filled the following Pages. ... 64

This is an altogether slighter text than The Wonders of the
Female World, a shorter and censored version of the histories of

women, with certain verse additions. Shirley has extracted only
the virtuous examples of womanhood from his sources to offer his

readers. Some of the sources other than Heywood which are

identified by Patricia Fite are Baker's Chronicles of the Kings of

England, Beard's The Theatre of God's Judgements, Caussin's Holy
Court (Part I, Second Tome, and Fourth Tome), Clarke's A Generall

Martyrologie, Foxe's Actes and Monuments, Holinshed Chronicles,

Raleigh's History of the World, Speed's The History of Great

Britain, and Willet's Synopsis Papismi,65 However, the single most

63 See Fite, 78-9, for a paraphrase of Paradise Lost, Book IV, lines 358-92.
Verses taken from Heywood's work are scattered throughout the text of The
Illustrious History (see, for example, Fite, 150-8, 161, 163, 166, 167, 168).
64 Fite, 75-6.
65 To this list we may add Jean-Baptiste de Rocoles' The History of Famous
Impostors (1683), and the works of Joachim Camerarius, Michael Tarchaniota
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important contributor to this text, as to The Wonders of the

Female World, is Heywood, and many of the passages attributed by

Shirley to other sources come to him through Heywood.66 If

Heywood has named a source, Shirley credits the passage to that

source, although Heywood's unmistakable style and turn of phrase

are retained. Fite has often failed to recognize this, perhaps
because she is unfamiliar with Heywood's works.67

Fite assumes that the quotes from Heywood's history of
women were culled by Shirley from the 1 657 Generall History of

Women. However, close examination of The Wonders of the

Female World and The Illustrious History of Women verifies that

the latter text was compiled from the former. All the sources and

examples named by Fite appear in The Wonders of the Female
World. All the sections of text attributed to Heywood by Shirley or

traced by Fite to The Generall History of Women are examples
culled from Gunaikeion by the author of, and appear in, The

Wonders of the Female World. Furthermore, although Fite

considers that Charles Gerbier's Elogium Heroinum may have been
another source for John Shirley's text, this seems unlikely. For

example, if Shirley's anecdote of Hortensia is taken from Elogium
Heroinum as Fite alleges, why does he refer to her as "the

Marullus, and Sabellicus (Marco Antonio Coccio), which Fite was not able to
identify.
66 See, for example, Fite, 140, where two passages are taken from Gunaikeion 373
and 379. Heywood names his sources as Valerius Maximus and Volaterranus,
respectively. Shirley mentions these sources, but not Heywood as the
intermediary.
67 Nowhere in her dissertation does Fite note the existence of the 1624 edition of
Heywood's Gunaikeion, although at least one of the secondary sources she lists
(Kanner) mentions both the 1624 and the 1657 editions. Neither does she remark
on The Wonders of the Female World, the text which bears the most similarity to
The Illustrious History of Women. She also does not realize, apparently, that
Gerbier's Elogium Heroinum borrows heavily from Gunaikeion, merely noting that
Gerbier occasionally cites the same sources as Heywood.
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daughter of Queen Hortensius"?68 In Elogium Heroinum, she is
called "the daughter of Quintus Hortensius".159 It is more likely

that Shirley saw the anecdote in The Wonders of the Female World,

where Hortensia's parent's name is abbreviated as "Q. Hortensius",

and being unfamiliar with the tale, Shirley rendered the name

incorrectly. If John Shirley is not the author of The Wonders of

the Female World, it is entirely possible that he never saw an

edition of Gunaikeion, The General! History of Women, or Elogium
Heroinum.

Where The Wonders of the Female World concludes with a

translation of Cornelius Agrippa's "Female Pre-eminence", Shirley

closes with a discursive section on the reasons and arguments for
the equality of the souls of men and women, and for the capacities

of women's souls in relation to learning. Again, this section

appears to contain most of the arguments put forward at one

time or another by Cornelius Agrippa and the other champions of

women, but it is much more difficult to pinpoint borrowings as

Shirley has paraphrased very freely. The final few pages contain a

description of the characters of a virtuous virgin, wife, and widow,
a feature which was to be repeated in the next text to be

considered.

In 1692, the same year in which he was appointed Poet

Laureate, Nahum Tate wrote A Present for the Ladies, dedicated

to the Countess of Radnor. The first hundred pages catalog
instances of exemplary behavior in women, and this section is

followed by twenty-two pages on "The Character of an

Accomplish'd Virgin, Wife, and Widow", which Tate renders in

68 Fite, 140.
69 Gerbier, C4r.
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verse.70 A second edition was printed the following year, with
additions and corrections, and was retitled A Present for the

Ladies: Being an Historical Account of Several Illustrious Persons

of the Female Sex, although the running title, "An Historical
Vindication of the Female Sex", remained unchanged. Tate was a

poet, dramatist, and historiographer, perhaps best known for his

immensely popular version of King Lear (1681) in which Cordelia is

spared death and betrothed to Edgar. It is important to observe
that this successful author turned his hand to a genre of writing

which has been dismissed by present-day critics as prescribed

reading for women (implying that it was prescribed by men for
women who, given a choice, would prefer something different to

read).71 The fact that such popular and prolific writers and
dramatists as Thomas Heywood and Nahum Tate both contributed

to the genre suggests that they were not catering purely to male

purchasers of texts for unwilling but dutiful female readers, but
that this subject matter genuinely appealed to women and found in
them a ready market.

With the turn of the century came the beginnings of a

change in the format and content of some histories of women.

The pressure in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to supply
affordable reading and learning by compressing the many volumes
of the classic histories into single catalogues or compendiums was

relieved somewhat in the eighteenth century as books became

cheaper. Capsule histories and encyclopedic texts remained

70 Nahum Tate, A Present for the Ladies: Being an Historical Vindication of the
Female Sex (London, 1692).
71 See again Jacqueline Pearson's comments in "Women Reading, Reading Women",
82-3, which suggest that exemplary histories of women, along with religious
works, conduct works, geography texts, and cookery books were what women were
supposed to read, but that none of these works were considered recreational
reading.
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popular, and continued to be produced, bought, and read, but as

books became more affordable these compendiums began to

expand into multi-volume works. Mary Hays, the author and

compiler of Female Biography, noted that women wanted more

detail from the lives of exemplary women: "Women . . . read not

for dry information. ... A skeleton biography would afford to

them but little gratification".72 For most of the eighteenth

century, however, the texts written on the history or biography of

women continued to be idiosyncratic in terms of style and

organization, although it is possible to see a division between those
texts which emphasized women as individuals, and those which

continued to view them as types. As the following discussion will

note, these literary efforts range from the well researched and
documented Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain Who Have

Been Celebrated For Their Writings or Skill in the Learned

Languages Arts and Sciences written by George Ballard, to the
discursive and relatively reference-free History of Women by
William Alexander. Also considered briefly are Biographium

Faemineum (1766),73 John Adams' Woman (1 790),74 and Mary

Hays' Female Biography (1 803). These texts are the grandchildren
and great-grandchildren of Gunaikeion: while citations to Heywood
are rare, some links to his work survive, albeit tenuously.

72 Mary Hays, Female Biography; Or, Memoirs of Illustrious and Celebrated
Women, of All Ages and Countries. Alphabetically Arranged, 6 vols. (London,
1803) iv. For a very similar comment by Boccaccio on the sort of writing that
appeals to women, see above pp.5 5-56.
73 Biographium Faemineum. The Female Worthies; or, Memoirs of the Most
Illustrious Ladies, of All Ages and Nations. 2 vols. (London, 1766).
74 John Adams, Woman. Sketches of the History, Genius, Disposition,
Accomplishments, Employments, Customs, and Importance of the Fair Sex, in All
Parts of the World. (London, 1790). This book was reprinted in Philadelphia in
1796 and 1800.
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Ruth Perry tells us that the story of the first of these

descendants, Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain, begins in

1 735, seventeen years before its publication date.75 It was in

that year that George Ballard, a tailor by profession, but a learned

self-taught scholar and antiquarian by avocation, made the

acquaintance of Elizabeth Elstob. George Ballard was 29 at the

time, and living in Campden, Gloucestershire, and was a friend of,
and corresponded with, "the most indefatigable antiquarians in

England—Thomas Hearne, Ralph Thoresby, Thomas Rawlins, William

Brome, Joseph James, [and] James West".76 Elizabeth Elstob had
been one of the leading Anglo-Saxon scholars in the reign of Queen
Anne. Perry says "she and her brother William were in the

generation of Saxonists trained under Hickes and Thwaites at

Queen's College, Oxford, in the 1690s".77 She had written an

acclaimed Anglo-Saxon grammar, the first ever in English, which
was published in 171 5.78 Following the death of her brother in the
same year, Elizabeth fell on hard times, and was reduced to

teaching a dame school at Evesham at the time when Ballard met

her. The two corresponded until Ballard's death in 1755.79

According to Perry, it was Elizabeth Elstob who came up with the
idea for a collection of biographical sketches of learned women,

and she "had started a notebook on this subject in August,

1709—when George Ballard was still a babe-in arms".80 Perry

75 Ruth Perry, "George Ballard's Biographies of Learned Ladies", Biography in the
Eighteenth Century, ed. J. D. Browning (New York and London, 1980) 85-111.
76 Perry, "George Ballard", 86.
77 Perry, "George Ballard", 104.
78 Stephen, Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 17, 334.
79 Stephen, Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 3, 84, incorrectly states that
Ballard "held frequent correspondence on literary subjects with the learned Mr.
Elstob".
80 Perry, "George Ballard", 110.
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says that on the first page of this notebook, Elstob had listed four

sources, the first of which was "J. H. Gent, [sic], The GeneralI

History of Women, Containing the Lives of the Most Holy and
Profane (London, 1657)".81 Elstob was not the only scholar to

refer Ballard to Heywood's histories: Thomas Rawlins sent him

references to "The Lives etc. of nine worthy women with Figures

Lond.n q.t0 1640 - Heywoods General History of Women 1 657 pr.

4s 6d".82 Ballard took 17 years to compile the biographies of

sixty-four learned women, carefully documenting his sources.

Perry states that "his sketches are not so much stories as little
collections of reprinted documents, data all set out in one place,

undigested and uninterpreted . . . [which] makes Memoirs an

invaluable source of women's history".83 Ballard was for the most

part painstakingly thorough in his research, and one wonders how

many of the sentiments of some of his sources he internalized,
for in the preface to the text he states that one of his reasons

for writing it was to preserve from oblivion the memories of
illustrious learned women, an aim which he shares with Heywood,

among others.84 Ballard's examples are arranged in chronological

order, a system suited to his aim of preservation from the

ravages of time. Perry reiterates that Ballard "salvaged from
oblivion most of the . . . sixty-four learned women in his book",85
which include some of those catalogued by Heywood, such as the

daughters of Sir Anthony Cooke, Jane Grey, and Queen Elizabeth.

81 Perry, "George Ballard", 111 n.
82 Thomas Rawlins, August 18, 1 741, Ballard MSS 41: 178. Quoted in Perry,
"George Ballard", 87 n.
83 Perry, "George Ballard", 111.
84 Ballard, v. As noted on p. 96 above, Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle,
had a horror of being forgotten after death. Cavendish is one of the women included
in Memoirs.
85 Perry, "George Ballard", 109.
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Heywood himself is mentioned in the memoir of Queen Elizabeth:

"Mr. A. a Wood and Mr. Heywood tell us, that much of her English

Poetry may be met with in this scarce book".86 An additional

infusion into Memoirs of Heywood's Gunaikeion comes by way of a

work compiled by Edward Phillips, his Theatrum Poetarum (1675),
which was one of Ballard's sources for female poets.87 Ballard's

memoir of Lady Arabella Seymour, daughter of Charles Stuart,
Earl of Lennox, states that "Mr. Philips [sic] has introduced her

among his modern poetesses".88 The footnote on the same page

gives the source as "Theatrum Poetarum, p. 254".89 A

comparison of Phillips' section on women poets with that of the

same section in Gunaikeion shows the extent of Phillips'

borrowings.90
Barbara Kanner has described Memoirs as a laudatory text,

and characterizes the women Ballard remembers and singles out

for their learning as "prototypes of eighteenth-century England's
standard feminine ideal".91 While Ballard is at times guilty of

glossing over undesirable qualities in his examples, the women are

hardly ideal prototypes for the standard ideal did not generally

86 Ballard, 227. The book referred to is The Arte of English Poesie (1 589) by
George Puttenham, although Ballard comments on the same page that it is "said to be
wrote by Sir Philip Sidney". In the index to Memoirs, Heywood's full name is
given.
87Edward Phillips, Theatrum Poetarum, or A Compieat Collection of the Poets,
Especially the Most Eminent, of All Ages (London, 1675).
88 Ballard, 248.
89 Interestingly, Ballard's index lists "Mr. Philips" as "John Phillips". There are
four references to Phillips in Memoirs. As the title page of Theatrum Poetarum
lists the author as "Edward Phillips", it is curious that another nephew of Milton
gets the credit for this text. John Phillips (1631-1706) was a professional
writer, a poet and translator, and the author of an extremely anti-Puritan poem,
The Satire against Hypocrites.
90 Phillips, Theatrum Poetarum, 235 ff.; Heywood, Gunaikeion, 384-98.
91 Kanner, 1 3-1 4.
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include erudition, and it is this quality of learnedness that Ballard

memorializes above all others.

In 1 766, Biographium Faemineum, the author of whom is

unknown, was published in London. This two-volume work contains

the biographies of women arranged in alphabetical order, which
facilitates its use as a reference text. Although the sources from
which the biographies are drawn are not always named, there is a

suspicious similarity to some of Heywood's descriptions. It is

possible that the author translated or used the same original
sources as Heywood, so that what we notice are simply verbal

echoes, however the author's claim that the entries were

"[cjollected from HISTORY, and the most approved Biographers"

suggests that it was created by selective borrowing from other

compilations. The author boasts that the volumes contain,

exclusive of foreigners,"[t]he LIVES of above Fourscore BRITISH

LADIES, who have shone with a peculiar Lustre, and given the
noblest Proofs of the most exalted genius, and superior Worth".92
At least sixty-four of these ladies were transcribed almost
verbatim from Ballard's Memoirs, indicating that the author saw

nothing wrong with following the habits of compilers of the

previous century and borrowing in this fashion. While Ballard
limited his text to women who were learned, the author of

Biographium Faemineum attempted an encyclopedic compilation
more in the vein of Gunaikeion, for it is subtitled Memoirs of the

Most Illustrious Ladies, of all Ages and Nations, who have been

Eminently distinguished for their Magnanimity, Learning, Genius,

Virtue, Piety, and other excellent Endowments, conspicuous in all

92 Biographium Faemineum, title page.
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the various Stations and Relations of Life, public and private.93 In

spite of this claim, not all the women are paragons of virtue, and
the author later admits that the presence in his text of less than

worthy women act "as a foil to set off the characteristics of

those illustrious heroines whose virtues we have recorded to their

honour".94 The author's choice of words echoes that of Heywood,
who also claims that the less admirable examples of women in

Gunaikeion "are but as Foyles to set off the lustre of the

[virtuous]".95 The author draws the line at courtesans, however,

and this category of woman is excluded. This text was destined to

be resurrected in the early nineteenth century. Before we follow
this lead, however, it is necessary to look at two other texts of

the eighteenth century, both written by Scottish men, William

Alexander's History of Women (1782), and John Adams' Woman

(1790).

In 1779 The History of Women by William Alexander was

printed in London, and a second edition was published in Dublin later
in the same year. Following a scathing criticism of the work for

indelicacy by William Rose, editor of the Monthly Review, in

December of 1 779, a third edition was published in 1 782 from

which Alexander removed some of the material that Rose had

found objectionable.96 Jane Rendall, author of a new introduction
to the 1995 reprint of the third edition, claims a place for this
work in the Enlightenment histories of civil society. She says that

93 Biographium Faemineum, title page.
94Biographium Faemineum, A4V-A5r. My emphasis.
95 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A3V.
96 Jane Rendall, introduction, The History of Women, by William Alexander
(Bristol, 1995) xxiv-xxv. An example of some indelicate matter which was
eliminated from the third edition is an account of women's participation in
Bacchanalian ceremonies in ancient Greece, and a passage describing the
wantonness of the Polynesian dancers at Ulietea (Raiatea, Society Islands).
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it has been "neglected because of its length, its rambling and
inconsistent character, and its daunting absence of any scholarly
references—an absence which Alexander suggests was

determined by a desire to cater for women readers in plain and

simple language".97 Readers familiar with criticisms of Gunaikeion

and similar encyclopedic works of the seventeenth century may

find these reasons for neglect of the History of Women all too

familiar. Rendall's response to recent past and present-day

suggestions that the History of Women was an isolated,

idiosyncratic enterprise, is that Alexander was in fact

"participating in a much broader inquiry undertaken by writers . . .

who sought to understand and to write a history of women, and of

changing gender roles, as one part of their attempt to construct a

science of humanity for their own day".98 She acknowledges that

though Alexander was familiar with the long tradition of misogyny

in European literature, he disavowed any participation in arguments

for or against women, thereby "disclaiming the inheritance of past

writing", yet at the same time he "continued to make use of that
wealth of past literature, mainly with a biographical focus, which
both denigrated and celebrated women's lives, from Plutarch's
Mulierum virtutes onwards".99 He may have disavowed

participation in such arguments but some of his digressions in fact
sound very like past contributions to the debate on women. For

example, Alexander manages to point out failings he finds all too

common among the women of his day. Idleness, extravagance,

vanity, and slavery to fashion come under fire:

97 Rendall, v.
98 Rendall, v.
99 Rendall, viii-ix.
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As impartial historians, we confess that you have, in
the present age, many virtues and good qualities,
which were either nearly or altogether unknown to
your ancestors; but do you not exceed them in some
follies and vices also? Is not the levity, dissipation,
and extravagance of the women of this century
carried rather too far? Is not the course which you
steer in life, almost entirely directed by fashion and
pleasure?100

Alexander frequently cites examples of individual women

from antiquity to more recent times, but he is interested in them

only so far as their cases illustrate the condition of women in

general, past and present, in his society and in other nations and
societies. He includes the story of the infamous Semiramis, ruler

of the Assyrians, whom he calls "the most extraordinary [woman]
of antiquity", for it indicates "that some degree of personal liberty
was one of the prerogatives of the women of that country".101

Chapters V-IX of the first volume treat "Of the Treatment,

Condition, Advantages, and Disadvantages of Women, in savage

and civil Life", with the aim of viewing the progress of women

"from slavery to freedom, and to mark the various causes which

have more or less accelerated or retarded their progress".102
Other chapters deal with the education of women, their

employments and amusements, their character and conduct, the

ceremonies and customs peculiar to women, their style of dress,

courtship, marriage, widowhood, and celibacy. As an appendix,
Alexander offers a summary of the laws and customs concerning

women in Great Britain. There are many sections of these two

volumes which could easily have been paraphrased from

Gunaikeion, but it is impossible to declare this with any certainty.

100 Alexander, The History of Women, 1: 466.
101 Alexander, The History of Women, 1: 167.
102 Alexander, The History of Women, 1: 1 53.
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Despite William Rose's denunciation of the text as indelicate,

the History of Women was popular enough to have been translated
into German in 1 780-81, into French in 1 791, and to be reprinted
in Philadelphia in ten parts in 1 795, and in two volumes in 1796.103
As Heywood did before him, Alexander offered women readers

variations on the image of women which was familiar to them from

their own society. Fie also gave them an idea of the advancement
of women towards liberty or greater freedoms as civilization
advanced (which admittedly sometimes moved forward by fits and

starts), and he linked the attainment of these freedoms to an

improved and proper education for women, the criteria for which

education, however, were to be determined by men. Rendall
comments that Alexander and other male historians continued as

well to emphasize the need for "the internalized regulation of
female sexuality" as a prerequisite for the continued advancement

and superiority of Western culture. In doing so, they participated
in the creation of a model of womanhood which was "by definition

unknowable" to women.104 She regrets that no reaction to

Alexander's book is available from contemporary female sources,

but it is possible that some idea of how "knowable" this model may

have been can be made if we trace the links between the History

of Women and the final two texts to be considered.

In 1 790, a text entitled Woman was published. The author,

identified on the title page as "a Friend to the Sex", is considered
to be John Adams, a voluminous compiler of books mostly for

young readers, who was born in Aberdeen.105 Subtitled Sketches

103 Rendall, xxv.
104 Rendall, xxvi.
105 Stephen, Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 1, 98. John Adams (c.1750-
1814) was a minister of the Scottish church in Hatton Garden in London, who
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of the History, Genius, Disposition, Accomplishments,

Employments, Customs, and Importance of the Fair Sex, in All

Parts of the World, this book is a mixture of the history and

anthropology of women, and runs to four hundred pages. The
initial chapters offer cultural information on women grouped by
national origin, followed by a series of chapters on the qualities of

women and examples of these. In a "retro" move reminiscent of

Heywood's inclusion of "fabulous Jeasts and Tales, sauouring of

Lightnesse" in Gunaikeion,Adams intersperses his scholarly
material with entertaining moral tales drawn from antiquity as well
as from contemporary sources. This is, like Gunaikeion, The

Wonders of the Female World, and to a certain extent Alexander's

History of Women, a text meant to be read through rather than
used as a reference text.107 Adams acknowledges that his book is

a compilation, for on the title page he lists the authors who have
been consulted for materials. These include "Doctors Robertson,

Alexander, Hawkesworth, Goldsmith, Gregory, Fordyce, and

Schomberg; Professors Ferguson and Miller; Fenelon, Montaigne,

Thomas, Grosley, Knox, and Hayley; Lady Penington, Mrs.

Kindersley, and others".

The final text to be considered in this genealogy is Mary

Hays' Female Biography (1803). Mary Hays (1760-1843) was an

ardent feminist, a friend of Mary Wollstonecraft, and a writer

whose works commemorated the achievements of women and

opened a very successful school in Putney. Most of his works passed through many
editions; they were used largely in schools.
106 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A4V.
107 It may be surprising to find this feature of the very earliest encyclopedias still
very much in evidence at this late date, but as Collison said, the systematic
arrangement of encyclopedic texts and the expectation that such texts would be read
through lasted into the eighteenth century, when gradually alphabetization became
the norm. See above p. 41.
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argued for their rights.108 As Katharine Rogers documents, Hays

not only produced tracts arguing for women's rights; she also
wrote feminist novels, religious tracts, essays, books for children,
and the acclaimed Female BiographyJ09

In compiling the six volumes of Female Biography, Hays draws

heavily on many earlier compilations and histories, which include

several of the texts already discussed, such as Ballard's Memoirs,

Biographium Faemineum, and Adams' Woman (listed in Female

Biography as Sketches of the History, Genius, etc. of Women). It

is possible, but not certain, that she also had access to

Alexander's The History of Women. It is unlikely that such a

popular work would slip her net, although the discursive style of
The History of Women and its focus on female types rather than
individuals may not have met Hays' needs. Her text, like

Biographium Faemineum, is arranged in alphabetical order, and she
is careful to cite her sources after each entry. The biographies

range in length from a few lines to over four hundred pages. She
is not interested in presenting examples of notorious women,

believing that there is nothing to be gained from reading about less
than shining examples of womanhood, therefore she only offers
those examples of women who have "reflected lustre upon the

sex", examples which are worthy of emulation and which at the
same time are improving and entertaining.110 Hays says: "I have
at heart the happiness of my sex, and their advancement in the

grand scale of rational and social existence".111 It would appear

108 C. S. Nicholls, ed., The Dictionary of National Biography: Missing Persons
(Oxford and New York, 1993) 297-8.
109 Katharine M. Rogers, "The Contribution of Mary Hays", Prose Studies 10.2
(1987): 131-42.
110 Hays, vi. Note the similarity in wording between this extract, and similar
ones from Gunaikeion and Biographium Faemineum. See above, p. 152.
111 Hays, iv.
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from her statements in the preface that Hays the ardent feminist
would comply with William Alexander's vision of women in a civilized

culture. The model of womanhood designed by male historians

would have been well understood by Hays. Although in her Appeal
to the Men of Great Britain in Behalf of Women (1 798) Hays

acknowledges that there is a natural "extreme delicacy" in the
female character, and that any woman who has "ever experienced
the nature of a true and virtuous attachment . . . would . . .rather

a thousand times owe her happiness to the indulgence of an

amiable man whom she loves, than to any other circumstance that

imagination can suggest",112 she also points out that men's

expectations of women are at times unreasonable. Rogers sums

up the self-contradictions identified by Hays:

Women are expected to love and depend on their
husbands, and at the same time to accept their
unfaithfulness with equanimity; they are encouraged
to develop emotionality, small-mindedness, and
weakness as endearing feminine characteristics, and
at the same time expected to bear insult and
misfortune with perfect fortitude.113

Hays' style of writing varied with genre. She favored "stilted
rhetoric and overblown sentimentality and melodrama" in her

novels, but her non-fiction is characterized by a plain style that is

forceful and fluent.114 Rogers singles out as an example of this

style Hays' biography of the Protestant martyr Anne Askew in
Female BiographyJ15 The biography of Anne Askew is one which
the author of Biographium Faemineum took almost word for word
from Ballard's Memoirs. Both these texts are cited as sources for

112 Quoted in Rogers, 132.
113 Rogers, 1 32.
114 Rogers, 131.
115 Hays, vol. 1, 200-208.
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Hays' biography of Askew. When the three biographies are

compared, one sees immediately that Hays has taken the very

factual entries of Ballard and the reproduction of these in

Biographium Faemineum, and created a new and more readable

narrative. Where the earlier accounts give the full text of Anne's
own descriptions of her torture and questioning by Wriothesley,
and the texts of her confession of faith and prayer, Hays omits

these, and summarizes Anne's sufferings and death.
There are several striking similarities between the aims of

writing for women as expressed by Heywood and Hays. First, both
concede that accounts of contemporary women will not be given.

Hays says "no character of eminence will ... be found omitted,

except among those who have come nearer to our own times; of

whom, for reasons unnecessary to be detailed, but few have been

brought forward".116 Heywood refuses to "carpe at the particular
manners or actions of any living".117 Second, Hays writes: "My pen

has been taken up in the cause, and for the benefit, of my own

sex. For their improvement, and to their entertainment, my

labours have been devoted".118 In spite of Heywood's frequent

disavowal of didactic aims, his double motive to give pleasure and
instruction has been well-documented with regard to Gunaikeion.
R. G. Martin says that Heywood "belongs to the group of writers

whom Doctor Crothers dubs the Edulcorating School" who present

the truth not in acid form, but with a sweetener".119 Finally,

evident in the declarations of most of the writers on exemplary

116 Hays, iii.
117 Heywood, Gunaikeion, A4T.
118 Hays, iii-iv.
119 Martin, 161. Also see comments on Heywood's motto "Aut prodesse solent aut
delectare", above p. 11.
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figures is the belief in the power of examples to activate or excite

a process of imitation in the reader. Hays says "To excite a

worthier emulation, the following memorial of those women, whose

endowments, or whose conduct, have reflected lustre upon the

sex, is presented".120 Heywood declares

the purpose of my tractate, is to exemplifie, not to
instruct; to shew you presidents of vertue from
others . . . that setting so many statues of honour
before your eyes . . . each heroick and well disposed
Ladie, or woman lower degreed and vnderqualified,
may out of all, or some of these at least, apprehend
some one thing or other worthie imitation.121

Timothy Hampton notes that images of exemplars are not just

intended as guides for action in the world, but that "the heroic or

virtuous figure offers a model of excellence, an icon after which
the reader is to be formed".122 He contends that by the

seventeenth century, "humanist ideals of public action and faith in

history begin to unravel, [and] the relation of reader to model
becomes the focus of explicit concern".123 Writers such as Tasso,

Montaigne, Shakespeare, and Cervantes may, as Hampton

suggests, reflect on the fragility of relying on history for

guidance, but in the literature of exemplary women written for

women, this concern with the fragility of history does not make an

appearance until later in the nineteenth century. For women, the
"rhetoric of exemplarity" appeared to remain fairly intact late into

the eighteenth century.

Another element which has been mentioned, and which splits

the texts discussed, is the decision of each writer to emphasize

120 Hays, v-vi.
121 Heywood, Gunaike ion, 118-19.
122 Timothy Hampton, Writing From History: The Rhetoric of Exemplarity in
Renaissance Literature (Ithaca, NY, and London, 1990) x-xi.
123 Hampton, 303.
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either integration or separation in their format. In choosing to

emphasize integration, the citations to women are grouped

thematically, usually by type. Within each group, further sub¬
divisions may be found, but often examples are simply presented in

a narrative as they come to the mind of the compiler. Gunaikeion,
of course, is an example of this style of writing. The texts

discussed here which follow his lead are Gerbier's Elogium

Heroinum, The Wonders of the Female World, Shirley's The
Illustrious History of Women, Tate's A Present for the Ladies,

Alexander's The History of Women, and Adams' Woman. Texts

which separate their examples, following a tradition closer to that
of Boccaccio's De Claris mulieribus are arranged either

chronologically (for example Ballard's Memoirs) or alphabetically

(Biographium Faemineum, and Hays' Female Biography).
Whether described as histories, memoirs, or biographies, the

texts discussed above relied heavily upon earlier sources,

invariably called "authorities". The classical historical texts of

first century writers such as Plutarch, Tacitus, and Valerius

Maximus continued to be important to historians and writers

through the nineteenth century, as did the early compilations of
Suidas and Athenaeus, but as time went on increasing reliance was

placed upon more contemporary compilations. Each text discussed
here builds upon an accumulation of approved knowledge and

example, adding the weight of centuries to the voices of each new

compilation. Not until later in the nineteenth century would writers

replace the female icons of antiquity with outstanding

contemporary women.124

124 See, for example, Anna Isabella Ritchie, A Book of Sibyls (London, New York,
and Leipzig, 1883). In her preface, Ritchie warns the reader that they will not
find fusty references to women of antiquity, but to worthy women of her own era.



CHAPTER V: A LABYRINTH NO ONE WANTS TO ENTER

The title of this chapter is taken from a statement in an

essay by Elizabeth Solopova in which she queries whether the first

Canterbury Tales CD-ROM is a valuable and efficient tool for

research, or whether it offers such an overwhelming abundance of

information that it paralyses the mental process instead of

stimulating it, in effect creating "a labyrinth no one wants to

enter".1 The CD-ROM offers readers used to a single canonical
text 11 7 texts of Chaucer's Wife of Bath's Prologue. Writing two

years earlier, Peter Robinson offers another take on the notion of

a labyrinth in connection with this project. Using the first three
lines of the Prologue as given in Benson's Riverside Prologue as an

example, Robinson, "In obedience to the strictest concept of

textual authority, that only those words found in all significant
witnesses may be regarded as authentic", replaces all variants

with beep. The result follows:

beep beep beep authority
beep beep beep world is beep beep beep
beep beep of beep beep beep beep beep.2

Out of abundance comes nothing; not only is one faced with a

labyrinth, but suddenly the lights have virtually gone out, and

physical markers have almost disappeared. Robinson concedes
that finding the Wife of Bath among all the variants may seem a

1 Elizabeth Solopova, "Editing All the Manuscripts of All The Canterbury Tales into
Electronic Form: Is the Effort Worthwhile?", New Ways of Looking at Old Texts, II:
Papers of the Renaissance English Text Society, 1992-1996, ed. W. Speed Hill,
Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies 188 (Tempe, AZ, 1998) 122. Solopova
decides that it has been worth the effort: "In the last year, we have learnt far more
about the textual tradition of the whole Canterbury Tales, through the one small
window of The Wife of Bath's Prologue, than we had dared to hope" (132).
2 Peter M. W. Robinson, "Is There a Text in These Variants?", The Literary Text in
the Digital Age, ed. Richard J. Finneran (Ann Arbor, Ml, 1996) 104. See above,
Chapter III, page 6, for comments on ways to enter another textual labyrinth,
Gunaikeion.
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daunting prospect (akin to "leaving the reader drowning in a sea of

variation"), and that the challenge for their edition is "to find a

way to help readers into this textual labyrinth".3 Although he does
not suggest explicit strategies for achieving this (the project was

not complete at the time), his statements lead one to expect that

as they are creating an edition rather than an archive, he and the
editors will provide guides for readers, rather than let them
flounder unaided through the variants. The end product, though,
will require work from the readers as each individual must find

(and probably create) the one text they seek among all the
variants.

The reason for including the above accounts of the

Canterbury Tales Project is to suggest that any large body of
information tends to deter individuals from trying to deal with it if

they see no logical system of organization. That an individual may

wish to enter such a labyrinth is evident by their presence at the

entrance, so to speak, but unless there are some guides, the
interested person may simply turn away. The need for guides is

paramount, for with them, texts which present closed doors may

be entered far more willingly
Confronted with copious amounts of information, the human

brain tries to make sense of it by systems of organization which
to this day are still not clearly understood. Faced with the

success that alphabetization has achieved as an organizational

system, we are too likely to disregard texts such as Gunaikeion
that are arranged in variations of thematic organization, even

though, as Tom McArthur has commented, thematic organization

may reflect more accurately our own mental processes. He

3 Robinson, 110. My emphasis.
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reminds us that "whatever does happen in our minds when we

order and retrieve 'words' and 'ideas', it is not done

alphabetically".4 The various schemes for ordering knowledge

thematically which were proposed and implemented in a variety of

encyclopedic texts up to the middle of the seventeenth century

were, as McArthur says "in the doldrums" until the middle of the

nineteenth century, when Peter Mark Roget compiled the
Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases (1852). This text, used

by so many of us (if only to solve crossword puzzles), is the

opposite of the dictionary: Roget's Thesaurus presents words in

terms of their meanings, rather than their forms. Roget says

"the words it contains and . . . the idiomatic combinations peculiar
to it, [are] arranged, not in alphabetical order as they are in a

dictionary, but according to the ideas which they express."5

However, as McArthur points out, if "the Thesaurus is to be
considered an analogue of the human mind (much as many people

today are calling computers analogues of the mind), then it is a

sketchy one".6 Roget did not do all the work for his readers: he
did not provide definitions nor did he add derivatives and

compounds. He kept his task within a manageable limit. To

attempt to seek perfection in any scheme which tries to mimic the

organizing principles of the human mind and to replicate them in a

two dimensional medium (print) can also be likened to entering a

labyrinth. It may even have consequences as dire as meeting a

Minotaur. John Leland, the first great Tudor antiquary, was driven
insane by the problem of putting his immense store of data into a

4 McArthur, 123.
5 Peter Mark Roget, introd., Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases, ed.
Robert A. Dutch (London, 1962) xxiii.
6 McArthur, 1 22.
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rhetorically satisfactory form.7 The thematic arrangement of

knowledge would seem to be a natural one albeit inherently

unsatisfactory, for one can only suggest the complexities of

thought processes in print. The prospects of reproducing these

processes are improved, however, when one tries to achieve the

same thing electronically.
One reason for the neglect of Gunaikeion has been the

inaccessibility of the text and the information contained within it.

The first aspect of inaccessibility, that of the text, was partially

solved when UMI (now known as Bell & Howell Information and

Learning) succeeded in producing and marketing the microfilmed
collection of texts listed in Pollard and Redgrave's Short-Title

Catalogue.8 One could view Gunaikeion on a microfilm reader and
make copies of the text for personal use. This provided access to

the text for anyone at a university or library which subscribed to

the collection. Practically speaking, reading the text on microfilm
is often made arduous by the deteriorating state of many of the
microfilm readers, even those located in large national libraries.
The image is obscured by anything from a poor focusing
mechanism to dirt on the lens. Eye strain is common after a few

hours of reading at a machine. The reading experience is generally
less than pleasant, and is certainly a deterrent to all but the most

committed. There was, and stilt is, no provision for private

7 Woolf, The Idea of History, 19.
8 Early English Books, the ongoing microfilm edition of the earliest works printed
in the English language, was the first product produced by UMI in 1938. UMI was
acquired by Bell & Howell in 1985 and is now known as Bell & Howell Information
and Learning. The company has only recently reopened the UMI Early English
Books I collection on microfilm which now includes many of the "missing" titles
from the original collection. Cited in "Bell & Howell Information and Learning:
Background Information". Online. 5 Dec. 2000.
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individuals to obtain paper copies of Gunaikeion and similar texts

directly from UMI.

Within the last two years, the possibility of reading a clear,

high-resolution copy of Gunaikeion has become a reality for those
who have access to a computer at a university or library that has

purchased the rights to access Early English Books Online™. This

product brings full facsimile digital images of the works listed in

Pollard and Redgrave's Short-Title Catalogue, Wing's Short-Title

Catalogue, and the Thomason Tracts (a compendium of broadsides
on the English Civil War printed between 1 640 and 1 641) to

computer screens via the Internet company ProQuest. While the

promotional Web pages claim that this service expands access to

"the reader who wants easy and immediate access to the material
over the Web", in practice access to all parts of all texts is not

yet immediate, but conceivably could be in the future. Recently

the author had the opportunity to view pages of Gunaikeion in this
medium: the first few images of the title page and prefatory
matter were able to be read almost immediately, however when a

request to view image 80 of 239 was sent, the following message

was received:

Congratulations! You're the first user in the world to
request this page image. Please wait while the
system moves it from the CD-ROM to the server for
you to view (this may take up to 5 minutes).
Thanks for your patience. The next time you request
this image it will appear immediately.

It did indeed take five minutes to receive the image.9 The images

are of double pages, so that 239 are required for the 466 pages

9 Personalized accounts are not usual in a thesis, but as this chapter deals with the
experiences of creating one particular database at a time when many experiments
in creating electronic texts and databases are underway, the subjective stance may
be justified.
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of text plus the twelve pages of prefatory matter. Only fourteen

images had been requested to date, which left 225 to call up. In

order to view the complete text for the first time, one would have

to sit at the computer for at least eighteen and a half hours, and

probably longer, as the time required to initiate each request is

not figured into the five minutes required to download each image.

Gunaikeion is a text of moderate length when compared to some of
the encyclopedic texts of the early modern period, which can run

into thousands of pages. Like Gunaikeion, many of these texts are

without indexes, so that only people who know what it is they are

looking for, and which page it is on, will be able to find the image of
it quickly. The use of double page images, while economic in some

ways, complicates matters for readers not familiar with early
modern texts. If the text uses foliation and signature numbers
rather than pagination, some tricky math may be required to

figure out which image will be required, and time could be wasted.
On the other hand, once the image is loaded it can be manipulated
in ways that a microfilm viewed through a reader cannot. The

quality of the image is vastly improved, as the light source is even,

and there is no dust or grime on a lens to obscure the image. One

is able to magnify the image numerous times, and print up a good
clear copy.

Early English Books Online has the potential for making
Gunaikeion and similar texts more accessible, but in its present

state, it falls short of truly democratizing the handling of
information. One first needs to have access to a computer linked

to an institution offering the collection and, as with Roget's

Thesaurus, only those who already are familiar with the material
can get at the information easily. McArthur describes the
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Thesaurus as "a kind of aide-memoire to the Elect",10 and to a

great extent, Early English Books Online also caters to an

academic Elect. This may change dramatically within the next five

years, however, if recent plans at Bell & Howell Information and

Learning bear fruit.
It is one thing to provide digital images of a text, and quite

another to offer the texts as fully searchable works. This is what

the Early English Books Online Text Creation Partnership aims to

do with its collection of digital images of over 96,000 texts.11
The Text Creation Partnership is made up of the University of

Michigan, Oxford University, the Council on Library and Information

Resources, Bell & Howell Information and Learning, and, to date, 47

other universities, and was created following the proposal of the

University of Michigan and Oxford University to form an

international initiative sponsored by research libraries to create

structured SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) text

files for approximately one quarter of the texts currently

available as digital images.12 These 25,000 texts would be
converted to electronic texts over a five year period, with

production slated to begin by the end of 2000. The work of

10 McArthur, 1 23.
11 One can compare this collection with two other Web sites which supply
electronic texts, the Project Gutenberg Electronic Public Library
(<www.gutenberg.net>) and Octavo (<www.octavo.com>). The former offers
10,000 popular books free to download onto one's home computer. They are not
authoritative editions, and the collection was compiled with a "bang for the buck"
philosophy, as they claim. Octavo publishes and preserves rare books and
manuscripts and offers them as digital images backed by "Live" text. They are
available for purchase, ranging from US$16.23 for an electronic edition of
Shakespeare's First Folio, to US$955 for a bundle of all 25 of the texts on offer.
12 As of November 2000, the participating institutions included three in the U. K.,
one in Canada, and one in Australia. In return for a fee, the institutions become
joint owners of the converted text files. They have direct input into the selection of
texts to be converted, and full rights of access, adaptation, and distribution.
Detailed information on the cost of joining and member rights is available from the
web site at <http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/eebo/index.html>
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keyboarding and tagging (or encoding) the texts using SGML will be
sub-contracted to a number of conversion firms, bids from which

are expected to be received by early December, 2000. When

bidding, the firms will be held to a 99.995% accuracy (or an error

rate of one character in Z0,000) in transcribing the texts.13 If

samples of the encoded texts fail to meet this standard, they may

be returned to the sub-contractor for correction.

To have the images available with searchable text will be a

boon to researchers who have struggled with exploring texts by
the often laborious method of reading them from cover to cover.

The question of what the encoded texts can be searched for

remains, however. It appears from the guidelines listed in the

Early English Books Online Text Conversion Project Keying/Coding

Specifications that structural features (title page, book, chapter,

paragraph, etc.) will be encoded, and one will be able to search for

any word in the text.14 This is called light tagging.

At the Renaissance Computer Symposium held at the

University of St. Andrews, G. W. Pigman III offered an example of
one line of more richly tagged text from George Sandys' Ovid's

Metamorphosis (1628). Line 198 of Book 3 reads "To this, feare

added. Autonoeius1 flyes", and is footnoted "1 Actaeon the son of

Autonoe". "Autonoeius" is identified as a metronymic referring to

Actaeon the son of the woman Autonoe.15 This line would appear

as follows in SGML tagging:

13 In a text such as Gunaikeion, which averages 60 characters per line, and 50
lines per page, this translates into one error every six or seven pages.
14 Those who are interested in learning more about how particulars (such as
variable fonts or unclear words or interlinear notations) are to be handled are
referred to the following URL:
<http://www.personal.umich.edu/~pfs/eebo/dax/instruct.html>
15 G. W. Pigman III, "Constructing EMTOD: Publishing Issues", The Renaissance
Computer Symposium, U of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, 19 June, 1998.
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<1 id="met3.1 98">
To this, feare added.
<rs rend="ltalics" key="Al" reg=Actaeon"

type="metronymic">
Autono&euml;ius</rs>

<note n="1" place="foot">
<persName rend="ltalics" key="A1" reg="Actaeon"

type="man">Actaeon</persName>
the son of

<persName rerrd= "Italics" key="A2" reg="Autonoe"
type="woman">Autonoe. </persName>
</note>

flyes,
</l>

This level of tagging would reproduce the italics of the original and
allow a search for instances of the regularized name "Actaeon" to

gather in references to "Autonoeius1' as well. The sex of the

tagged personal names is also designated. This cannot be
achieved with light tagging. In a lightly tagged text, if one did not

know that Actaeon was also called by a metronymic, one might
miss this reference. However, more tagging means more

keyboarding which rapidly raises the cost of encoding a text.

Pigman estimates that for 99.995% accuracy on modern texts

using standard fonts which can be scanned using Optical Character

Recognition (OCR) scanners, one can expect to pay US$0.90 per

thousand characters of tagged text. He surmises that to encode
an early modern text of about the same length as a modern
academic book (100,000 words) one could expect to pay five to

ten times as much per thousand characters, or up to US$ 10,000.

This tallies with a quote the author received from the Higher
Education Digitisation Service (HEDS) in early 1999 for
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keyboarding and lightly tagging Gunaikeion to create a basic
machine-readable text. The cost was estimated at £7,500.16 One

awaits reports of the bids for transcribing the 25,000 texts which

make up the first wave of the Early English Books Online Text
Creation Partnership project, and also the results of the text

selection process.

In reaching a decision as to the depth of encoding, the Text

Creation Partnership has probably had to weigh cost carefully

against the data made available and the scholarly work made

possible. John Lavagnino suggests that rather than aim for

completeness in encoding (a goal that is to all practical purposes

unattainable), one should aim for adequacy. He says:

Adequacy is a criterion of incompleteness; it
recognizes that there is no limit to the amount of
editorial and bibliographic labor that could be
expended on a text, but stresses that, to achieve the
practical end of completing an edition or an
encoding that is useful for scholarly purposes, some
restriction of scope is always necessary. If
adequacy is our criterion, we accept that our

encoding will not be final—that there will always
be more details in our sources that we could have
encoded, whether ones we saw but chose to ignore or
ones that future scholars will identify.17

The advantage of using SGML to encode texts is that the encoding
can be supplemented at a later date; theoretically at some time

16 The keyboarding and tagging of modern texts which are not suitable for scanning
is often contracted out to firms which send the material to Third World countries
where the work is done much more cheaply than in the West. However, for a text
such as Gunaikeion, the keyboarding must be done by persons familiar with the
conventions of the early modern period, which usually means it must be done in the
West where production costs are much higher. HEDS maintains a web page at
<http://hedc.herts.ac.uk>
17 John Lavagnino, "Completeness and Adequacy in Text Encoding", The Literary
Text in the Digital Age, Finneran, 71.
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someone with the authority, time, and inclination to do so will be

permitted to add to the tagging of particular texts.

It is likely, then, that Gunaikeion will be encoded within the

next five to ten years. At present, the digitized image of the text

makes for a better reading experience (or it will once all the pages

have been called up at least once!), but it does not yet make for
wider availability of the text. Most, if not all, the partner

institutions already own copies of the original Short-Title

Catalogue microfilm collection: discounts of slightly less than 50%
have been offered to institutions who wish to upgrade their
collection to include the electronic version. In fact, the five-

minute wait while downloading images for the first time may well
deter a user, who is likely to resort to using the less aesthetic but

more immediate microfilm reader.

The second aspect of inaccessibility, that of finding what is

in the text once it is in front of the reader will also not be totally

solved by converting the text into electronic format as mentioned
above. One will still need to know what is likely to be in the text in

order to find it, as it is unlikely that tagging will be rich enough, for

example, to call up every instance of a person in the category of

"queen" or "mythological figure". One may only be able to search
for specific individuals or words. So, for example with Gunaikeion,
the problem of the lack of an index or guide to the over 6000
italicized proper nouns in the text may still remain.

In early 1 998, the author began to build up a file of all the
italicized proper nouns in Gunaikeion using the commercially
available software FileMaker Pro 4.0, a system designed to help
one manage information easily and effectively. The aim was to

create not just an index, but a database of information that could
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be organized, updated, sorted, searched, and printed as needed.
The database would also provide the background information or

metadata needed on the names in Gunaikeion in the event that the

production of an electronic text which offered more than just light

tagging for objective facts of the text became a possibility.
Julia Flanders of the Brown University Women Writers

Project (WWP), who was contacted in November of 1998, provided

the information that the WWP also uses FileMaker to store a

unique identifying key for each individual mentioned in the
documents which they are transcribing. In an e-mail discussion
between Flanders and the author on the subject of transcribing
texts and creating databases, she comments that one way to

proceed is to

simply encode the name and a key which uniquely
identifies the person named, and then create a
database containing whatever information you like
about the person <e. g. the fields you describe for
your projected database). This is the method the
WWP uses, and it has the advantage that it lets you
manage the information about each person quite
economically and centrally. Also ... it lets you use
the name data immediately and intuitively. The
disadvantage is that the two resources [the
transcribed text and the database] aren't closely
linked, and one of them is in a proprietary system.
However, in the future you could convert the
database to an SGML database and link it to your
transcription, or add the data to the transcription.18

The WWP transcribers combine the process of text

transcription and construction of the database. As their
transcribers come upon a name in a document, they refer to the
FileMaker database to retrieve the unique key for the individual,
identified with the help of metadata in the file, or they generate a

18 Julia Flanders, e-mail to the author, 4 Nov. 1998.
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new key if the individual is not yet listed, adding any other
information necessary. The key is then encoded in the

transcription of the text. The reason for encoding the unique

keys is to allow users of WWP transcribed texts to search within

and across their documents for instances of an individual who may

have variations in their name. For example, Margaret Cavendish,
Duchess of Newcastle could be referred to as Margaret Cavendish
or the Duchess of Newcastle. A search for either of these (both

encoded with the unique key) would result in finding both.
The creation of a names database is intuitive to a large

extent, it mimics processes of thought which are more thematic
and associative than alphabetical. Although the fields in the
Gunaikeion database were originally set up six months prior to

contacting Julia Flanders, she comments that "the WWP has a

names database which is similar (though not identical) to what you

describe".19 The fields into which data are entered are created

largely by asking the questions most people ask themselves

(perhaps even unconsciously) when confronted with a name. One

wants to know if the name designates a male or female, a single

person or a group of people, or a historical or mythological being.
If the name is found in an old text like Gunaikeion, one wishes to

know what the regularized (modernized) spelling of the name is,

what, if any, other names the individual may be known by in other

parts of the text, and whether the individual is cited as an example
or is an authority who supplies information. We would like to know

where in the text the name occurs, book and page number, and if
the name is provided by an authority, which authority this is.

Finally, we would like to know some background information about

19 Flanders, e-mail, 4 Nov. 1998.
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the individual named which would help to distinguish her from
another bearing the same name. These were the considerations

behind the creation of the fields in the Gunaikeion database, and it

was interesting to discover that a well-regarded project like the
WWP had used similar thinking in the creation of their database,
and were using the same software program to store their data.

The WWP may appear to over-emphasize the importance of
names in their encoding scheme, but as they point out: "Texts are

interested in names. In pre-19th-century texts (even

manuscripts), which are more typographically luxuriant than
modern texts, names are among the things which are most often

highlighted renditionally, as if signaling that the name is a focus of

meaning and textual activity."20 This is certainly true of

Gunaikeion', the names are all highlighted in italics. In fact, the
abundance of names, as Solopova mentioned above, almost has the

effect of paralyzing the modern mind. The names of historical and

mythical figures are of equal importance: in Gunaikeion, fully two

fifths of all italicized names refer to mythical beings, but as

Flanders, Bauman, Caton, and Cournane affirm, "Fictional and

mythical references . . . can reveal patterns of reading and

scholarship—systems of active cultural reference which can

reveal a great deal about the class position, intellectual

affiliations, and literary bent of the author".21 Furthermore, it is

imperative to preserve the forms of the names as they appear in

early texts, because these may contain significant references,
historical or linguistic detail, or even puns.

20 Julia Flanders, Syd Bauman, Paul Caton, and Mavis Cournane, "Names Proper
and Improper: Applying the TEI to the Classification of Proper Nouns", Computers
and the Humanities 31 (1998): 285.
21 Flanders, Bauman, Caton, and Cournane, 285.
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The preservation of forms can be accomplished in several

ways. For example, in their Guidelines, the Text Encoding Initiative

(TE1) provides a large number of specialized elements which

analyze the structure of names and components of names when

transcribing texts.22 While it is possible to encode for all these

elements, this option becomes increasingly difficult and time-

consuming, translating into increased cost for a project. The
second option, used in both the WWP and in the Gunaikeion

database, is to assign an identifying key to each individual, which
solves two very common problems, that of variations on a name

created by inconsistent spelling or abbreviations, and the fact
that many people have the same name. For example, the

Gunaikeion database consists of 6,100 entries. It helps to think of

these as "file cards". Each instance of an italicized name is

recorded on a separate "file card", then each individual entity

{person, place, or text) is given a unique identifying key. There
are a total of 4,481 keys used in the database, which gives one an

idea of the frequency of variations in names appearing in the text.

It is almost amusing to note that Volaterranus, one of Heywood's

sources, is spelled eleven different ways in the course of the text.

The third, and somewhat less satisfactory, option is to

provide each individual with a regularized version of their name.

So, for example the individual "lane Doe", whether she appears as

"I. Doe" or "lane Do" would be regularized as "Jane Doe". This does
not eliminate the problem of individuals who share the same name,

however, and becomes an issue where large numbers of names are

22 "The Text Encoding Initiative is an international project to develop guidelines
for the preparation and interchange of electronic texts for scholarly research, and
to satisfy a broad range of uses by the language industries more generally" (TEI
Home Page, <http://www.tei-c.org> Online. 7 Dec. 2000). A copy of the TEI
Guidelines containing the "name" elements can be downloaded from the home page.
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involved. In the Gunaikeion database this option has a place: a field

of "Name" has been designated in which to enter modernized
versions of names. This regularizing is done to allow the optional

organization of the entries into a list more closely resembling a

modern alphabetical index, which permits the user to browse

rapidly through the entire database. No claim to authority in

regularizing the names is made. The list is one of two forms in
which the data can be viewed, the second being the "file card"
format mentioned earlier. The names as they appear exactly in

the text are recorded in a field called "Text Name".23

The Gunaikeion database was constructed for two purposes:

to make finding the information in the text much easier, and to

use as a reference should it become possible for the author to

encode the text. The keys identifying the individuals are simple
numeric ones. The WWP uses a separate program to generate the

keys they use, which consist of a regularized, abbreviated form of
the name plus two disambiguating characters and one check
character.24 This more complicated system is appropriate for

their large project. One concern the WWP is trying to address is

what kinds of keying and encoding are necessary to make cross-

project research possible. In an ideal world each project would use

an identical system of keying, which would allow scholars to use a

number of different textbases simultaneously to do comparative

23 For purposes of assessment, the "list" form and the "file card" form are the
only two offered at this time. The Gunaikeion file will be locked to prevent any
change of data, but the user will be able to search, sort, and browse through the
material. The FileMaker Pro software allows for a great variety of formats, and
much more complicated and specific search or sort procedures can be carried out
by writing small programs. The appendix "Read This First" is a hard copy of a file
that is on the diskettes. In it you will find explanations on bow to browse, search,
and sort the database, and explanation of the contents of each field.
24 Flanders, Bauman, Caton, and Cournane, 291. An example would be the key
"JSmith.prg" designating the individual "Jane Smith".
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research. The WWP recognizes that "the heterogeneity of
different projects' goals and ways of conceptualizing their data

poses in itself an intrinsic obstacle to consistency, unless the goal
of compatibility is explicitly addressed".25 It is uncertain at this

time what impact, if any, the Early English Books Online Text

Creation Partnership project will have on already established

projects. Text selection for the first wave of 25,000 is not

complete; the preferred option of the Text Selection Task Force

calls for the "selection of foundational literature supplemented by

complete coverage of chronologically ordered works", the selection
of foundational literature being "based on the New Cambridge

Bibliography of English Literature". For various reasons, the Task
Force recommends that "the existence of other full text

collections should not be taken into account in selecting EEBO

[Early English Books Online] text for conversion^.26
The author's motive in creating an electronic database of

Heywood's Gunaikeion was prompted by a desire to use it in the
creation of an electronic text which would be tagged to a level

deeper than what now appears to be projected by the Early English
Books Online Text Creation Partnership. In order to accomplish

this, it was necessary to receive training in SGML and become very

familiar with the TEI Guidelines. Oxford University provides such

entry level training in the form of a Text Encoding Summer School

(TESS), and the author was scheduled to attend in June, 1999.

TESS invites scholars with well-considered small projects to

attend, and provides assistance with the creation of a DTD

25 Flanders, Bauman, Caton, and Cournane, 292.
26 EEBO Text Selection Task Force Meeting, 30-31 March, 2000. Online. 7 Dec.
2000. These reasons, the minutes of the meeting and discussion can be reviewed
on <http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/eebo/updates/selection/selection.html>
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(Document Type Definition), which is the first step to encoding a

text for structural features. The course is only a week long, but

provides a valuable opportunity for relative neophytes to gain

experience, ask questions, and tackle specific problems in their

own projects.

Creating and completing a small electronic project is not an

unreasonable expectation. Julia Flanders had this to say to the
author:

First, the question of learning SGML/TEI and
transcribing the text yourself. My experience
training encoders here is that people generally do
not find it difficult to learn SGML and TEI. Our
encoders (typically working about 8-10 hours a
week) feel comfortable with the concepts after a
few weeks, and are generally quite competent after
2 or 3 months (they haven't memorized TEI, but they
know the tags they use the most, and they know
where to look things up). ... I am sure that if you
were working on this more like 30 hours a week, you
could be up to speed within a month at the outside.27

Flanders recommended first encoding for very basic structure,

going down to the paragraph level, and then on a second pass,

encoding all the italicized names and metadata associated with

them, and only then going back and encoding more difficult things
like quotations, marginalia, and cross-references. A text like
Gunaikeion which is not entirely prose, but incorporates a fair

quantity of verse, could not unreasonably be encoded by an

individual very familiar with the text in a period of 30 weeks.
Alan Morrison of the Oxford Text Archive had these comments to

add with regard to the project:

The level of tagging is your decision and therefore
will determine how long it will take you to complete

27 Flanders, e-mail, 4 Nov. 1998.
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the work. For example, you may wish only to tag the
authors and titles of works, leaving the rest of the
text untagged but available for searching. No matter
how much you tag there will always be a user who
will want to search on something you haven't
tagged!28

The work of encoding is often regarded as simply a keyboarding

exercise, which, if one tags only the author and title, it may be.
However the insertion of rich tagging which explicates the material
in the text is a scholarly activity resulting in an "edition" of the
encoded text.29 Morrison adds that "one person very familiar with
the work is the best person to do the bulk of the work or oversee

its production. Past experience has shown us that one

knowledgeable person can often produce work better and quicker
than coordinating a team of relative novices to do the same

task."30

However, "The best laid schemes o' mice an' men / Gang aft

a-gley": in May, 1999, the author was informed that TESS would
not be held that year because there were an insufficient number
of appropriate applicants.31 Emphasis was then placed on

expanding the Gunaikeion database into a resource that would
function independently of an electronic text. By creating an index
and database with FileMaker Pro 4.0, one has the option of posting

the files on the Internet, using either a Macintosh computer or an

IBM-compatible PC as a server. A user who accesses the files on

the Internet does not need to have FileMaker software loaded on

28 Alan Morrison, e-mail to the author, 30 Oct. 1998.
29 Given the fact that the encoding of the 25,000 texts selected by the Early
English Books Online Text Creation Partnership will be entrusted to multiple
contractors, it is safe to assume that tagging will be very light.
30 Morrison, e-mail, 30 Oct. 1998.
31 TESS required a minimum of ten "successful" applicants (those whose projects
could benefit from the training offered) and failed to secure this number.
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to his computer. Once the database is made available to the public
in this way, interested individuals will be free to browse and search

for proper names mentioned in the text. They may print up their

findings and, armed with page numbers, they can either access the

Early English Books Online digital image of Gunaikeion, or look at

the UMI microfilm of the text.

Recently, the author had an opportunity to see how the

database might function, and who might be interested in using it if
it was available online. Barbara F. McManus, co-editor of Half

Humankind: Texts and Contexts of the Controversy about Women

in England, 1540-1640, referred an individual who is doing
research on the nineteenth-century feminist Matilda Joslyn Gage
to the author. Gage has a prodigious knowledge of women and
women's history, and she lists Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion

among her sources. Using the database, the author was able to

ascertain within a very few minutes whether a number of women

mentioned by Gage are included in the text, and by referring

quickly to the page references, was able to determine the extent

of the entries. The individual researching Gage has access to a

personal computer connected to the Internet, but lives five hours

drive away from the nearest institution that has a microfilm copy

of Gunaikeion-, she was anxious to know if it would be worth the

journey to look at the text.32 The information provided by a freely

available online version of the database and index would save her

many hours of searching and reading.
When creating databases and indexes certain issues arise

which are important to consider. These are the questions of

certainty, completeness, and exhaustivity. When the databases

32 Pat Cross, e-mail to the author, 21 Oct. 2000.
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and indexes are compiled from texts of the early modern period,

the questions often prove to be thornier than anticipated.

John Lavagnino remarks that the condition of uncertainty in

early modern texts was a characteristic part of the reading

experience of the time. In idealist editions of these texts, an

important task is the correction of what are perceived to be
errors in transmission. Lavagnino cites Randall McLeod, who
asserts that

some of the 'errors' that editors have corrected in
these texts were perfectly legitimate readings. ... A
facsimile of an early edition may have more 'errors'
in it than a modern reprint, but it also provides far
more of the information we need to read as

Renaissance readers did, with their understanding of
what was right and what was wrong, and their
awareness of the degree of uncertainty in the text;
our corrected modern editions make it look as if
we're quite certain about what the text is supposed
to say, an error no contemporary reader would have
made.33

When compiling a database, one goes through a process of reading
the text very closely, and begins very quickly to perceive that
errors and uncertainty in the text under scrutiny are unavoidably

transferred to the resulting compilation. As mentioned earlier,
the Gunaikeion database can be viewed in two layouts, a "file card"

format, and an "index" format. In the file card layout, there is a

field entitled "Comment" in which entries which exhibit a degree of

uncertainty are prefaced with the abbreviation "NC"; this can be

variously interpreted as "Not confirmed" or "Not certain". The
uncertainties are the result of a wide range of factors, some

which originate in the text, and some which are linked to the
conditions of producing the database. If we look first at what we

33 Cited by Lavagnino, 67.
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consider to be errors in the text which create uncertainty, we see

that they fall largely into two categories, those originating with

Heywood, and those originating with the production of Gunaikeion.
A few examples will illustrate these.

A characteristic mistake made by Heywood in translating
from Latin to English is the creation of individuals from place-
names. This occurs in several places in the text. R. G. Martin has

noted one example in which Heywood mentions that "Orchomenius"

was a suitor of "Aristoclaea".34 However, "Orchomenius" is not a

person, but a place. This tale was taken from Plutarch's
Amatoriae Narrationes, which says that Aristoclia was courted by

"Straton an Orchomenian and Callisthenes of Haliartus", not, as

Heywood says, "Strato, Orchomenius and Calisthenes Aliartius". In

a second example, Heywood creates a handful of new suitors for

Agarista by again incorrectly translating place names in the
anecdote found in Herodotus' Histories. Thus, "Sibarites" is

formed from Sybaris, "Epidamnius" from Epidamnus, and

"Syritanus" from Siris.35
In one respect, Heywood and the compositors of Gunaikeion

unknowingly collaborated in sowing error and uncertainty in

producing the text. Heywood had notoriously illegible handwriting,
which caused endless problems for compositors.36 Some common

errors are the printing of "Oereus" for Oeneus, "Triula" for Trivia

(Triuia), "Fumetus" for Eumelus, and "Hesippus" for Ctesippus.

Other errors, however, are a result of the compositor

34 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 206-207; Martin, 179.
35 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 247. This is such a characteristic and elementary error
in translation by Heywood that one wonders whether he listed these "individuals" in
a commonplace book which was kept in his early school years when he was not as
proficient in Latin .

36 See Fig. 2. See also above p. 13.



Fig. 2. Upper portion of Foi. 68a: Lines 2423 to 2461. Lines
2423 to 2438 have been transcribed below. Thomas Heywood,
The Captives. The Malone Society Reprints. (Oxford, 1953) xvi,
97:

By this small glimps off moone-light I perceave him
to bee ffryar Ihon my antient adversary,
why lohn? why brother? what not speake? nay then
I see tis doon off mallyce. and off purpose
only to shame' mee since hee knwes the rest.
[knwe off] take notyce' what a loose man I am growne,
nay prthee sweete ffryar lohn, I am in hast,
horrible hast: doo but release mee nwe

I am thy ffrend ffor ever: what not heare?
ffeigne to bee deaff off purpose, and off spight?
then heare is that shall rowse you, are you ffalne
what and still mute and sylent, nay not styrr
II rowse you with a vengance. not one limbe.
to doo his woonted offyce, ffoot nor hand,
not a pulse beatinge, no breathe, what no motion,
oh mee off all men lyvinge most accurst
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misunderstanding the sense of Heywood's narrative. For example,

the compositor inadvertently creates a new deity when he

misinterprets a line of verse to read "He by the goddesse

Vrgence"; Heywood means to convey the sense of "he at the

goddess's urging", and is not referring to a goddess by the name

of Urgence.37
The restriction of time on the creation of the database

leaves much uncertainty unresolved. The database and this thesis

had to be completed within a three-year period. Searching for

references to individuals mentioned by Heywood is a task which

ranges from the very easy to the extremely difficult and

frustrating. Generally the searches begin using modern general

encyclopedias, and progress through specialized encyclopedias and
reference works, original works (sometimes in translation) in

modern editions with notes, and finally original works in very early
or first editions. Finding references to obscure individuals can

take hours of research, at some point during which one has to call
a halt. Also, some sources of information have not yet been

tapped for references, for example the histories of foreign states

written by Englishmen or translated by Englishmen from foreign

works, such as Richard Knolles' The General! Historie of the Turkes

(1603), Louis de Mayerne Turquet's The Generall Historie of Spaine

(1612) translated by Edward Grimeston, Edward Grimeston's The
General Historie of the Netherlands (1608), and Thomas de

Fougasses' The Generall Historie of the Magnificent State of
Venice (1612), translated by W. Shute. The database is an

ongoing project, and in the opinion of the author perhaps six more

months of work are required to narrow the margins of

37 Heywood, Gunaikeion, 12.
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uncertainty.38 A large element of uncertainty will always remain,

the result of garbled entries in Gunaikeion that may be impossible

to sort out, or the mention of individuals who truly have, as

Heywood feared, been lost in oblivion.
The second layout offered in the database resembles that of

an index nominum. The information is arranged in columns, and

only three fields are used; the regularized name, the identifying

key, and the page references. Searches can also be performed in
this layout, and the results displayed in ascending or descending

alphanumeric order.

Although Heywood calls Gunaikeion's table of contents an

"Index", it is a bare one. It might assist us to find the pages on

which perhaps 180 individuals are mentioned, which leaves us with

only about 3,700 to locate on our own. Chapters are divided into

sub-sections which describe the matter within, but given

Heywood's discursive style the accuracy of these descriptions is

questionable. If the index layout of the database were to be

printed up, it would run to 180 pages in single space format. Given
the constraints under which Heywood was working, it is

understandable that he chose not to do more than give a nod to

the concept of indexing, although a more important reason for the
absence of an index may be that he expected his audience to read
the text straight through.39 Thomas Fuller, writing a little later
than Heywood, had this to say about indexing:

38 Although the database files are protected by a password so that material cannot
be changed by users, it is anticipated that when the database is posted on the
Internet, the author will invite users who can contribute to clarifying or
correcting entries to contact the author via e-mail with their comments and
references. Changes made in the contents will be attributed to the contributors
who will in effect become collaborators.
39 See above p. 89.
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An INDEX is a necessary implement, and no
impediment of a book. . . . Without this, a large
author is but a labyrinth without a clue to direct the
reader therein. I confess there is a lazy kind of
learning which is onely Indical. . . .[But] pity it is the
weary should be denied the benefit thereof, and
industrious scholars prohibited the accomodation of
an index, most used by those who most pretend to
contemn it.40

Again, we notice the use of the labyrinth metaphor.
The function of an index is to provide its users with an

effective means of locating information in a text. Since the
Gunaikeion database was conceived to act as a resource for

encoding names in an electronic text, every instance of a name is

cited by page number. This is one way in which this "index" differs
from an index proper, which in most cases does not list every

mention of a name, and which may indicate the relative importance

of one instance over another by printing "important" citations in

bold type. In this respect, the "index" created from the Gunaikeion

database suffers occasionally from undifferentiated locators,
what Hans Wellisch describes as "an abomination". He says that

human beings are able to deal with about seven to nine items of
information at a time, and that this may be the most sensible limit

to the numbers of locators listed against any single heading.41

Happily, the vast majority of individuals in Gunaikeion make fewer

than seven to nine appearances. There are a number who make

considerably more, such as Jupiter, Apollo, and Alexander the

Great, as well as some of Heywood's favorite authors: for a

history of women, there is a strong male presence. It would be

negligent, though, to omit any instances of a name from this

40 Cited by Kevin Jackson, 297.
41 Hans H. Wellisch, Indexing from A to Z. 2nd. ed. (New York and Dublin, 1995)
279-81.
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electronic database, for one can never know to what use the data

will be put. For example, a statistical analysis of the occurrence

of particular names or variant forms of names would be out of the

question if instances were omitted because they were judged to be
of no significance. Also, if the database is ever to be used to

create an electronic text, each instance of a name must be

recorded, identified, and given a key so that it can be encoded and
linked to all other instances. The names each become a node in

hypertext, the links between which, Wellisch says, "are playing the
roles of conventional see and see also cross-references in print

indexes".42 In addition, the index layout as it exists could form the
basis of a conventional index. It is much easier to eliminate

entries, or discriminate between them, than it is to set about

accumulating new entries.

L. R. McColvin lists the main purposes of an index to be the

following; to facilitate reference to the specific item; to

compensate as far as possible for the fact that a book can only be

written in one sequence, according to one plan; to disclose

relationships; to disclose omissions; and to limit wear and tear on

the items indexed.43 The Gunaikeion database as a whole certainly

performs these functions.
In September 1961 Alison M. Quinn started indexing Richard

Hakluyt's Principal! Navigations (1 589), for which she won the

Wheatley Medal for an outstanding index published in 1965. This

professional indexer worked full time on the project with the

assistance of a typist until the following summer of 1962, and

42 Wellisch, 341.
43 L. R. McColvin, "The Purpose of Indexing", Indexers on Indexing: A Selection of
Articles Published in The Indexer. ed. Leonard Montague Harrod (New York and
London, 1978) 19-20.
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then at intervals until just after Christmas 1 964, when the project

was complete. Quinn extensively used the index to the MacLehose

edition of the 1 598-1600 Principall Navigations as a reference for

her own work, and she notes that this index, although almost

wholly made up of names and places, occupies the better part of a

single volume. The 1 589 edition of Principall Navigations contains
an introduction 60 pages long, and 825 pages of narrative followed

by an index of some nine pages.44 Quinn's manner of indexing the
information in the text is interesting for the similarities it shares
with the process of creating the Gunaikeion database.

Whereas the Gunaikeion database was compiled on 6,100

electronic "file cards", Quinn created her index on 5" x 3" cards, on

which she wrote names, labeled page references, and the sources

for an identification. Some entries ran to several cards; in all,

Quinn used about 10,000, and availed herself of numerous works

of reference and the expertise of past editors of the Hakluyt

Society. Even after three years of full-and part-time research
and work, Quinn was unable to find references for a number of the

entries, and confessed that she found it irritating to have to use

question marks or other ways of indicating something less than

certainty. Her close involvement with the text over a period of
three years resulted in an ability to "give the editor a reference
not only as to page but where on the page without having to look
at a card", which skill (she calls it "a parlour trick"!) she was not

entirely sorry to find fade away.45
J. Edwin Holmstrom broadly defines indexing as "any device

for discovering or rediscovering in a book, or in a collection of

44 Alison M. Quinn, "The Modern Index to Richard Hakluyt's Principall
Navigations", Indexers on Indexing, Harrod, 71.
45 Quinn, 70.
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papers or notes, such items of information or passages of text as

may have a wanted relevance".46 He continues to say that it

performs the same sort of function as a person's memory, but
with the disadvantage that the wanted items do not spring

instantly into focus. On the other hand, an index, an artificial

memory, also offers certain advantages over natural memory; "its
contents are accessible not only to the individual who apprehended
them in the first place but also to other people who may not even

have known that the data in question existed; it does not die when

its possessor dies; its accuracy is potentially perfect and its

capacity potentially limitless".47 The sharing of data, the potential
for perfection expressed as completeness versus adequacy, and
the limitless quality of artificial memory in the form of an

electronic database have been discussed earlier in this chapter,

but it is the question of longevity with regard to an electronic
format which now must be addressed.

C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, speaking of electronic editions of

texts, makes the forceful statement that software is short-lived:

[0]ur libraries are full of current editions twenty-
five, fifty, or one hundred years old, and of editions
even older which continue to be consulted although
no longer current.

Our computers, by contrast, rarely run
software which is even five or ten years old. ... No
software available when we begin a major project is
likely to survive, let alone remain the best available
choice, even for as short a time as twenty or thirty
years.48

46 J. Edwin Holmstrom, "Some Ideas on Indexing", Indexers on Indexing, Harrod,
323.
47 Holmstrom, 323.
48 C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, "Textual Criticism and the Text Encoding Initiative",
The Literary Text in the Digital Age, Finneran, 46-7.
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This statement would seem ominous for the future of an

electronic database created with a commercially available

software program, but Sperberg-McQueen was writing this essay

prior to 1 996, and developments in the electronic marketplace
have taken place since then which makes the future of the

Gunaikeion database more secure. Created with FileMaker Pro 4.0,

the database can now be published on the World Wide Web without

any additional software using FileMaker Pro Web Companion and
Internet access. It can then be viewed, searched, and sorted by

anyone who has Web browser software and access to the Internet;

an online user does not need to have FileMaker software loaded on

their computer.49 The database can also be updated as new

versions of FileMaker Pro become available. FileMaker, Inc. has

been in existence for ten years and it produces one of the most

widely used data management applications.50 In an uncertain and

rapidly changing world, these features offer a modicum of
insurance against loss of data. The potential for conversion to an

SGML database in the future has also been discussed.51

In producing such a database one's concern is not, as Arnold
Sanders put it, "to create written artifacts as monuments to our

existence".52 If this were the case, one could print up all 6,100

entries, believing that a stack of paper two feet high will ensure a

kind of immortality. This conceit, the immortality of print, has
been used almost to the point of cliche since print technology first

arose; Heywood may have believed in it implicitly. In terms of

usability, however, the database in the form of a stack of paper is

49 FileMaker Pro 4.1 User's Guide (Santa Clara, CA, 1998) 11.1.
50 Mention of this company is for information only, to explain why it was chosen,
and constitutes neither an endorsement nor a recommendation.
51 See above p. 173.
52 See above p. 119.
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virtually useless. It is just another labyrinth of words. On the

other hand, given the electronic spark, it achieves a flexibility, a

speed, and a potential for providing information in new forms that
can only be imagined in the medium of paper. Presumably it is

these qualities which the online company Octavo wishes to

emphasize when they describe as "Live" text the searchable
electronic text behind their beautiful but static images of early
books and manuscripts.53

It is not within the scope of this thesis to debate the

ephemerality or durability of the various ways in which we store

information, except to note that all are ephemeral to a greater or

lesser degree. The database may be written onto CD-ROMs, but
this is at best a reliance upon technology which itself may be
short-lived. If it proves useful, the database will merit

preservation by being upgraded periodically. One can only take a

leaf from Heywood's book and say "I expose it naked to the free
view . . . either by the worth thereof to be commended, and so

liue; or by the weaknesse to be disparaged, and so perish".54

53 See n. 11 above, p. 168.
54 Heywood, Gunaikeion, "To the Reader", A4V. The ephemeral material in
question, the Gunaikeion database, is contained in two diskettes, one formatted for
Macintosh computers and one for IBM-compatible PCs, inserted in pockets at the
end of this thesis. Each diskette also contains the Word document "Read This First",
which explains how to open and use the database file, as well as offering
information on the contents of each field, and the texts used as references. The
database has been compressed with a self-expanding extractor to allow all the
information to be stored on one diskette. A copy of "Read This First" has been
provided as an appendix to this thesis. Information on acquiring a copy of the
Gunaikeion database on diskette may be obtained from the Postgraduate Secretary of
the School of English, the University of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, KYI 6 9AL,
Scotland.



APPENDIX: READ THIS FIRST

INTRODUCTION

The Gunaikeion database and index has been compiled using
Filemaker Pro 4.0, and is supplied on separate diskettes

formatted for Macintosh or IBM-compatible PCs. To open the

database, the computer must be running Filemaker Pro 3.0 or

higher. The files have been compressed using Stuffit Deluxe,
which features a self-expanding extractor.

In order to put the database onto one diskette, all the indexing
functions have been disabled. When a search request is

entered for the first time in any field, the indexing for
that field will be turned on automatically. The first search
in any field will take a moment or two to complete, depending on

the speed of the computer. Subsequent searches will be

completed almost instantaneously.

PASSWORD

Leave the Password box blank and press Return at the password

prompt to access the file. The files have been protected so that
information cannot be deleted or added by users. Users will be
able to browse, search, sort, and print the information. If the
user tries to perform a function that is restricted, a message will

appear on the screen to that effect.

HELP

FileMaker Pro includes a Help file. Click on the Question Mark at

the top of the screen and choose Filemaker Help. For
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convenience, simple instructions for navigating the database have
been provided below.

NAVIGATING THE LAYOUTS

The database can be viewed in two layouts, File card and Index.

When the database is accessed, the File Card layout will appear.

Go to the top of the screen, click and hold on Mode. Four

highlighted options are available; Browse, Find, Preview, and
Sort.

Browse Mode Navigation

Use the Browse mode to view the File Card layout.

To the left of the screen is a shaded Status Area. At the top of

this area a layout pop-up menu will read "File Card". (To switch
to the Index layout, click and hold on File Card, move the cursor to

highlight "Index" and release. The Index layout will appear.

Perform the same function to return to the File Card layout.)

Beneath the layout pop-up menu is the Book. It will be open at a

page in the database. By clicking on the upper or lower page, or by

sliding the small tab up or down (click and hold on the tab as you

move it), you can move back and forth through the database. The
number just underneath the Book is the number of the current

record.

Beneath the Book appears the word Records: this shows the
number of records in the file.

Beneath this will appear one of the following words stating whether
the records are Unsorted, Sorted, or Semi-sorted.
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Find Mode Navigation

Find mode allows users to search for particular records that

match a set of criteria which have been entered in the blank fields.

Move the cursor to one of the fields, click, and enter a search

request. Repeat the process to enter criteria in other fields.

Move the cursor to Find in the Status area and click. Results will

be displayed.
Click on the indicator next to the word Symbols to choose

operators to paste in front of a Find request if necessary. The

most useful may be "=", requesting an exact match. It is
recommended that this symbol be used when looking up

abbreviations in the Comment field, for example "=NC" or "=

D.C.B.".

Click on Omit prior to Find to omit the records found by the

current request.

To move from the found set of records back to the entire set,

click and hold on Select at the top of the screen, and choose Find
All.

Preview Mode Navigation
Preview mode allows the user to see records as they will appear

before printing. Use Preview mode to view the Index layout.
This compresses spaces between entries which are visible in the
Browse mode and allows the Index to appear more like a printed
index in a book. Click on the upper or lower page of the Book, or

slide the small tab up or down (click and hold on the tab as you

move it) to move back and forth through the database in the
Index layout.
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Sort Mode Navigation

One can sort the entire database, or a sub-set of found records.

When Sort is selected, a dialog box appears on the screen. On the

left is a list of fields; click on a field to highlight it and then choose

a sort order. Click Move. The field is transferred to the Sort

Order List. Repeat the steps to add other fields to the list. Click

Sort. To cancel before sorting is finished, press ESC. or click on

Cancel. To Unsort, return to Sort mode and click on Unsort. To

move fields out of the Sort Order List, click Clear All.

Printing
To print up a set of records, click and hold on File at the top of
the screen, and choose Print. Follow the instructions.

Exiting the Database
When you are finished working with the database, choose Exit or

Quit from the File menu.

Important: Always exit FileMaker Pro before you turn off your

computer.

A Note on the Layouts

All the fields appear in the File Card layout. In some cases there is
too much information in certain fields to appear on the screen in

the Browse or Preview modes. Fields which commonly appear to

have "run out of space" are Alias, Source, Page, and Comment.
The entire contents of these fields can be viewed by clicking once

within the particular field, which expands the container. To close
the container, click anywhere outside the field.
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COMMENTS ON FIELDS

NAME

Regularized or modernized spelling of the entries appear in this

field, except in cases where no present day reference to the entry

has been found. In this case, the spelling remains as it appears in
the text. Names made up of more than one element (e. g. given
names and surnames) are entered as they would appear in an

alphabetical index, that is, surname first. Names do not need to

be entered in this order in search requests.

TEXT NAME

Here the name appears exactly as spelled in Heywood's Gunaikeion.
No attempt has been made in the case of individuals with given

names and surnames to change the word order to conform to an

alphabetical index.

ALIAS

Variations in the spelling of an entry, pseudonyms, descriptive

epithets, surnames, and aliases appear in this field. In every case,

each entry in this field also has its own file card. No attempt has
been made to change the word order to conform to an alphabetical
index.

KEY

A unique number has been assigned to each entity in the index. An

entity may appear in different guises, under different names and

spellings with the result that a particular number may be assigned
to multiple entries. The key can be used to call up every instance
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of an entity's appearance in the text. If a search produces a

number of finds with the same name, locate the key for the

desired individual, and institute a new search using the key. All

records for that individual will be produced.

SEX

Entries are listed as:

M (Male)

F (Female)

M,F (appears in instances of collectivities; note that there are no

spaces following the comma )
This field is left blank in certain entries (such as texts or places)
where gender is not a consideration.

TYPE

Entries appear as:

E (Example)
A (Authority)
0 (Other, e.g. texts, places, events)

MULTIPLE

Entries appear as:

N (No, e.g. single individuals)
Y (Yes, e.g. groups of people)

SOURCE

These are the sources and authorities which Heywood specifies for
the entry. In many instances his sources are not identified, and
the field is left blank. In some cases where the authority is cited
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in the margin it has been difficult to decide to which individuals

this citation applies. No judgment has been passed by the compiler
as to the accuracy of Heywood's assignments, although at times a

comment to this effect may appear in the Comment field. The

page numbers refer to the page in Gunaikeion in which the source

is mentioned.

DESCRIPTOR

All the entries have one (in rare instances two) of the following

descriptors in list A. These have been chosen by the compiler to

allow a simple breakdown of entries into subgroups and do not

necessarily correspond to any decision on descriptive terms made

by Heywood:

A. biblical figure(s)
event

historical figure(s)

mythical figure(s)

place

semi-legendary figure(s)
term

text

unknown

In addition, an entry may have one or more of the following

descriptors in list B. These were chosen because of the frequency
with which they appear in present day accounts of the entities:
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B. courtesan

deity

emperor

king

orator

philosopher

empress

geographer

poet

pope

grammarian

hero

queen

rhetorician

historian saint

TEXT DESCRIPTOR

These are nouns, noun phrases, and adjectives applied to the

entities by Heywood. An attempt by the compiler has been made
to narrow this list to include first all descriptors mentioned by

Heywood in his Index (table of contents), and second only those
other descriptors which can provide five or more examples in the

text of Gunaikeion. Slight liberties have been taken at times to

avoid unnecessary duplication (for example, when Heywood says

that certain women were noted for their "beauty", and others

were "beautiful", the entry in this field may read "beautiful" for

both).

BOOK

The number of the book in which the entry appears is recorded.

The pages on which the entry appears are recorded. The

prefatory matter is not paginated. Entries drawn from the

prefatory material (A1 r through A6v ) are indicated by their

PAGE
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signature. The body of Gunaikeion is paginated, beginning with "1"
on the first page of the first book, through "466" on the last page

of the last book. There are a very few instances of errors in the

pagination which have been silently corrected. Citations in the

margins of the text are noted with a lower case "m" following the

page number on which they appear (e.g. 137m). A search request

for "m" in this field will call up every name cited in the margin of
the text. No attempt has been made to differentiate any locator.

This index simply refers the reader to each appearance of each

entity in the text.

COMMENT

This field was originally set up to allow one to differentiate
between individuals, but has grown to include notes on as many of
the entities as the compiler has been able to find references for in

present day sources. Where possible, dates have been supplied
for historical and biblical figures, and the source of the
information has been noted in abbreviations in parentheses at the

end of the note. Page numbers of the present day source and
reference texts have NOT been noted; these texts generally

possess good indexes of their own.

The abbreviation "NC" may appear as the first entry in the

Comment field. This may be taken to stand for "Not confirmed" or

"Not certain", and indicates that varying degrees of uncertainty

occur regarding the entry. The uncertainty may range from the

compiler's inability to find exact dates for an historical figure, to a

failure, to date, to find any present day reference for that entity.

Certain resources have not yet been consulted. The compiler
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considers that more work is required to seek out all the

unconfirmed entities, using primary sources or specialized
reference texts. Users wishing to contribute information to this
database may contact the compiler through the Postgraduate

Secretary at the School of English of the University of St.
Andrews. All contributors will be acknowledged.

Abbreviations Used for References in Comment Field

A.B.D. Freedman, David Noel, ed. The Anchor Bible

Dictionary. 6 vols. New York, 1 992.

A.C.M. Musurillo, Herbert, trans. The Acts of the

Christian Martyrs. Oxford, 1972.

A.I.M.W. Echols, Anne, and Marty Williams. Annotated

Index of Medieval Women. Oxford, New York,

and Princeton, NJ, 1992.

C.B.E. Crystal, David, ed. Cambridge Biographical

Encyclopedia. Cambridge, 1994.

C.B.H. Gardiner, Juliet, and Neil Wenborn, eds. The

History Today Companion to British History.

London, 1995.

C.D.C.M. March, Jenny. Cassell Dictionary of Classical

Mythology. London, 1998.
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C.H.O. Nisbet, R. G. M., and M. Hubbard. A Commentary
on Horace's Odes. Oxford, 1970

C.R.D. Richard of Devizes. Cronicon Richardi

Divisensis de tempore Regis Richardi Primi:

The Chronicle of Richard of Devizes of the

Time of King Richard the First. Ed. John T.

Appleby. Edinburgh and London, 1963.

C.S.T.H. Robert Grant Martin, "A Critical Study of

Thomas Heywood's Gunaikeion". Studies in

Philology 20 (1 923): 1 60-83.

D.B.M.C. Poole, Austin Lane. From Domesday Book to

Magna Carta 1087-1216. Oxford, 1955.

D.C.B. Smith, William, and Henry Wace, eds. A

Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature,

Sects and Doctrines. London, 1877.

D.C.M. Grimal, Pierre. The Dictionary of Classical

Mythology. Trans. A. R. Maxwell-Hyslop.

Oxford, 1986.

D.G.R. Smith, William, ed. A Classical Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology. 3
vols. London, 1844-49.
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D.M.A. Strayer, Joseph R. ed. Dictionary of the Middle

Ages. New York, 1982.

D.N.B. Stephen, Leslie, and Sidney Lee, eds.

Dictionary of National Biography. 65 vols.

London, 1 885-1903.

D.S.W. Dunbar, Agnes B. C. A Dictionary of Saintly
Women. 2 vols. London, 1904-5.

E.B. The New Encyclopedia Britannica. 30 vols.
1 5th ed. Chicago and London, 1974.

E.P.H. Justinus, Marcus Junianus. Epitome of the

Philippic History of Pompeius Trogus. Trans. J.
C. Yardley. Atlanta, GA, 1994.

E.H. Vergil, Polydore. English History. Ed. Sir

Henry Ellis. London, 1844.

E.M. Martial. Epigrams. Ed. and trans. D. R.
Shackleton Bailey. 3 vols. Cambridge, MA, and

London, 1993.

F.K.C. McKitterick, Rosamund. The Frankish Kingdoms

Under the Carolingians 751-987. London and
New York, 1983.
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F.H. Hyginus. Fables. Trans. Jean Yves Boriaud.

Paris, 1 997.

H.A. Henry Archdeacon of Huntingdon. Historia

Anglorum: The History of the English People.
Ed. and trans. Diana Greenway. Oxford, 1996.

H.D. Saxo Grammaticus. History of the Danes. Ed.
Hilda Ellis. Trans. Peter Fisher. Cambridge,
1998.

H.F. Gregory of Tours. History of the Franks. Trans.
Lewis Thorpe. London, 1974.

H.H. Herodotus. Histories. Trans. Aubrey de

Selincourt. Rev. John Marincola. London, 1996.

I.C.S. Jones, Philip. The Italian City-State: From

Commune to Signoria. Oxford, 1997.

I.H. Lattimore, Richard, trans. The Iliad of Homer.

Chicago and London, 1951.

L.P. Plutarch. Plutarch's Lives. Trans. John

Langhorne and William Langhorne. London,

[?19-3-
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L.S.A.C. Anselm. The Letters of St. Anselm of

Canterbury. 3 vols. Trans. Walter Frolich.

Kalamazoo, Ml, 1990-94.

N.C.C.N. Barnhart, Clarence L., ed. New Century

Cyclopedia of Names. New York, 1954.

N.O.A.B. May, Herbert G., and Bruce M. Metzger, eds. The
New Oxford Annotated Bible with the

Apocrypha. New York, 1 977.

O.C.C.L. Howatson, M. C., ed. The Oxford Companion to

Classical Literature. Oxford and New York,

1989.

O.C.D. Hornblower, Simon, and Antony Spawforth, eds.

Oxford Classical Dictionary. 3rd ed. Oxford,

1996.

O.D.P. Kelly, J. N. D. Oxford Dictionary of Popes.
Oxford and New York, 1986.

O.E.D. The Oxford English Dictionary. Prep, by J. A.

Simpson and E. S. C. Weiner. 2nd. ed. 20 vols.

Oxford, 1 989.

O.L.D Glare, P. G. W., ed. Oxford Latin Dictionary.

Oxford, 1 982.
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O.H. Lattimore, Richard, trans. The Odyssey of

Homer. New York, 1975.

R.H. Rabil, Albert, Jr., ed. Renaissance Humanism:

Foundations, Forms, and Legacy. 3 vols.

Philadelphia, 1 988.

S.L.E.H. Gross, Charles. The Sources and Literature of

English History From the Earliest Time to

About 1485. London, 1915.

S.P. Petronius. Satyricon. Trans. J. M. Mitchell.

London, 1923.

T.L.R.B. Cooper, Thomas. Thesaurus Linguae Romanae &
Britannicae. 1565. Ed. R. C. Alston. Menston,

1969.

W.C.M. Bell, Robert E. Women of Classical Mythology:
A Biographical Dictionary. Oxford and New

York, 1991.
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